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Dear Mr Clerk

I thank the Standing Committee of Privileges of the Australian Senate for the
opportunity to make a short submission on the matter of whether existing protocols
for the execution of search warrants in the premises of Members of Parliament, or
where parliamentary privilege may be raised, sufficiently protect the ability of
Members to undertake their functions without improper interference.

In the Northern Territory sufficient protections are not yet in place. There are no
Memoranda of Understanding (Mou) in existence with investigatory and law
enforcement bodies about the execution of search warrants on Members and the
handling of material which is privileged.

However, the matters the Senate Committee is considering are of contemporary
interest in the Northern Territory because development of Mou between the
Legislative Assembly and the Northern Territory Police and a soon to be created
Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) has commenced.

The Anti-Corruption Integrity and Misconduct Commission Inquiry Final Report
published in May 2016 specifically recommended retention of parliamentary privilege
and cites a submission I made to that inquiry (at page 203) recommending that the
boundaries concerning the tensions between the proposed investigatory body and
the Assembly vis a vis parliamentary privilege be well defined. The Inquiry (Hon Brian
Martin AO QC), recommended an appropriate Memorandum of Understanding be put
in place between the Police and the Assembly which could, in due course, also apply
to the new NTAnti-Corruptibn Commission (Paragraph 427).

I am advised that the proposed ICAC legislation remains in the drafting stages,
however the Northern Territory Assembly, with the powers and privileges available to
it under the Legislative Assembly (Powers and Privileges) Act, will have a specific
interest in relation to how it retains and manages the protection of privilege and the
handling of privileged material. (Note: s. 6 (2) (c) of the Northern Territory Act is
identical to SI6 (2) (c) of the Commonwealth Act (Parfiamentary Privileges Act 1987)

Legislative Assembly of the Northern Territory
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and the entirety of s. 6 of the Northern Territory Act is almost identical to the
Commonwealth Act except for the headings and the references to the Australian
Constitution in the Commonwealth Act. ) Section 8 of the Northern Territory Act
prohibits the execution of search warrants within the precinct of the Assembly without
the approval of the Speaker.

One important question to be considered is what will the legislated 'intention' of the
ICAC be when considering seizure of potentially privileged material, and who will
determine a contested question of parliamentary privilege. Getting the drafting right
for the proposed legislation as well as the proposed Mou will be critical for up holding
and preserving the privileges of the Assembly as they exist and are expected to exist
so that they serve the function of the Assembly itself.

A perceived community disregard and distrust of politicians should not be permitted
to cloud the principles underpinning the independence and integrity of the Assembly.

The opportunity presents to avoid a situation where a law enforcement body is
permitted to indiscriminately vacuum up material for later sorting as opposed to
consciously proceeding on the basis of not intending to gather up privileged material.
This is very pertinent to modern evidence gathering techniques such as seizing data
in covert operations where a Member is not in a position to assert privilege because
they have no knowledge the material has been gathered.

Once the material in contention is seized or about to be seized then how it is treated

is very significant.

The then President of the New South Wales Legislative Council stated in October
2003 in relation to seizure of documents by the NSW ICAC in possession of a
Member of the Legislative Council: .. only the House can resolve the question of
parliamentary privilege arising from an execution of a search warrant to seize
documents and things in the possession of a member. I regard the seizure of
material protected by parfiamentary privilege seriously and am concerned to ensure
that proper procedures are put in place to determine questions of parliamentary
privilege an^rig from an execution of search warrants to seize documents and things
in possession of members. In this regard I note the work of the Senate committee of
privileges in its reports numbers 75, f 05 and 174 concerning the execution of search
warrants in senators ' officers,

In his submission to the subsequent NSW Inquiry, the then Clerk of the Senate
submitted that Article 9 of the Bill of Rights confers an immunity from the compulsory
production of documents, including by means of the execution of a search warrant,
where documents are of such relevance to parliamentary proceedings that their
production would of itself amount to the impeachment and questioning of those
proceedings.

While Article 9 does not prevent the seizure of documents per se, it arguably does
operate to prevent the seizure of documents when the use would amount to
impeaching or questioning parliamentary proceedings. Perhaps SI6 of the
Commonwealth Act and s. 6 of the Northern Territory Act should be amended to
make this abundantly clear. As drafted, the 'avoidance of doubt' that Article 9 applies
as stated in the legislation, could be made even clearer to interpret Article 9 to
ensure prevention of seizure when the use of the seized documents amounts to a
covert or overt impeaching or questioning of the motives of a Member or the
proceedings of a parliament.
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The idea that privileged documents may be seized but not used requires an active
seizure to be contemplated in isolation from the purpose of which the seizure was
effected. Surely there is little point in seizing documents in the first place if it is clear
that privilege will apply.

There is also the concern that an 'authorised officer' sees documents and they
should then be erasing from their minds any material they have knowledge of in the
process of seizure which is subsequently determined to be privileged.

In the Northern Territory, as negotiations commence about the drafting of a relevant
Mou, we are paying attention to the NSW Memorandum of Understanding where
Procedure 9 of the ICAC's Operations Manual is adopted as the procedure for
obtaining and executing search warrants, clause 10 of which states:

In executing a warrant on the office of a Member of Parliament, care must be
taken regarding any claim of parliamentary privilege. Parliamentary privilege
attaches to any document which falls within the scope of proceedings in
Parliament. Proceedings in Parliament includes all words spoken and acts
done in the course of or for the purposes of or incidental to, the transacting of
the business of a House or committee

Pan^^meritary privilege belongs to the Parliament as a whole, not individual
members.

This procedure is based on the protocol recommended by the Legislative
Council Privileges Committee in February 2006 (Report 33).

The protocol allows for contacting the Member as well as the Clerk and the
attendance of an ICAC lawyer to attend a search with the Search Team to provide
legal advice on the matter of parliamentary privilege. Specifically clause 10
subclause 8 states: The Search Team Leader should not seek to access, read or
seize any document over which a claim for parliamentary privilege is made.

When a ruling is sought as to whether documents are protected by parliamentary
privilege, the Member, the Clerk and a representative of the ICAC will jointly be
present at the examination of the material. The Member and the Clerk identify the
material which they claim falls within the scope of parliamentary proceedings. A list
will then be compiled by the Clerk and provided to the Member and the Commission's
representative.

In the event the ICAC disputes the claim of privilege they write to either the President
of the Legislative Council or the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly (as the case
may be) and the issue is determined by the relevant House of Parliament.

It remains to be seen how the draft legislation proposed for the Northern Territory will
deal with this matter. The South Australian model raises some concerns where the
legislated arbiter takes the form of the Supreme Court with an officer of the ICAC as
an intermediary.

The Independent Commissioner Against Corruption Miscellaneous Amendment BM
2016 (now in schedule 3 of the principal Act) provides a procedure without
explanation as to why it was considered the best approach. The South Australia
Attorney General's second reading speech introducing the bill does not explain the
policy rationale. He said : the bill will also make clear what I understand is already the
practice of the ICAC investigators when undertaking a search to secure documents

3



over which the claim of privilege is made. It also provides clarity around the use of
information obtained during an investigation under the ICAC act.

While there is no question courts may determine from time to time whether
parliamentary privilege arises in the context of proceedings brought before the
courts, giving a court a specific and permanent function to determine parliamentary
privilege is an interesting policy development which appears not only unnecessary
but furthers a perception that parliamentarians cannot be relied upon to understand
and resolve matters relating to a core principle of a Westminster parliament. A better
approach might be for the Presiding Officer in consultation with Members to source
expert opinion, thus keeping the decision with the Parliament rather than outsourcing
it permanently.

While this submission provides no concrete examples from this jurisdiction relevant
to the Senate Committee's inquiry of the matters under investigation, the matters are
very pertinent to contemporary policy development in the Northern Territory and the
Senate Committee's final report will no doubt be instructive for policy makers in this
jurisdiction. Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission

Yours sincerely

Michael Tatham
Clerk

IP April2017
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Australian Government

Australian Security
Intelligence Organisation

„   /*> April 2017
Director-General of Security Our Ref. A13596981

Committee Secretary
Senate Committee of Privileges
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600

ASIO Submission to Senate Standing Committee of Privileges Inquiry into Parliamentary
privilege and the use of intrusive powers

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission to the Committee of Privileges inquiry

into the adequacy of parliamentary privilege as a protection for parliamentary material against

the use of the intrusive powers by law enforcement and intelligence agencies.

This submission provides background information about the role of ASIO, the legal and

accountability framework within which ASIO operates and the security threat environment

While it does not make any recommendations, the submission does highlight the agnostic nature

of both security threats and the individuals that may be targeted and the importance for law

enforcement and intelligence agencies to have the necessary tools to perform their statutory

functions

ASIO's role

The Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) is Australia's national security

intelligence service. ASIO's enduring purpose is to contribute to the protection of the nation and

its interests from threats to security through intelligence collection, assessment and advice to

Government, government agencies and business.

Security intelligence is vital to protecting the nation and its people. ASIO collects intelligence

using a range of methods including human intelligence, surveillance, warranted activities and

other authorised special powers ASIO relies upon the support of people from all communities,

Australian and international intelligence, law enforcement and other government partners,

security agencies and business and industry to deliver its mission

ASIO's role as the national security intelligence service is anticipatory and protective m nature-

it is expected to identify and act against threats before harm has occurred ASIO's role to obtain,

x 2176 FOI WARNING-
y ACT 2601 Exempt document under

Freedom of Information Act 1982
 6249 6299 Refer related FOI requests to
257 4501 Attorney-General's Department Canberra
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correlate and evaluate intelligence relevant to security is distinct from law enforcement agencies

which are concerned with the investigation of criminal offences and the collection of evidence
for use in prosecutions

A critical element of Australia's defence against threats to security is ASIO's secunty

intelligence investigations As the Committee has noted m its Background paper, the 'integrity

of investigations by law enforcement and intelligence agencies often depends on a large measure

of secrecy in exercising intrusive powers.' ASIO recognises it has been entmsted with significant

powers and with that comes significant responsibilities to ensure their use is proportionate and
measured in response to the natuie of the threat

Legislative Framework

The Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979 {ASIO Act) defines the

Organisation's roles and responsibilities and is the legislative basis for ASIO's purpose,

activities and cooperation with partners. ASIO is also subject to ministerial guidelines issued by

the Attorney-General under the ASIO Act (pursuant to section 8A of the ASIO Act) that must be

observed by the Organisation in the performance of its statutory functions and exercise of its

powers.

The term 'security' has a specific meaning within the ASIO Act, and includes the protection of
Australia and Australians from.

• espionage

• sabotage

• politically motivated violence

• the promotion of communal violence

• attacks on Australia's defence systems

• foreign interference.

Security is also defined under the ASIO Act to include the protection of Australia's territorial and

bordei integrity from serious threats and the carrying out of Australia's responsibilities to foreign
countries m relation to the other heads of security.

ASIO is under the control of the Director-General of Secunty pursuant to section 8(1) of the

ASIO Act The Director-Geneial has specific obligations under the ASIO Act to:

« ensure the organisation only performs the work that is necessary for the purpose of

discharging its functions (section 20(a));

• keep the organisation free from any influences or considerations not relevant to its

functions and to ensure nothing is done which could be perceived as suggesting the

FOI WARNING
Exempt document under
Freedom of Information Act 1982
Refer related FOI requests to
Attorney-General's Department Canberra
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organisation is concerned to further or protect the interests of any particular section of the

community (section 20(b)), and

• consult regularly with the Leader of the Opposition foi the puipose of keeping him or her

informed on matters relating to security (section 21).

ASIO's legislative framework recognises that ASIO will routinely be required to investigate and

provide advice in relation to Australian citizens and permanent residents Accordingly, ASIO is

required to operate under a stringent and comprehensive oversight and accountability framework

that provides assurance that the conduct of inquiries and investigations is both lawftil and

proportionate to the gravity of the potential threat posed and the probability of its occurrence.

This includes policies and procedures to ensure effective record keeping and retention and

destruction of records in accordance with the Archives Act 1983 and the Attorney-General's

Guidelines

Oversight and accountability

ASIO is ultimately accountable to the parliament and the people through legislation,

parliamentary oversight, ministerial accountability and guidelines, and independent oversight by
the Inspector-General of Security. These mechamsms provide critical oversight and review and

m turn provide legitimacy, support and confidence in ASIO and its activities. This mcludes:

e Parliamentary oversight of ASIO and its activities m particular through the

Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (PJCIS).

• Ministerial supervision ensuring clear lines of accountability, including through

ministerial guidelines on intelligence agencies and authorisation of warranted activities.

• Independent oversight by.

o Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security
o Australian National Audit Office
o Independent Reviewer of Adverse Security Assessments
o Independent National Security Legislation Monitor (INSLM)
o Security Appeals Division of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
o Judicial review by Australian Courts.

• ASIO also maintains strong internal corporate governance arrangements to assist the

Director-General of Security fulfil his responsibilities and ensure the legislation is

followed, and record keeping and reporting obligations are met.

FOi WARNING:
Exempt document under
Freedom of Information Act 1982
Refer related FOI requests to
Attorney-General's Department Canberra
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The Director-General is subject to direction from the Attorney-General on the performance of his

functions with the exceptions that the Attorney-General.

• is not empowered to override the opinion of the Director-General of Security concerning

the nature of the advice that should be given by ASIO (section 8(4)), and

• is not empowered to ovenide the opinion of the Director-General of Security

o on the question of whether the collection of intelligence by ASIO concerning a
particular individual would, or would not, be justified by reason of its relevance to
secunty, or

o on the question of whether a communication of intelligence concerning a
particular individual would be for a purpose relevant to secunty

except by written direction that sets out the Attomey-GeneraTs reasons for ovemding
the Director-General of Security and with copies of the direction to be provided to the
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security and to the Prune Mimster (section 8(5)
and (6)).

Many of the elements of the oversight and accountability framework are designed to operate m

the public domain. For example, legislation governing the operation of the Australian

Intelligence Community agencies and the Attorney-General's Guidelines to ASIO is publicly

available Legislative reforms are vigorously debated m the Parliament and tested in public

committee hearings ASIO's coiporate plan, portfolio budget statement and annual report to

Parliament are publicly available.

As the Director-General of Security I also make regular appearances before Senate Estimates and

m other Parliamentary committee hearings Further, the independent oversight bodies such as the

Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security and the Independent National Security Legislation

Monitor also provide publicly available reports to Parliament

The consideration of the adequacy of parliamentary privilege as a protection for parliamentary

material m relation to the use of intrusive powers by intelligence agencies requires an

understanding of the threats posed to parliamentary privilege and independence by hostile actors,

whether by those acting on behalf of foreign governments or those who would undertake acts of

politically motivated violence.

Parliamentarians aie not immune to the attention of foieign states; from being the target of

interest from foreign powers and those who would engage m politically motivated violence. As

has been observed overseas, the parliament and parliamentarians can be aspirational targets for

those who engage in politically motivated violence.

In addition to the current terrorism threat, there remains a real and enduring threat from

espionage and clandestine interference by foreign powers seeking to advance their own 

FOI WARNING
Exempt document under
Freedom of Information Act 1982
Refer related FOI requests to
Attorney-General's Department Canberra
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economic and strategic interests at the expense of our own. The harm caused by hostile

intelligence activity can undermine Australia's national security and sovereignty. Both espionage

and foreign interference can inflict economic damage, degrade or compromise nationally vital

assets and critical infrastructure

I once again thank: you for the opportunity to contribute to your inquiry, which touches on the
very important security role of ASIO

Duncan Lewis

FOI WARNING:
Exempt document under
Freedom of Information Act 1982
Refer related FOI requests to
Attorney-General's Department Canberra
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Introduction 

1. The Australian Federal Police (AFP) welcomes the opportunity to make a 

submission to the Senate Standing Committee of Privileges inquiry into 
Parliamentary Privilege and Use of Intrusive Powers.  

2. As the Australian Government’s law enforcement and policing agency and 

chief source of advice on policing issues, the AFP is responsible for enforcing 
the criminal law with an emphasis on combating organised crime, countering 
terrorism and protecting Commonwealth interests from criminal activity in 
Australia and overseas.  

3. Although the AFP is responsible for a broad range of criminal and national 
security matters, the particular types of criminal activity that are most 
relevant to the Committee’s current inquiry include the following offences: 

• Offences relating to the proper administration of Government in Chapter 7 
of the Criminal Code (Cth), including: 

o Bribery and related offences; 

o Causing harm to, and impersonation and obstruction of, 
Commonwealth Public Officials; and 

o Fraudulent conduct. 

• Offences relating to espionage and similar activities in Division 91 of the 
Criminal Code (Cth); 

• Offences relating to telecommunications and postal services, including 
using telecommunications and postal services to menace, harass and 
cause offence in Parts 10.5 and 10.6 of the Criminal Code (Cth); and 

• Information disclosure offences in ss. 70 and 79 of the Crimes Act 1914.  

4. These offences may arise in the context of Parliamentary activities, or 
attempts to undermine or impeach the lawful operation of government. 

5. The AFP also offers a range of investigation services to other Commonwealth 

departments and agencies, and may be requested to undertake or assist with 
investigations on their behalf, including: 

• serious and complex matters including fraud, corruption, drug trafficking, 
organised crime, money laundering and people smuggling; 

• operational assistance in the course of another department or agency's 
criminal investigation including execution of s.3E Crimes Act 1914 search 
warrants;  

• financial investigation services including training, advice and guidance 
relating to proceeds of crime; 

• computer forensics and other forensic services; and 
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• electronic evidence services including training, advice and forensic 
examination of seized computers and electronic items. 

6. The AFP’s role and services within Government therefore extend beyond its 
own investigations, and encompasses the protection of other Government 
departments from criminal behaviour, including fraud and corruption.  

The Committee’s Inquiry into parliamentary privilege and the 
use of intrusive powers 

7. The AFP has been advised that the following matters were referred to the 
Standing Committee of Privileges for inquiry and report by 14 August 2017 (‘the 
Terms of Reference’): 

a. whether protocols for the execution of search warrants in the premises of 
 members of Parliament, or where parliamentary privilege may be raised, 
 sufficiently protect the capacity of members to carry out their functions 
 without improper interference; 

b. the implications of the use of intrusive powers by law enforcement and 
 intelligence agencies, including telecommunications interception, 
 electronic surveillance and metadata domestic preservation notices, on 
 the privileges and immunities of members of Parliament; 

c. whether current oversight and reporting regimes on the use of intrusive 
 powers are adequate to protect the capacity of members of Parliament to 
 carry out their functions, including whether the requirements of 
 parliamentary privilege are sufficiently acknowledged; 

d. whether specific protocols should be developed on any or all of the 
 following:  

i. access by law enforcement or intelligence agencies to information 
held by parliamentary departments, departments of state (or portfolio 

agencies) or private agencies in relation to members of Parliament or their 
staff; 

ii. access in accordance with the provisions of the Telecommunications 

(Interception and Access) Act 1979 by law enforcement or intelligence 
agencies to metadata or other electronic material in relation to members 
of Parliament or their staff, held by carriers or carriage service providers; 
and 

iii. activities of intelligence agencies in relation to members of 
Parliament or their staff (with reference to the agreement between the 
Speaker of the New Zealand House of Representatives and the New 
Zealand Security Intelligence Service); and 

e. any related matters, including competing public interest considerations. 
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The AFP’s position 

8. For the reasons explained in more detail in the body of this submission, the 
AFP’s position in respect of these issues is as follows: 

a. The AFP considers that the agreed protocols for the execution of search 
warrants do sufficiently protect the capacity of members to carry out their 
functions without improper interference. However: 

• the AFP considers that advancements in electronic capabilities and storage 
mechanisms mean that some aspects of the agreed protocols are out of 
date and should be reviewed; and  

• the AFP respectfully acknowledges the findings of the Committee in its 
164th Report concerning the manner of execution of the ‘Melbourne 
warrants’,1 and agrees these could be taken into account in any such 
review. 

b. The AFP considers that there are no obvious implications for the privileges and 
immunities of members of Parliament arising from the use of intrusive powers by 
law enforcement, and respectfully submits that the lawful and appropriate use of 
such powers is necessary in order for the AFP to effectively and independently 
carry out its law enforcement responsibilities.  

c. Accordingly, the AFP’s view is that the current oversight and reporting regimes 
on the use of intrusive powers are adequate to protect the capacity of members 

of Parliament to carry out their functions, noting in particular the extra care 
taken by the AFP with politically sensitive investigations. 

The AFP notes that there are costs and risks associated with unnecessarily 

increasing oversight of its performance.  

d. The AFP considers that there is no evidence to support the need for any 
additional protocols governing law enforcement access to information, including 
through lawfully issued warrants under the Telecommunications (Interception 

and Access) Act 1979, noting in support of this view: 

• parliamentary privileged material is currently subject to sufficient 
protection, being the protections set out in the Parliamentary 

Privileges Act 1987 (‘the Parliamentary Privileges Act’); 

• there is an absence of specific examples illustrating that lawful 
police access to such information has adversely affected the 
capacity of members of Parliament to carry out their functions; and 

• there is a clear need for the AFP to be able to perform its functions 
with an appropriate degree of independence.  

e. In relation to the competing public interest considerations, the AFP stresses 
the paramount importance of the AFP being able to effectively perform its 

                                                             
1 164th Report at 3.37 – 3.40 
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functions as an independent statutory agency, including the safeguarding of 
Parliament and its processes against criminal behaviour, and the safeguarding of 
those same institutions against internal and external threats to Australia’s 
national security. 

Concepts and definitions 

9. In considering the interaction between parliamentary privilege and police 
powers, the AFP considers it important to briefly set out relevant concepts and 
definitions.  A more detailed examination of the powers and immunities is at 
Appendix 1. 

10. The term ‘parliamentary privilege’ broadly refers to the powers, privileges 
and immunities of both Houses of Parliament and their members, which enable 
the Houses of Parliament to carry out their functions effectively and protect the 
integrity of their processes. The powers of parliament are distinct from the 
immunities of Parliament, the latter of which are commonly referred to as 
‘privileges’.  
 

Improper interference 
 

11. The principal privilege, or immunity under the Parliamentary Privileges Act is 
the freedom of parliamentary debates and proceedings from question and 

impeachment in the courts, the best known effect of which is that a person 
cannot be sued or prosecuted for anything said or done in parliamentary 
proceedings. The principal powers are the power to conduct inquiries (including 

by compelling the attendance of witnesses, the giving of evidence and the 
production of documents), and to adjudge and punish contempts of the Houses. 2 
According to Odgers, the rationale for the power to punish contempts is to 
enable the Houses of Parliament to ‘protect themselves from acts which directly 
or indirectly impede them in the performance of their functions.’3  

12. A matter will not constitute contempt unless it amounts, or is intended or 
likely to amount, to an improper interference with the free exercise by a House 
or Committee of its authority or functions, or with the free performance by a 
member of the member’s duties as a member –s. 4 of the Parliamentary 

Privileges Act  

13. The word ‘interference’ suggests some sort of intervention, interruption or 
impediment. In a matter concerning the execution of a search warrant on a 
parliamentarian’s electorate office, the House of Representatives Committee of 
Privileges has considered that ‘clashing with or coming into opposition to the 

                                                             
2 Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice (14th edition), Chapter 2: 

http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Senate/Powers_practice_n_procedures/Odgers_A

ustralian_Senate_Practice/Chapter_02  
3 Ibid 
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normal or ordinary operation or workings of the office’ could constitute 
interference with the operation of the office.4  

14. However, in order for contempt to have occurred, any interference must be 
improper. In the same matter, the House Committee stated that in determining 
whether interference is improper, ‘regard should be had to whether there was 

evidence of unusual or inherently improper, wrongful or deceptive action on the 

part of those responsible, to their intentions and motives and to whether there 
were any unusual circumstances in connection with the actions complained of (in 

terms of what might normally be expected in connection with the execution of a 

search warrant).’5 

15. This Committee (differently constituted) has stated that there must be 

‘culpable intention involved’ for an act to be an improper interference with the 
free exercise by a House or Committee of its authority or functions, or with the 
free performance by a member of the member's duties as a member.6 The AFP 

considers that ‘improper’ therefore indicates some deviation from the standard 
of conduct of a reasonable person.7  

16. The Senate’s Brief Guides to Procedure No. 20 Parliamentary Privilege 
states: 

‘the Senate has taken a fairly robust view as to whether senators have 
been improperly obstructed, probably on the basis that senators are 
capable of looking after themselves’.8 

Immunity from suit  

17. The relevant immunity is immunity from question and impeachment in the 
courts of matters falling within the concept of ‘proceedings in parliament’; what 
is generally referred to in relation to parliamentary privilege, or the privilege of 
freedom of speech– s. 16 of the Parliamentary Privileges Act.  

18. This aspect of the privilege operates, in effect, as a rule of evidence, 

preventing the use of material or information concerning Parliamentary 
proceedings in a court or tribunal, where that use would impeach parliamentary 
proceedings.  
 
 

                                                             
4 House of Representatives Committee of Privileges Report concerning the execution of a 
search warrant on the electorate office of Mr E H Cameron, MP, October 1995, Parl Paper 

Number: 376/95 [28]  
5 Ibid  
6 Committee of Privileges, Report 142, [4.57] (citations omitted) 
http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Privileges/Completed_i

nquiries/2008-10/report_142/c04 
7 See also the discussion of the word ‘improper’ in Carmody v MacKellar & Ors [1996] FCA 

791 (5 September 1996) 
8http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Senate/Powers_practice_n_procedures/Brief_Gui
des_to_Senate_Procedure/No_20  
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19. The AFP is not aware of any judicial authority for parliamentary privilege 
operating so as material or information is immune from the exercise of police 
functions and powers, and notes that the basis for the prevention of privileged 
material being seized under a search warrant is through the agreed terms of an 
MOU.  
 
20. In this respect the AFP respectfully agrees with the points made by the 
Committee in its 164th Report, including that: 
 

‘2.1 There is uncertainty at law about the extent to which parliamentary 
material is protected from seizure under search warrant. In the 

Commonwealth jurisdiction, the matter is currently governed by a 
settlement between the Parliament and the Executive Government, 
embodied in the AFP National Guideline for the execution of search 

warrants where parliamentary privilege may be involved, which draws 
upon the traditional scope of parliamentary privilege in the courts.’  

 
21. Importantly, from an AFP perspective, the mere fact that something is in the 
possession of an parliamentarian or a member of his or her staff does not 
engage the privilege. As was noted in the Queensland Supreme Court: 
 

 “While the phrase “…for the purposes of or incidental to, the transaction 
of the business of a House…” in s 16(2) of the Parliamentary Privileges Act 

is to be given a generous operation, they do not transform every action of 
a parliamentarian in the pursuit of his or her vocation into “proceedings in 
Parliament.”9 

 

22. The need for appropriate limits on the powers and privileges of Parliament is 
recognised in the Parliamentary Privileges Act.  These limits are consistent with 
the need to balance ensuring freedom of speech in Parliament (e.g. without fear 
of prosecution or suit for what is said in Parliament) with freedom of speech 
more generally (e.g. by allowing fair criticism by the public and media of 

parliamentarians) and the broader interests of justice in ensuring courts are able 
to assess all relevant evidence.10  Implicit in the latter is that, for criminal 
matters, police are able to properly exercise their lawful functions without undue 
interference or constraint.  

The interaction between parliamentary privilege and 

police powers 

23. This inquiry is, in relation to the AFP, examining the interaction between 
police investigations and parliamentary privilege. Three aspects of police 
investigations are considered as part of this inquiry: the execution of search 
warrants on the premises of members of Parliament; investigative inquiries; and 
the use of covert, intrusive powers authorised by the Telecommunications 

(Interception and Access) Act 1997 (‘the TIA Act’) and the Surveillance Devices 

Act 2004 (‘the SD Act’). 

                                                             
9 O’Chee v Rowley  (1997) 150 ALR 199 at 203. See also Slipper v Magistrates Court of the 

ACT and Ors (2014) 179 ACTR at [49]-[50] 
10 Prebble v Television New Zealand Ltd [1995] 1 AC 321 at 336 
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24. The AFP understands that, provided the lawful use of police powers as part 
of a criminal investigation does not improperly interfere with the operation of 
Parliament, there is no conflict between the use of such powers and the powers 
and immunities of Parliament.  

25. This view is supported by comments in the House of Representatives 
Committee of Privileges Report Concerning the execution of a search warrant on 

the electorate office of Mr E H Cameron, MP (Parliamentary Paper No. 376/1995) 
which at paragraph 31, states: 

‘The Committee acknowledges that there is no parliamentary immunity 

which would exempt electorate offices from the execution of such search 
warrants. It recognises, however, that Members' electorate offices are 

vital to the performance of their duties as Members and are important to 
constituents. Members and their assistants are called upon to help in 
many matters, and they come into possession of much confidential and 

sensitive information. As an interim measure, the Committee considers 
that the proper operation of electorate offices, and the assistance and 

services provided to constituents, would justify the negotiation of an 
understanding (which would not impede the operations of the law 

enforcement authorities) between the Minister responsible for the AFP and 

the Speaker in respect of search warrants. Such an understanding would 
not create any immunity for Members, it would not seek to change the 

statutory provisions, but it would enable some ground-rules to be agreed 
(at least in so far as the AFP was concerned) so as to recognise the 

reasonable interests of Members and their constituents, particularly in 

respect of sensitive or confidential information which was not related to 
the subject matter of the warrant.’ 

26. The significance of these comments, in the context of the current inquiry, is 
that they were used to support related findings in the Senate Committee of 
Privileges’ 75th, 105th, and 114th Reports and ultimately led to the agreement to 
establish a Memorandum of Understanding (‘MOU’) and the AFP National 
Guideline (‘NG’) concerning the conduct of search warrants on electorate offices 
(see Appendix 2). The MOU was agreed between the then Attorney-General 
and Minister for Justice and Customs, and the then Speaker of the House of 
Representatives and President of the Senate. The MOU requires the agreement 
of both Houses of Parliament to any changes to the NG. 

27. The AFP submits that the comments in paragraph 31 of the Committee’s 
report are an important aid in understanding the scope and purpose of the MOU 
and the associated NG. In particular, the passage expressly recognises the need 
not to impede the operations of law enforcement authorities.  

28. A fundamental question raised for consideration by the Committee is 
whether there are sufficient protocols in place to appropriately protect 
parliamentary privilege, while facilitating the legitimate objectives of the AFP to 
perform its enforcement responsibilities in respect of the Commonwealth 

criminal law. It is important to carefully consider the consequences of tightening 
existing protocols, oversight and accountability mechanisms, or introducing more 
such mechanisms, on lawful and properly conducted police investigations. The 
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AFP submits that the current oversight mechanisms have proven to be effective, 
and notes the lack of evidence to suggest any deficiency in their operation. 

29. In making such assessments, it is also important to consider the way in 
which the AFP’s statutory independence and mandate also supports the rule of 
law, in particular equality before the law (including that the law is enforced in 
the same way, regardless of a person’s social, economic or political status) as 
well as its role in the protection of other arms of Government against criminal 
enterprises that may deliberately seek to impair their functions. 

30. The AFP submits that, to the extent additional oversight would add time and 
delay, it may come at some cost, both financially, and in terms of the AFP’s 
efficacy and perceived integrity as an independent agency. The events described 

in the Senate Committee’s 142nd Report (the events sometimes referred to as 
‘Utegate’) provide an example of the important role of an independent police 
investigation in protecting Parliament against attempts to improperly interfere 
with its processes.11 While the need for the AFP to become involved in such 

matters may only arise infrequently, the importance of efficient investigation by 
an independent agency should not be underestimated. It is essential for the 
effective operation of Government that it can rely upon an independent policing 

agency on the occasions when such assistance is required. 

31. While the focus of some recent Parliamentary Committee inquiries has been 
on the AFP’s investigation of allegations of unauthorised disclosure, this is not 

the only kind of criminal matter which may require the use of police powers in 
relation to members of Parliament and/or their staff. In recent years members of 
state/territory Parliament have been investigated and subsequently convicted of 
serious criminal offences. Examples include: 
 

• Andrew Theophanous (Cth), who was convicted of bribery and defrauding 
the Commonwealth in 2002 (see R v Theophanous [2003] VSCA 78 (20 
June 2003);  

• Eddie Obeid (NSW), who was convicted of misconduct in public office (R v 

Obeid (No 12) [2016] NSWSC 1815 (15 December 2016));  
• Bernard Finnigan (SA), who was convicted with obtaining access to child 

pornography (R v Finnigan (No.3) [2015] SADC 166 (10 November 
2015)); and 

• Milton Orkopoulos (NSW) was convicted of multiple child sex and drug 
offences (Orkopoulos v R [2009] NSWCCA 213 25 August 2009)); and 

• Ian Macdonald (NSW) who was recently convicted of misconduct in public 
office. 
 

32. It is of obvious importance that parliamentary privilege should not impede 

the investigation of offences committed by serving members of Parliament. 
Indeed the public expectations of the AFP will likely demand thorough and 
impartial investigation of any allegations of criminality conducted by serving 

members.  
 
 

                                                             
11 Senate Committee of Privileges 142nd Report at para 6.2 
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33. Further, due to the position they hold, members of Parliament and/or their 
staff may be high value targets for criminal interference and corruption. They 
may be targeted using sophisticated techniques which are designed to deceive 
and obfuscate their interference with the political process.  

34. It is in the public interest that the AFP can conduct a robust and independent 
investigation of serious criminal matters. As such, mechanisms to safeguard 
parliamentary powers and immunities must be carefully framed so as to avoid 
unintended adverse impacts on such investigations. The AFP submits that the 
current protections, as described in this submission, achieve that aim.  

Search warrants 

35. The Terms of Reference for this inquiry are directed at whether existing 
protocols for the execution of search warrants ‘sufficiently protect the capacity of 
members to carry out their functions without improper interference’ and whether 
specific protocols should be developed on “access by law enforcement or 

intelligence agencies to information held by parliamentary departments, 

departments of state (or portfolio agencies) or private agencies in relation to 
members of Parliament or their staff”. 

36. In respect of the second aspect of that Term of Reference, the AFP 
respectfully submits that information ‘in relation to members of Parliament or 
their staff’ is likely to include material falling outside the concept of ‘proceedings 
in Parliament’ and therefore not warranting protection on that basis.12 Law 

enforcement access to such material is not likely to amount to any improper 
interference with the operation of Parliament.  

37. The relevant search warrant protocols are those set out in the previously 
mentioned Memorandum of Understanding on the Execution of Search Warrants 

on the Premises of Members of Parliament and the National Guideline for the 
Execution of Search Warrants where Parliamentary Privilege may be involved. 

The MOU and the NG are intended to ensure that search warrants are executed 
without improperly interfering with the functioning of Parliament.13  

38. The lawful execution of a search warrant in the premises of a member of 
Parliament is not, of itself, an improper interference with the free performance 
by the member of their duties.14 Even if the execution of a warrant might in 

                                                             
12 Parliamentary Privileges Act, s. 16 
13 164th Report, para 2.9 
14 For example, see the findings of the House of Representatives Committee of Privileges in 
relation to the matter raised on 28 July 1995 by Mr E Cameron in relation to a search 

warrant executed on his electorate office (PP 376/95). In a matter of privilege raised on 3 

October 2000 in relation to the execution by the AFP of a search warrant at the home of an 

adviser to a Shadow minister, the Speaker noted the warrant had been issued under the 
Crimes Act 1914 and that while the Speaker understood the member’s concerns and his 

claim that the execution of the warrant had meant that officers involved had seen 

confidential material relating to his parliamentary duties, he had seen no evidence of 
improper interference. Accordingly, the Speaker did not allow precedence to the motion as 

there was no evidence of improper interference (VP 1998/2001/1750).  The execution of a 

search warrant by Queensland Police in 2001 on a Senator’s office was found by the Senate 

Committee of Privileges not to amount to any contempt of the Senate (PP 310/2002).  A 
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some way practically interfere with the functions of a member or the running of 
their office, the AFP submits that the lawful execution of a search warrant validly 
issued, and conducted in accordance with the agreed procedures, should not 
normally give rise to an impropriety.  The agreement of both Houses to the MOU 
covering the NG clearly indicates that the obtaining and execution of a warrant 
will not, of itself, necessarily be 'improper'. Further, contempt should not 
generally be found where public officers are fulfilling their lawful public duties in 
good faith and for a proper purpose (i.e., police executing a validly issued search 
warrant).  
 
39. In its report titled ‘Claim of parliamentary privilege by a Member in relation 

to material seized under a search warrant,’ the House of Representatives 
Privileges and Members’ Interests Committee stated: 

‘It is apparent from the related AFP documents and the Speaker’s two 

statements to the House that the process provided for under the AFP 
National Guideline has been applied. There has been no complaint in 

relation to the process itself and it appears to have operated to preserve 
the records and documents seized from the Member for Blaxland from 
disclosure to anyone else.’15 

 
40. The Committee also acknowledged:  

 
‘…the success of the AFP National Guideline in providing members with the 

opportunity to raise claims of parliamentary privilege in accordance with 

an agreed formal process when a search warrant is executed in relation to 

their records, documents and other material. Indeed, to the extent that 
the seized material has been preserved from disclosure to anyone, without 

the agreement of the Member for Blaxland, the AFP National Guideline has 

been a successful safeguard for the member until the matter is finally 
resolved. The committee notes that this procedure has operated as 

envisaged and first recommended in October 1995 by its predecessor, the 
Committee of Privileges.’16  
 

41. The AFP acknowledges the comments made by the Senate Standing 
Committee of Privileges in paragraph 3.40 of its 164th Report titled Search 

Warrants and the Senate, in relation to whether additional matters should be 
included in the NG to address the use of constables or third parties assisting in 
the execution of search warrants (‘constables assisting’). The use of persons 
with particular knowledge or skills to assist police in executing a search warrant 
is permitted at law where they are a constable or are authorised by the relevant 
executing officer. The AFP understands that in particular, this Committee is 
considering whether specific guidance should be provided on the appointment of 
constables assisting, and to ensure that all persons involved in the execution of 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

claim was later made by the Senator of parliamentary privilege over material seized. It was 
found the material seized fell outside the scope of the warrant, so the question of 

parliamentary privilege was not ultimately considered (PP 75/2003). 
15 House of Representatives Privileges and Members’ Interests Committee, Claim of 

parliamentary privilege by a Member in relation to material seized under a search warrant, 

November 2016, para 1.33. 
16 Ibid, para 1.44 
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search warrants understand and respect the requirements around use and 
disclosure of information while claims of parliamentary privilege are being 
determined.  The AFP agrees with these suggestions.   

42. The AFP notes that the MOU was agreed to in 2005 and this inquiry presents 
a timely opportunity to review the associated NG and, if necessary, refresh its 
content. In the last 10 years there have been considerable advances in 
information communications technology which impact on how search warrants 
are executed. Records are more prolific, and exist in multiple media and various 
formats. Investigations are more complex and the AFP’s forensic tools more 
sophisticated. The AFP agrees that there may be benefit in a review of the NG to 
ensure it continues to provide adequate guidance and appropriate instruction for 

protecting parliamentary privilege in today’s environment.  

43. In previous matters, the Senate Committee of Privileges has considered it 
appropriate to appoint an independent third party to assist it to assess whether 

parliamentary privilege applies to material seized under a search warrant.17 The 
AFP considers that there is merit in this approach, and that in any event, 
inspection of the content of each document in respect of which privilege is 
claimed is desirable in order for an accurate and consistent determination to be 
made.  

Managing Politically Sensitive Investigations 

44. The AFP has statutory responsibilities for investigating a range of serious 
crimes that can be committed by, or in relation to, members of Parliament. The 
AFP also has statutory responsibilities in respect of certain matters concerning 
the integrity and accountability of the Commonwealth public sector.18  

45. Examples of serious matters that the AFP may investigate include the 
offences relating to the proper administration of Government in Chapter 7 of the 
Criminal Code, which includes serious offences such as dishonestly influencing a 
public official in the performance of the official’s duties.19 

46. Where such offences occur in relation to members of Parliament, they will be 
treated as politically sensitive investigations. The AFP has additional procedures 
that are required to be followed for such investigations, both in terms of the 
actions taken on initial referral, and in the subsequent approvals to take 
investigative steps. 

  

                                                             
17 For example, see the Senate Committee of Privileges 114th Report, and the discussion in 

paragraph 1.34 of the Committee’s 163rd Preliminary Report.  
18 See, for example, s. 56 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2013, which stipulates that 

certain matters must be referred to the AFP.  
19 s.135.4(7),which carries a maximum penalty of 10 years’ imprisonment 
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AFP Referral process 

47. As set out on the AFP’s website,20 agencies must specifically notify the AFP if 

a matter they are referring to the AFP is politically sensitive. Where deemed 
appropriate by the referring agency, matters of a politically sensitive nature may 
be raised with the Minister responsible for the AFP, by the relevant Minister or 
Department, at the same time the matter is referred to the AFP. This enables 
the Government to be informed at the earliest juncture of potentially politically 
contentious matters. 

48. Under present arrangements, the Minister for Justice is responsible for the 
AFP. 

49. As stated on the AFP’s website, the Minister does not have the power, or 
responsibility, to decide what allegations the AFP will, or will not, investigate. 
The procedure to inform the Minister for Justice is designed to make him aware 
of significant matters affecting his portfolio. The decision to seek an AFP 
investigation will, unless the matter also affects other portfolios, remain that of 
the complainant agency or Minister. 

50. The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that there is a coherent, 

consistent approach by the Government of the day and the AFP. The Minister for 
Justice will be informed of the investigation's outcome once it has been finalised. 

National Guideline on Politically Sensitive Investigations 

51. The AFP’s National Guideline on Politically Sensitive Investigations recognises 
that politically sensitive investigations require additional care and discretion, and 
decision-making needs to be made at a higher level than is customary.  

52. That National Guideline includes the following requirements: 

8. Referral evaluation 
All matters which are considered to be politically sensitive must be evaluated in 
consultation with the relevant manager, who should determine their priority in 
accordance with the Case Categorisation and Prioritisation Model.  

As referral documentation may initially be limited, coordinating further information 
should be conducted in consultation with the referring body.  

9. Parliamentary privilege 
When parliamentary privilege issues are likely to be encountered during an 
investigation, the functional management team should be consulted in the first 
instance.  

The relevant National Manager must be consulted prior to: 

• conducting interviews with Members of Parliament (MP)  
• executing search warrants upon MP’s premises.  

                                                             
20 www.afp.gov.au  
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Members undertaking politically sensitive investigations should familiarise themselves 
with the AFP National Guideline for the Execution of Search Warrants where 

Parliamentary Privilege may be involved which outlines procedures members must 
follow when seizing documents/property related to 'proceedings in parliament'.  

When dealing with parliamentary privilege issues, members should also consider 
consulting with:  

• AFP Legal  
• the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions  
• the Attorney-General's Department  
• the Australian Government Solicitor, on referral from AFP Legal. 

10. Case security 
The case officer should give early consideration to restricting access to any potentially 
sensitive information by those not required to access it. 

53. Further internal procedures regulate the involvement of Ministers and the 
need to only share information about the investigation on a strict ‘need to know’ 
basis.  

54. The National Guideline is at Appendix 3.    

Other relevant governance 

55. Stringent internal and external procedures govern the way the AFP manages 
its investigations. These procedures also govern the way the AFP handles 
information obtained during the course of an investigation, including requests for 
information to relating to Government departments and agencies, and private 
agencies relating to persons of interest.  
 
56. These governance and oversight mechanisms include the following: 
 
• Best-practice guidance documents relating to all aspects of investigations, as 

developed by AFP Investigations Standards and Practices (ISP).21 This covers 

the full spectrum of an investigation, but includes the mandatory AFP 
Investigation Practice Standard relating to Search Warrants, which outlines 
the requirements for the use of a search warrant in the context of an 
investigation, including the specific evaluation and preparation that is 

required prior to obtaining and executing a warrant.  

• A requirement to prepare and submit an AFP Investigation Plan for any 
matter with an anticipated duration of more than two months, or where an 

investigator is otherwise directed  to do so. The level of detail requested in an 
Investigation Plan requires a significant amount of forward planning in the 
initial stages of an investigation, relating to all aspects of an investigation. 

• The AFP National Guideline on Privacy, which outlines the obligations of AFP 
personnel arising from the Australian Privacy Principles, the role of the 

                                                             
21 ISP is an AFP professional practice body promoting consistency, standards and quality in a 

support of investigations across the organisation through the publication of guidance 
documents and provision of support and advice to AFP investigators. 
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Privacy Contact Officer and how the AFP should manage privacy complaints. 
This includes governance around the way the AFP collects, uses, discloses 
and stores personal information (which would include information obtained 
through pre-warrant inquiries).  

• The AFP National Guideline on Information Management, which outlines the 
AFP’s governance and the obligations for AFP personnel in relation to 
information management. This includes appropriate classification of 
documents and correspondence, storage, transportation and appropriate 
release of information. 

• The Australian Federal Police Act 1979 which outlines the secrecy provisions 
which AFP appointees must abide by (section 60A), and Australian Federal 

Police Regulations 1979 (regulation 13C), which addresses  the unauthorised 
use, access or disclosure of information by an AFP appointee. 

Investigative inquiries 

57. The Terms of Reference of this Committee Inquiry are directed at whether 
specific protocols should be created for police enquiries in relation to members of 
Parliament or their staff. This would include police enquiries to obtain 
information held by parliamentary departments, departments of State (or 
portfolio agencies) or private agencies.  

58. The AFP understands that in examining the need for new protocols, the 

Committee is considering both the need to avoid the improper interference with 
the functioning of Parliament as well as the need to protect parliamentary 
privilege.  

59. During the course of a criminal investigation, it is both commonplace and 
necessary to make routine police enquiries about a person of interest. This can 
involve contacting employers to obtain access to information such as 
employment records; information relating to the location of an individual’s work 

station or office within a building; and swipe card access or ICT records such as 
use of office scanners, printers or computers to determine when particular 
information was accessed. 

 
60. Such information is an essential part of an investigation, as it allows the AFP 
to confirm the identity of individuals who are of interest to the investigation, and 
eliminate others who are then not subject to any further intrusive powers. 
Generally speaking, the mere obtaining of information will involve no steps being 
taken against the individual subject to the investigation, such that it is difficult to 
see how this could interfere with Parliamentary business, even if the individual 
subject of the investigation were a member. Rather, it will enable the next steps 
in the investigation to be assessed on their merits and may lead to no further 
action being taken.  
 
61. It is important for the integrity of an investigation that the AFP is able to 

pursue whatever appropriate avenues of inquiry are available, as the failure to 
do so can compromise the integrity of the investigation. If it were otherwise, 
criminal elements could exploit their connection to a member of Parliament in 
order to avoid their activities being investigated.   
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62. The AFP does not consider there is any need for additional protocols to be 
developed concerning its access to this information. The following observations 
are relevant: 
 

• the nature of such routine inquiries does not obviously impact on the 
proper functioning of Parliament – indeed very often the member is not 
the target of the investigation; 

• the information sought and obtained in such inquiries would not normally 
fall within the definition of ‘proceedings in Parliament’22 and therefore 

potentially attract parliamentary privilege;  
• the disclosure of information to the AFP does not involve any activity 

prohibited by the Parliamentary Privileges Act; 

• other Government departments and agencies hold and use this 
information (including privileged information) for other statutory 
purposes, and there is no apparent basis for introducing a different 
standard that would require the same information to be withheld from 
police; and 

• police inquiries remain secret unless and until their results are used in 

evidence in a criminal prosecution. Even then, only the information that is 
relevant and admissible is publicly revealed. Police inquiries do not have 
any ‘chilling effect’ on parliamentary free speech, because members of the 

public expect that the AFP will properly enforce its statutory obligations in 
respect of enforcing the criminal law. 
 

63. Even if the Committee were to suggest additional protocols, there is a 
practical difficulty in determining how material that might be covered by 
parliamentary privilege could be distinguished and treated in a different way to 

other material. The Federal Court in Carmody v MacKellar & Ors [1996] FCA 791 
(5 September 1996) recognised the difficulty in distinguishing legally 
professionally privileged material from non-privileged material before the 
relevant communications had been monitored. Practical difficulties may arise if 
the AFP were subject to any additional procedural obligations in respect of its 
use of intrusive powers, particularly as the scope of parliamentary privilege is far 
less readily defined than legal professional privilege. It is foreseeable that any 

restrictions on evidence gathering would have the detrimental effect of assisting 
wrongdoers in the concealment of their criminal activity.  
 

64. Finally, if privileged material revealing the existence of a crime was widely 
reported in the news media, including privileged material available to the public 
under the Freedom of Information Act 1982, but was simultaneously precluded 
from being used by the AFP to progress an investigation, public confidence in the 
integrity of law enforcement investigations would be compromised.  

  

                                                             
22 s.16(2) Parliamentary Privileges Act 
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Intrusive powers 

65. The Committee is considering the implications of the use of intrusive powers 
by law enforcement on parliamentary privileges and immunities, including: 
 

• whether existing oversight mechanisms for the use of intrusive powers are 
adequate; and/or 

• whether specific protocols should be developed to safeguard against 
contempt of Parliament, as well as ensuring that parliamentary privilege 
may be maintained over material or information which may be obtained 
as a result of the use of intrusive powers.  
 

66. Intrusive police powers exercised by the AFP include access to the content 
and data of communications under the TIA Act, and activities authorised under 
the SD Act.  

Thresholds for use of intrusive powers 
 

67. Given the concerns raised by the Committee as to the AFP’s potential use of 
intrusive powers to gather material, and for that to impact on the ability of 
members of Parliament to carry out their functions, it is important to highlight 
that these powers are normally reserved for the investigation of serious 

offences, per the thresholds outlined below.  
 

68. This also means that the AFP is not able to rely on TIA Act and SD Act 
powers for investigating the following offences in the Crimes Act 1914: 
 

• s. 70 Disclosure of information by Commonwealth officers (maximum 
penalty 2 years’ imprisonment); and  

• s. 79(2) Official secrets (maximum penalty 2 years’ imprisonment). 
 
69. The Committee will be aware of the frequency of ‘leak’ allegations within 
Parliament, and in the context of this inquiry, it is relevant to note that the AFP’s 
investigative powers in respect of those matters are limited due to the low 
penalties involved. This means telecommunications interception warrants are not 

available to assist in a ‘leak’ investigation.  

Oversight and accountability mechanisms 

70. The use of intrusive, covert powers by the AFP is subject to robust oversight 
and accountability mechanisms.  Such mechanisms include:  

• internal governance arrangements to ensure the legislation is followed, 
and record keeping and reporting obligations are met; 

• external scrutiny by the Commonwealth Ombudsman; and  

• scrutiny by the courts, where material gathered through the use of a 
power is proposed to be relied upon as evidence in criminal proceedings.  

71. The AFP is also subject to the oversight of the: 

• Integrity Commissioner (head of the Australian Commission for Law 
Enforcement Integrity) in relation to allegations of corruption; 
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• Independent National Security Legislation Monitor (INSLM) in relation 
counter-terrorism legislation used by the AFP; 

• Parliamentary Joint Committee on Law Enforcement (PJCLE) in relation to 
the performance of the AFP’s functions; and 

• Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (PJCIS) in 
relation to the performance of the AFP’s counter-terrorism functions.  

Access to telecommunications data 

72. Access to non-content telecommunications data (often referred to as 
meta-data) is regulated by Chapter 4 of the TIA Act. While telecommunications 
data has not been defined in the TIA Act, it is taken to mean anything that does 
not include the content or substance of a telecommunication. Data can include: 
subscriber information; telephone numbers of the parties involved in a 
communication; the date, time and duration of a telecommunication; and 
location-based information.  
 
73. Telecommunications data is a critical component of investigations and has 
been successfully used to support numerous investigations into serious 
criminality, including Counter-Terrorism, Cybercrime, Child Protection and 
Serious Organised Crime investigations. Telecommunications data plays a key 
role in investigations by supporting warrant applications, identifying criminal 

networks, establishing evidential trails and developing briefs of evidence.  
 
74. The AFP is permitted to seek access to data held by carriers and carriage 

service providers (C/CSPs) where statutory threshold tests are met. Disclosure 
of data by C/CSPs is only permitted where it is determined to be reasonably 
necessary for agencies’ investigations. There are two types of data that can be 
accessed: historical data and prospective data.  

 
75. Historical data is information which existed before an authorisation for 
disclosure was received. Its disclosure may be authorised by an enforcement 

agency (including the AFP) only when it is considered reasonably necessary for 
the enforcement of: Australian criminal law; a law imposing a pecuniary penalty; 
or for the protection of the public revenue. 

76. Prospective data is data which comes into existence during the period the 
authorisation is in force. The disclosure must only be authorised when it is 
considered reasonably necessary for the investigation of an offence with a 
maximum prison term of at least three years. 

77. Data can be accessed on the basis of internal authorisation; in the AFP this is 
set at the Superintendent level. Consideration must be given to how authorising 
access to data would affect or interfere with the privacy of any individual, and if 
any such impacts are justifiable and proportionate to the likely usefulness of the 
information that would be gained, and the reason the authorisation is being 

made. 
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78. A warrant is required where an investigator intends to access data to identify 
a journalist’s source to assist with one of the permitted purposes described 
above (i.e. the threshold test is met).23  

Access to the content of communications 

79. The provisions of the TIA Act which outline how and when it is lawful to 
intercept or access content are necessarily rigorous. In addition, the AFP 
National Guideline on Telecommunications Interception and Accessing Stored 

Communications outlines the policies, procedures and obligations for AFP 
appointees to obtain, use, record, disclose and report on telecommunications 
interceptions and stored communications warrants under the TIA Act. 

 

Stored communications 

80. Part 3.3 of the TIA Act enables an enforcement agency (which can include 
regulatory bodies like ATO and ASIC) to apply for a stored communications 
warrant to assist in the investigation of a serious contravention.   
 
81. Stored communications include communications such as e-mail, SMS or 
voice messages stored on a carrier’s network. The Cybercrime Legislation 

Amendment Act 2012 formalised a provision that allows enforcement agencies to 
request (under notice) that stored communications are preserved until a warrant 
can be obtained. 

 
82. Stored communications warrants can be obtained for a serious contravention 
which includes: 

 
• a serious offence for which a telecommunications interception warrant 

may be obtained; 
• an offence punishable by imprisonment for at least three years;24 or 

• an offence punishable by a fine of least 180 penalty units (currently 
$30,600) for individuals or 900 penalty units (currently $153,000) for 
non-individuals such as corporations. 

 
83. Applications for a stored communication warrant are considered by an 
Administrative Appeals Tribunal Member (‘AAT Member’). 
 

Interception of communications  

84. Part 2-5 of the TIA Act provides for the issue of a telecommunications 
interception warrant (which allows access to the content of a ‘live’ 
communication) to designated interception agencies (including the AFP). An 
interception warrant may only be sought to assist with the investigation of a 

                                                             
23 The application must be authorised to the level of Superintendent, given to Public Interest 

Advocate (PIA) for review, and then submitted to an external authorising officer 
(Administrative Appeals Tribunal member/Judge) for approval.   
24 This does not include the Crimes Act 1914 offences at s. 70 Disclosure of information by 

Commonwealth officers (maximum penalty 2 years’ imprisonment); and s. 79(2) Official 
secrets (maximum penalty 2 years’ imprisonment) 
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‘serious offence’. Under the TIA Act a ‘serious offence’ must generally carry a 
penalty of at least seven years’ imprisonment. The term ‘serious offence’ is 
defined in section 5D and generally includes offences punishable by at least 7 
years imprisonment that also involves particular types of serious conduct. 

85. Applications for an interception warrant are considered by an AAT Member.  

Compliance and inspections 

86. In accordance with the requirements of the TIA Act, the AFP has a central 
compliance area dedicated to ensuring that record keeping and reporting 
obligations are met in relation to accessing telecommunications data and 
content.  

87. The Ombudsman has a statutory obligation under the TIA Act to inspect 
records relating to access to telecommunications data and stored 
communications warrants once a year, and assess compliance with relevant 
provisions of the Act.  

88. Under the TIA Act, the Ombudsman is also required to inspect records 
relating to interception of communications twice per year, and to report any 
contraventions of the TIA Act identified in the course of the inspections. 

89. The INSLM, PJCLE and PJCIS do not have a direct role in oversighting the 
AFP’s interception of communications.25  

Secrecy obligations under the TIA Act 

90. Part 4 of the TIA Act limits what can be done with telecommunications data 
once it has been lawfully obtained. In essence, secondary disclosure is prohibited 

unless the disclosure is required for the enforcement of the criminal law; for the 
enforcement of a law imposing a pecuniary penalty; or for the protection of the 
public revenue – see sections 181A-182B. 

91. Section 133 of the TIA prohibits any disclosure of stored communications or 
stored communication warrant information. Section 63 of the TIA Act prohibits 
any disclosure of intercepted information or interception warrant information. 
For both provisions, this includes disclosing information relating to the existence 
or non-existence of a warrant outside of the prescribed allowance for use in 
proceedings, or for a permitted purpose, as defined in section 5 of the TIA Act. 

92. The penalty for breaching non-disclosure offences in the TIA Act is two 

years’ imprisonment. 

  

                                                             
25 This does not mean that Parliament has not conducted inquiries into the AFP’s activities 
under the TIA Act. See for example, the AFP’s access to, and use of, telecommunications 

data was considered as part of the PJCIS’ Advisory Report on the Telecommunications 
(Interception and Access) Amendment (Data Retention) Bill 2014.  
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Surveillance Devices Act 2004 

93. Surveillance devices are a data surveillance device, a listening device, an 
optical surveillance device or a tracking device. Surveillance devices are used to 
gather information for criminal investigations and for the safe recovery of 
children.  
 
94. Section 14 of the SD Act sets out the circumstances in which a SD warrant 
may be obtained. A law enforcement officer may apply for the issue of a 
surveillance device warrant if the law enforcement officer suspects on reasonable 
grounds that: 
 

• one or more relevant offences have been, are being, are about to be, or 
are likely to be, committed;  

• an investigation into those offences is being, will be, or is likely to be, 
conducted; and 

• the use of a surveillance device is necessary in the course of that 
investigation for the purpose of enabling evidence to be obtained of the 
commission of the relevant offences or the identity or location of the 
offenders. 

95. Under the SD Act, ‘relevant offence’ is defined to include: 

• an offence against the law of the Commonwealth that is punishable by a 
maximum term of imprisonment of 3 years or more26 or for life; or 

• an offence against a law of a State that has a federal aspect and that is 
punishable by a maximum term of imprisonment of 3 years or more or for 
life.  
 

96. The use of these devices usually requires a warrant, issued by an eligible 
Judge or nominated Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) member.27   

 
97. The SD Act outlines requirements for the secure storage and destruction of 
records, and restricts the use, communication and publication of information 
obtained through the use of surveillance devices. It also imposes reporting 
obligations on law enforcement agencies to ensure an appropriate level of 
transparency. 
 
98. Under the SD Act, the Ombudsman is required to inspect the records of 

Commonwealth, State and Territory law enforcement agencies that utilise 

                                                             
26 This does not include the Crimes Act 1914 offences of  s. 70 Disclosure of information by 

Commonwealth officers (maximum penalty 2 years’ imprisonment); and s. 79(2) Official 
secrets (maximum penalty 2 years’  imprisonment) 
27 There are some exceptions that permit the use of surveillance devices without a warrant , 

including the use of optical surveillance in circumstances which do not involved  a trespass, 

the use of tracking devices in circumstances that do not involve trespass to private property 
(which are subject to internal authorisation) or the use of listening devices where a law 

enforcement officer is included in a class of persons by whom the speaker of the words 
intends or should expect the words to be heard.   
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powers under the Act, such as the Australian Federal Police, Australian Criminal 
Intelligence Commission and State and Territory police forces. 

 

Secrecy obligations under the SD Act 

99. Part 6 of the SD Act outlines the restrictions on use, communication and 
publication of information, including prohibiting the disclosure of any ‘protected 

information’ collected under the Act. The penalty for using, recording, 
communicating or publishing protected information obtained under the Act is 
imprisonment for 2 years. Where the health or safety of a person is endangered, 
or the effective conduct of an investigation into a relevant offence is prejudiced, 
the penalty is imprisonment for 10 years.28   

100. The SD Act outlines the circumstances in which information obtained under 
the Act can be used in evidence and the particular circumstances where 
information can be communicated to another law enforcement or intelligence 
agency.  

Interaction with powers and immunities of Parliament 

101. As outlined above, covert police powers (which are, by their nature, 
exercised without a person of interest’s knowledge), are utilised only in 
restricted circumstances. Accordingly, the AFP invites the Committee to consider 
whether in fact the lawful exercise of such covert police powers affects the 
ordinary operation or workings of a parliamentarian’s office or impedes the 

ability of parliamentarians or their staff from continuing to perform their duties 
freely. 

102. Unlike the execution of search warrants, the use of intrusive powers is done 

covertly. In the search warrant context, there may be concerns of interference 
with the operation of a member’s office such as the presence of officers 
disrupting the work of the office or impeding the ability of constituents to 
communicate with a Member. These were the types of interference which gave 
rise to the concern in the matter of Mr E H Cameron, MP. 29  Such types of 

interference are unlikely to occur where police powers are being exercised 
covertly.  

103. The AFP also notes its view that parliamentary privilege is more likely to 
apply to the content of communications than to the meta-data about those 
communications. The privilege is primarily directed at protecting – from 
impeachment or questioning (including by way of drawing inferences) in the 
courts – the content of communications in order to preserve the freedom of 
speech.    

104. The operation of parliamentary privilege as a rule of evidence (to prevent 
the use of material in a court to impeach or question, including by way of 

                                                             
28 s. 44 SD Act 
29 House of Representatives Committee of Privileges Report concerning the execution of a 

search warrant on the electorate office of Mr E H Cameron, MP, October 1995, Parl Paper 
Number: 376/95 paragraph [8] 
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drawing inference, Parliamentary proceedings) is not affected. This again reflects 
the position that there is no judicial authority for parliamentary privilege 
operating so as material or information is immune from the exercise of police 
functions and powers.  

105. It is difficult to see how notifying the Presiding Offices of the House or 
Senate could practically improve the operation of parliamentary privilege in 
relation to the use of covert powers. The Presiding Officers would not have any 
power to challenge the authorisation of the use of covert powers. Any power of 
oversight of a police investigation would go beyond the current operation of the 
privilege under the Parliamentary Privileges Act, and may imperil the political 
impartiality of police.  

106. In the event that a serious criminal investigation was compromised, having 
more people aware of the investigation broadens the potential scope of inquiry 
for the source of such compromise. There are sound reasons for the AFP’s 

careful ‘need to know’ approach, which is taken in respect of politically sensitive 
matters.   

107. It is arguable that there are sufficient distinguishing features, within the 
SD Act and TIA Act regimes, that limit the potential for these powers to be used 
in a way that amounts to improper interference with parliamentary privilege, in 
the same way that search warrants potentially could.   

Are additional protocols required? 

108. There is no legislative requirement under the TIA Act or SD Act to consider 
the powers and immunities of Parliament in authorising or executing the use of 

intrusive powers. However, the TIA Act and SD Act contain significant 
administrative, reporting and oversight measures designed with the intention of 
ensuring the use of covert investigative powers is accountable.  

109. It is important to carefully consider the consequences of tightening existing 

mechanisms, or introducing new mechanisms, on lawful and proper police 
investigations. Where covert powers are involved, relevant considerations could 
include: the potential prejudice to an investigation; compromising the 

independence of the AFP; and the privacy and reputation of the person who may 
be subject of such powers.  

110. The current arrangements allow police to conduct covert investigations into 
serious criminal matters, while maintaining parliamentary privilege over any 
privileged material so obtained. The AFP considers that existing oversight and 
accountability mechanisms (as outlined above) are adequate to ensure 
Parliamentarians can carry out their functions and that the powers and 
immunities of Parliament are not unduly affected.  
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Appendix 1 

What is parliamentary privilege? 

The term ‘parliamentary privilege’ broadly refers to the powers, privileges and 
immunities of both Houses of Parliament and their members, which enable the 

Houses of Parliament to carry out their functions effectively and protect the 
integrity of their processes.  
 

The powers of parliament are distinct from the immunities of Parliament. The 
immunities are commonly referred to as ‘privileges’. As Odgers’ Australian 

Senate Practice (Odgers’ ASP) explains, ‘the term “privilege”, in relation to 

parliamentary privilege, refers to an immunity from the ordinary law which is 
recognised by the law as a right of the Houses and their members.’ 30  

This manifests itself as: 

• the immunity from question and impeachment in the courts of 
parliamentary debates and proceedings – or the privilege of freedom of 
speech – which has the effect that parliamentarians are immune from suit 
or prosecution for things said in the course of proceedings in Parliament; 
and  

• the immunities of members from arrest and attendance before courts in 
relation to civil matters and from civil duties.  

It is these immunities which are more commonly understood to be referred to by 
the term ‘parliamentary privilege.’  
 
The powers of Parliament, on the other hand, are the power to conduct inquiries 
and the power to punish contempts – i.e. the ability of the Houses of Parliament 
to deal with acts which are deemed to be offences against the Houses. The 

power to punish contempts is distinct from the immunities, and it is not the 
primary purpose of the power to protect those privileges,31 as is discussed 
further below. 

Sources of parliamentary privilege 

The sources of parliamentary privilege, in the broader sense, in the 
Commonwealth Parliament are the Constitution, the Bill of Rights 1688 and the 
Parliamentary Privileges Act.32   

 

The Constitution  
 

Section 49 of the Constitution provides:  
 

                                                             
30 Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice (14th edition), Chapter 2 - accessed 14 March 2016 online: 
http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Senate/Powers_practice_n_procedures/Odgers_Australian_Sen
ate_Practice/Chapter_02#h02 
31 See Senate Committee of Privileges, 35th report, PP 467/1991, pp. ix-x, cited in Senate Committee of 
Privileges, 125th report, PP 3/2006, at 1.3 
32 Crane v Gething & Ors (2000) 169 ALR 727 at [47] 
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The powers, privileges, and immunities of the Senate and of the House of 

Representatives, and of the members and the committees of each House, 

shall be such as are declared by the Parliament, and until declared shall be 
those of the Commons House of Parliament of the United Kingdom, and of 

its members and committees, at the establishment of the Commonwealth. 

 

This section empowers Parliament to declare the powers, privileges and 
immunities of both Houses of Parliament. Pursuant to this section, the 
enactment of the Parliamentary Privileges Act preserved the powers, privileges 
and immunities of Parliament of the United Kingdom House of Commons in 
1901.  

 

The Bill of Rights 1688 
 
These included the freedom against the impeachment of proceedings in 
parliament, contained in article 9 of the Bill of Rights 1688, which was enacted 

as the ‘culmination of a long struggle with the executive over the right to 
freedom of speech in parliament in England’33 and from which the immunity from 
question and impeachment in the courts of parliamentary debates and 
proceedings originates.  
 
 Article 9 of the Bill of Rights 1688 provides: 
 

‘That the freedom of speech and debates or proceedings in parliament 
ought not to be impeached or questioned in any court or place out of 
Parliament.’34 

 
The underlying rationale of article 9 was to ‘ensure as far as possible that a 

member of the legislature and witnesses before Committees of the House can 

speak freely without fear that what they say will later be held against them in 
the courts.’35 

 

The Parliamentary Privileges Act 
 
The power under s 49 of the Constitution was exercised by Parliament in 1987, 
with the enactment of the Parliamentary Privileges Act, which clarified the law of 
parliamentary privilege in Australia. Section 5 of the Parliamentary Privileges Act 
provides that the powers, privileges and immunities of the Houses of Parliament 
and their members as in force under s 49 of the Constitution continue in force, 
except as expressly provided by the Parliamentary Privileges Act.  
 
Among other things, the Parliamentary Privileges Act: 
 

• sets out the essential element of offences against a House (s 4); 

• abolishes contempt by defamation (s 6); 

                                                             
33 O’Chee v Rowley  (1997) 150 ALR 199 at 206 
34 Laurance v Katter (1996) 141 ALR 447 at 448 
35 Prebble v Television New Zealand Ltd [1995] 1 AC 321 at 334 
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• sets out the penalties which may be imposed for an offence against a 

House (s 7); 

• creates offences in relation to improperly influencing or harming witnesses 

in respect of evidence given, or to be given before a House or a 

Committee (s 10); 

• creates an offence in relation to the unauthorised disclosure of evidence 

given in camera (s 13); and 

• provides limited immunities to members and officers of the Houses from 

arrest and attendance before courts in relation to civil matters (s 14). 

Most significantly, section 16 of the Parliamentary Privileges Act relates to the 
immunity from question and impeachment in the courts of parliamentary 
debates and proceedings. The provision sets out prohibited and permitted 
treatments by courts or tribunals of information concerning proceedings in 
Parliament.  

 

Section 16 of the Parliamentary Privileges Act – immunity from 

question and impeachment in the courts  

 
This provision was enacted to ‘avoid the consequences of the interpretation of 
article 9 of the Bill of Rights 1688 by the judgments of Mr Justice Cantor and Mr 

Justice Hunt of the Supreme Court of NSW’36 in R v Murphy (1986) 64 ALR 
[498], where it was held that witnesses in a proceeding could be cross-examined 
on evidence given to a parliamentary committee for the purpose of testing their 
credibility.  
 
Section 16(1) declares that article 9 of the Bill of Rights applies in relation to the 
Commonwealth Parliament, and the remainder of the provision defines what is 
covered and protected by article 9.  
 
Section 16(2) of the Parliamentary Privileges Act provides that for the purposes 

of article 9 of the Bill of Rights “proceedings in Parliament” means all words 

spoken and acts done in the course of, or for the purposes of or incidental to, 

the transacting of the business of a House or of a committee … including: 

(a) the giving of evidence before a House or a committee, and evidence so 

given; 

(b) the presentation or submission of a document to a House or a 

committee; 

(c) the preparation of a document for purposes of or incidental to the 

transacting of any such business; and 

(d) the formulation, making or publication of a document, including a 

report, by or pursuant to an order of a House or a committee and the 

document so formulated, made or published. 

                                                             
36 Explanatory Memorandum to the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1986, page 1  
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Section 16(2) should be ‘regarded as a codification of the pre-existing law, not 

as an extension of the law’ – opinion of the then Clerk of the Senate, Mr Harry 

Evans, 30 August 1995, cited in the Senate Privileges Committee in its 67th 

Report (PP141/1997); see also Amann Aviation v Commonwealth (1988) 19 FCR 

223.  

 

Section 16(3) prohibits, in proceedings in any court or tribunal, evidence from 

being tendered or received, questions being asked, or statements, submissions 

or comments being made, concerning proceedings in Parliament, by way of, or 

for the purpose of:  

 

• calling into question, or relying on the truth of, anything forming part of 

parliamentary proceedings; 

• otherwise questioning or establishing the credibility, motives, etc or good 

faith of any person; or  

• drawing, or inviting the drawing of, inferences or conclusions wholly or 

partly from anything forming part of those proceedings in Parliament. 

 

Courts and tribunals are also prohibited, by virtue of s 16(4), from requiring 
evidence given to a House or Committee in camera to be produced or admitted 
into evidence, unless it has been published or authorised for publication by a 

House or Committee.  
 

What are ‘proceedings in Parliament’ for the purpose of s 16? 
 

The courts have considered what activities of a parliamentarian might fall within 

the term ‘proceedings in Parliament’ for the purpose of section 16 of the 
Parliamentary Privileges Act.  It is important to note that: 
 

 ‘While the phrase “…for the purposes of or incidental to, the transaction 
of the business of a House…” in sub-s 16(2) of the Parliamentary 

Privileges Act is to be given a generous operation, they do not transform 

every action of a parliamentarian in the pursuit of his or her vocation into 

“proceedings in Parliament.”37 
 

In the case of Slipper v Magistrates Court of the ACT and Ors, Burns J noted that 
‘Parliamentarians undoubtedly engage in many activities that have no real 
connection with “the transacting of the business of a House or of a committee”’ 
and, emphasising that section 16 of the Parliamentary Privileges Act is primarily 
directed to protect the freedom of speech in parliament, stated that the 
provision is ‘not intended to apply to all activities engaged by a 

parliamentarian.’38  
 
Consistent with these principles, a document will not attract parliament privilege 
merely by virtue of being provided to a parliamentarian. At a minimum, some 

                                                             
37 O’Chee v Rowley  (1997) 150 ALR 199 at 203 
38 (2014) 179 ACTR at [49]-[50] 
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act must be done by the parliamentarian or their agent with respect to the 
document for the purposes of transacting business in a House of Parliament – for 
example, retaining them for the purpose of Senate questions or debate on a 
particular topic.39 
 

The power to punish contempt 
 

As noted above, the Parliamentary Privileges Act contains provisions relating to 
the power of the Houses of Parliament to punish offences against the Houses – 
i.e., contempts. The rationale underlying the power, which is similar to courts’ 
powers to punish contempt, is to enable the Houses to ‘protect themselves from 

acts which directly or indirectly impede them in the performance of their 
functions.’40  

 
A contempt is not synonymous with a breach of privilege,41 and a range of 
matters may be considered to be contempts. However, since the introduction of 

the Parliamentary Privileges Act, a matter will not constitute a contempt unless it 
amounts, or is intended or likely to amount, to an improper interference with the 
free exercise by a House or committee of its authority or functions, or with the 
free performance by a member of the member’s duties as a member – see 
section 4 of the Parliamentary Privileges Act. 
 
It would be open to a person who is punished for a contempt of Parliament to 

bring an action in the courts challenging whether the conduct actually meets the 
requirements of section 4.  
 

The word ‘interference’ connotes some sort of intervention, interruption or 
impediment. In a matter concerning the execution of a search warrant on a 
parliamentarian’s electorate office, the House of Representatives Committee of 
Privileges has considered that ‘clashing with or coming into opposition to the 
normal or ordinary operation or workings of the office’ could constitute 
interference with the operation of the office.42 However, in order for a contempt 
to have occurred, any interference must be improper.  
 
In the same matter, the House Committee stated that in determining whether 

interfere is improper, ‘regard should be had to whether there was evidence of 
unusual or inherently improper, wrongful or deceptive action on the part of those 
responsible, to their intentions and motives and to whether there were any 

unusual circumstances in connection with the actions complained of (in terms of 

what might normally be expected in connection with the execution of a search 

warrant).’43 

                                                             
39 O’Chee v Rowley  (1997) 150 ALR 199 at 209 
40 Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice (14th edition), Chapter 2: 
http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Senate/Powers_practice_n_procedures/Odgers_A

ustralian_Senate_Practice/Chapter_02  
41 House of Representatives Practice (6th Ed.), p. 731 
42 Report concerning the execution of a search warrant on the electorate office of Mr E H 

Cameron, MP, October 1995, [28] 
43 Report concerning the execution of a search warrant on the electorate office of Mr E H 
Cameron, MP, October 1995, [28] 
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This Committee (differently constituted) has stated that there must be ‘culpable 
intention involved’ for an act to be an improper interference with the free 
exercise by a House or committee of its authority or functions, or with the free 
performance by a member of the member's duties as a member. 44

  

The Senate’s Brief Guides to Procedure No. 20 Parliamentary Privilege states:  

‘the Senate has taken a fairly robust view as to whether senators have 
been improperly obstructed, probably on the basis that senators are 
capable of looking after themselves.’

45
 

The AFP agrees that ‘improper’ indicates some deviation from the standard of 
conduct of a reasonable person. In considering the interaction between police 
powers in criminal investigations and parliamentary privilege, the AFP submits 
that any understanding of what might be ‘improper’ interference must be set 
against the rule of law, the legislated function of the AFP to enforce 
Commonwealth laws, and the duties of police to act impartially and without fear 
or favour.  
 
Taking this into consideration, and based on previous statements of this 
Committee and the House Committee of Privileges, the lawful and diligent 
exercise of police powers should not normally constitute improper interference 

with the free exercise by a House or Committee of its authority or functions, or 
with the free performance by a member of the member’s duties as a member. 
 

                                                             
44 Committee of Privileges, Report 142, [4.57] (citations omitted) 
http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Privileges/Completed_i

nquiries/2008-10/report_142/c04 
45http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Senate/Powers_practice_n_procedures/Brief_G
uides_to_Senate_Procedure/No_20  
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Annexure 1 

Test for whether documents fall within 'proceedings in Parliament' 
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Test for whether documents fall within 'proceedings in Parliament' 

(Source: Legislative Council, Standing Committee on Parliamentary Privilege and Ethics, 
Parliamentary privilege and seizure of documents by ICAC No. 2, Report 28, March 2004, p 8.) 

(1) Were the documents brought into existence for the purposes of' or 
incidental to the transacting of business in a House or a committee? 

o YES ~ falls within 'proceedings in Parliarnent'2 

D NO ~ move to question 2. 

(2) Have the documents been subsequently used for the purposes of or 
incidental to the transacting of business in a House or a committee? 

o YES~ falls within 'proceedings in Parliarnent'.3 

o NO ~ move to question 3. 

(3) Have the documents been retained for the purposes of or incidental to the 
transacting of business in a House or a committee? 

2 

. 3 

o YES ~ falls within 'proceedings in Parliament'. 
o NO ~ does not fall within 'proceedings in Parliament'. 

In this test, the expression 'for the putposes of includes 'or predominantly for the purposes of'. 
Because the creation of the document was 'an act done . . . for the purposes of or incidental to the 
transacting of the business of the House or of a committee' . 
Because the use of the document was 'an act done in the course of, or for the purposes of or incidental to 
the transacting of the business of the House or of a committee'. 
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Annexure 2 

Memorandum of understanding on the execution of search warrants in the 
Parliament House offices of members ofthe New South Wales Parliament 
between the Commissioner of the Independent Commission Against 
Corruption, the President of the Legislative Council and the Speaker of the 
Legislative Assembly, 2009 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

ON THE EXECUTION OF SEARCH WARRANTS 

IN THE PARLIAMENT HOUSE OFFICE OF 

MEMBERS OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES PARLIAMENT 

BETWEEN 

THE COMMISSIONER OF THE INDEPENDENT COMMISSION 
Q AGAINST CORRUPTION 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

AND 

THE SPEAKER OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
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I 

1. Preamble 

This Memorandum of Undet"Standing records the understanding of the Commissioner of the 
Independent Commissioner Against Corruption (ICAg, the President of the Legislative Council 
and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly on the process to be followed where the ICAC 
proposes to execute a search warrant on the Parliament House office of a member of the New 
South Wales Parliament 

The memorandum and associated processes are designed to ensure that search warrants are 
executed without improperly interfering with the functioning of Parliament and so its members and 
their staff are given a proper opportunity to claim parliamentary privilege in relation to documents 
in their possession. 

2. Execution of Search Warrants 

The agreed process for the execution of a search warrant by the ICAC over the premises occupied 
or used by a member is spelt out in the attached Procedure 9 of the ICAC's Operations Manual 
entitled 'Procedures for obtaining and executing search warrants' . 

The document covers the following issues: 

• Procedures prior to obtaining a search warrant 

• Procedures prior to executing a search warrant 

• Procedures to be followed during the conduct of a search warrant 

• Obligations at the conclusion of a search. 

3. Promulgation of the Memorandum of Understanding 

This Me1norandum of Understanding will be promulgated within the Independent Commission 
Against Corruption. 

This Memorandum of Understanding will be tabled in the Legislative Council by the President and 
in the Legislative Assembly by the Speaker. 

4. Variation of this Memorandum of Understanding 

This Memorandum of Understanding can be amended at any time by the agreement of all the 
parties to the Memorandum. 

This Memorandum of Understanding will continue until any further Memorandum of 
Understanding on the execution of search warrants in the Parliament House office of members is 
concluded between the Commissioner of the ICAC, the President of the Legislative Council and the 
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly. 

The Commissioner of the ICAC will consult with the President of the Legislative Council and the 
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly in relation to any revising of Section 10 of the attached 
Procedure 9 of the ICAC's Operations Manual, or any other provision of Procedure 9 which 
specifically relates to the execution of search warrants at Parliament. 

0 

,') 
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Revocation of agreement to this Memorandum of Understanding 

Any party to this Memorandum of Understanding may revoke their agreement to this 
Memorandum. The other parties to this Memorandum of Understanding should be notified in 
writing of the decision to revoke. 

Signatures 

The Hon AO QC 
Commissioner 

0 II I IJ I 2009 

0 The Hon Richard Torbay 
Speaker 

lfO I ll.J 2009 
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PROCEDURESFQR OBTAINING AND EXECUTING 
SEARCH WARRANTS 

01· GENERAL 

1.1 Search warrants issued in New South Wales 

Division 4, Part 5 of the ICAC Act and DiviSion 4, Part 5 oftbBLaw Enforcement . 
. (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 (Except ss.69· 73) apply. to Commission 

search warrants. · 

· Section 40 (4) of tbB ICAC Act provides for an officer of the Commission to 
make application to an authorised officer (rui defined in the Law Enforcement 
(Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002) or the Commissioner for a search 
warrant. 

It is Commis~ policy that warrants be sought from authorised officer; and not 
the Commissioner. · 

1.2 Extra--territorial search warrants 

The ICAC is enabled to make an application for ext.ra-territorial search warrants 
under several interstate statutes: · ·. · · 

VIC 
ACT 
WA 
SA 

.·TAS 
NT 
QLD 

Crimes Act 1958 
Crimes Act 1900 
Criminal Investigation (Extra-territorial Offences) Act 1987 

. Criminal Investigation (Extra-territorial Offences) Act.J984 
Criminal Investigation (Extra-territorial Offences} Act 1987 
Crin]inal Investigation (Extra-territorial Offences) Act 1985 
Police Powers and R8sponsibilities Act 2000 

Assistance may be sought in obtaining interstate warrants from the Fraud 
Squad State Crime Command of the NSW Police. The Fraud Squad has 
template documents for use in making these applications and the8e can be 
readily adapted to .suit an ICAC application. In addition, NSW Police has 
liaison officers in each of the above jurisdictions. 

·1~ General warrants are invalid 

It is a fundamental proposition that a general warrant is bad at law. A warrant 
that purports to J?ennit an unqualified search is likely to be struck down by a 
court as a gen!'ll"lll warrant Evidence obtained under the purporte~ authority of 
such warrants is obtained unlawfully. Courts insist on a high degree ~f 
specificity in a warrant not only in respect of the things for which the search is to 
be conducted,.but also specificity in relation to the place from which. the things · 
are to be seized and the times within which the search and seizure may take 
place. ' 
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Ali exazni,Je is a case in which seatch warrants obtained by 1he Royal 
Coimnission into 1he NSW Police Force failed on their fuce to indicate any 
connection with a matter under investigation by ):he Commission and so failed to 
delimit the.scope of 1he search. AB a coiJSequence 1he warrants were held to be 

. invalid, as general wmants: see MacGi'bbon & Anor v Warner & Ors; 
MacGibbon & Anor v Veniura & Ors; MacGibbon & Anor v O'Connor & Ors 
(1997)98ACrimR450. . . 

02 APPLYING FORA WARRANT 

The applicant fur a search warrant must have reasonable grounds for believing that: 

i) a thing is on the premises or will be within 72 hours; and 

ii) llie thing. is connected With a matter thitt is being investigated under the ICAC 
Act.'' . 

Reasonal:ile belief is more than an idle wondering whether it exms or not Reasonable 
belief requires the existence of facts which are sufficient to induce that state of mind in a 

· reasonable person. 

2.1 · Drafting and, Approval 

The Case Officer may use the Case Officer's Check:1ist at Appendix. B as an aid 
to ·ensure all steps re_qujred by this Procedure are taken.. Use of this checklist is 
not mandatory. · · 

•, 

1. The Case Officer will Oiscuss with the Case Lawyer whether there is a 
sufficient legafbasis to make an application for a search wmant 

2. All applications must be approved by the Executive Director, Investigation 
Division. If approved the Case Officer will arrange for the Executive 
Director, Investigation Division to sign ~e Authoriaation Checklist 
(Appendix A). . . 

3. The senior investigator ii). charge will give consideration ~ whether any 
police officers or officers of other agencies should also be authorised under 
the warrant and if so advise the Executive Director, Investigation Division. 
In the case of a search warrant to be executed ·on a parliamentary office 
aJ'Proval must be obtained from the Commissioner or Deputy 
Commissioner. 

4. The Case Officer will be responsible for drafting the search. warrant 
application using the legal macro 1• A separate application must be prepared 
for each warrmt sought. The application must address: 

1 It is important to put all relevant information before the authorised offk:er, who must make a decision based 
upon reasonable grounds. The person making the application should have a thorough knowledge of the facts to 
support the information provided. 

It is an offence to give illlse or misleading infoonation to an authorised officer. 
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the authority of the applicant to make an application for a warrant; 
the grounds on which the warrant is sought; · 
the address and description of the premises;2 

a description of the thing being searched for and if known its 
location;3 and . 
if a previous application was made and n:fused, the details of that 
application and its. refusal and additional information that justifies 
the issue of a warrant 

The issuing officer is also required to consider: 

-. 
the reliability of~ information; 
the nature and source of the infoi:mation (see informers); and 
whether there is sufficient connection between the tbing(s) sougJtt 
and the matter under investigation. . 

· 5. The Case Officer is responsible for ensuring that an information contained 
in the application is true and correct and all rel~vant matters are disclosed. 

6. The Case Officer wiii. also draft the v,rarrant4, Occupier's Notice and if 
needed, th.e cl.ll Certificate, using th~ legal macros. 

7. The Case Officer will provide these docmnents, together· with the 
"Authorisation Checklist'' at Appendix A, through the Team Chief 

Some common law cases have 'stated that there is a strict duty of disclosure ofma~ facts by the applicant 
seeking the wammt. The facts may be .ones that may (or may not) have affected the exercise of the auiborised 
officer's discretion to issue the warrant To av'oid a wattm1t beiug sl:niCic down, it is sensible to include all 
material filets (in favour or against the issue of a warrant). · 

2 'Premises'~ includes any structure, building, aircraft, vehicle, vessel and place (whether built on or not,) and 
any. part ther~of. 

More than the address shpuld be given. It should include a descriptibn of the premises, street number, unit 
number office location, any outbwlding, for example, garage, shed, granny flat and the common property, if 
applicable. It is advisable to conduct a visual sighting of the premises before conducting the search to ensure 
that there are no complicating tilctors. · 

If vehicles at the premises are to be searched, the warrant should say so and include details of vehicle make, 
colour, registration number, and owner, ifknown. 

3 The warrant must identify: 
(i) the xelevant documents or things believed to be on the premises; aud 
(ii) state that these documents or things are connected with the matter under investigation. 

The matter that is being investigated needs to be specified in the warrant. The reason is to let.the occupier of 
the premises know the scope and putpose of the search, and alSo to set the bounds to the area of the search 
which the execution of the warrant will involve as part of the investigation. 

4 In order to retain the greatest flexibility in operatioDB a 111l!11ber of Commission officers should be named as 
authorised to execute each particular warrant. 
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Investigator, to the Case Lawyer for review and settling. 5 The Case 
_Lawyer is to ensure the docmnents ~omply with the relevant provisions of 
the ICAC Act and LaW Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 
2002 and Regulation and is to identify any policy or other issues which the 

· Case Lawyer believes should be brought to the attention of the-Executive 
Director, Legal, that may affect approval. In the case of a search wamm.t to 
be executed on a parliamentary office the Case Lawyer should ensure as 
far as possible that the documents described in the warrant are not likely to 
~e subject to parlilllll!'lltaryprlvilege. 

8. The draft documentation and Authorisation Checklist will be referred to the 
Executive Director, Legal, fur approval, both as to the documentation and 
the.making of the application. 

9. Ifthe Executive Director, Legal, does not approve the documentation it is 
to be retnmed f? the Case L;,iwyer fc;>r appropriate amendment. If the 
Ex®utive Director, Legal, does not approve the ·making of the application 
he/she will discuss with the Executive Director, ID; and the Commissioner 
or Assistant Commissioner responsible for the investigation. to resolve the 
fssue. 

10. ."If approved, the documentation ·is to be retmned to the Case La:wyer who 
will provide it and the Authorisation Checklist to the Case Oflicer for 
submission to. the· Senior Property Officer for numbering. The Senior 
Property O:ffi~ will retmn the original warrant to the Case Officer and 
retain a copy. The Authorisation Checklist :will be retained with the other 
records by the Senior Property Officer. . · · 

11-. The Case Officer will then arrange for swearing and issue. A copy of the 
. original signed application including the authorised officer's record of the 

application is to be o~tained for Commission" records. 

12. · Where the search warrant ~ premises occupied by a public authority 
a5 defined in. the ICAC Act, consideration shall be given as to whether any 
prlor liaison should take place with' a public official. Prior liaison shall not 
occur without the express approval of the Executive Director, ID. 

03 SEARCH WARRANT APPLICATION BY TELEPHONE 

Section 61 of the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act 2002 provides 
for an application to be made by telephone, radio, telex or other· communication 
device where the warrant is required-urgently and. where it is not practicable for the 
application to be made in person. · 

Section 61(3) provides that an application must be made by facsimile if the facilities 
to do so are readily available. 

5 It is important all documents conlain identical descriptions of the premises and of the-documents and olher things 
to be searched for. 'This can most readily be achieved by copying that m;>terial from the application into each of the 
other documents. 
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The approval of a ChiefJnvestigator is a pre·req_uisite" to an application for the iSSJ18 of a 
search warrant by telephone (or fuCsimUe). · 

Where a Search Warrant is issued iipon application made by telephone, the issuing. 
officer will advise the tenns of the warrant and the date and time it was approved. The 
Case Officer must then ensure that a written warrant is completed in those temJS. 

Although s.46 of the ICAC Act does i:tot distinguish betwe~ telephqne warrants and 
others it is lllllikely that an. issuing officer would allow more than 24 hours for the 
execution of a warrant obtained by telephone application. 

04 DISCLOSING IDENTITY OF INFORMANT' . 

· .. 

05 

The identity of a registered informant on whose information the application for a warrant 
is based, should if possiple be omitted from the application. If ~h infOllllation is relied 
upon it should be indicated in the application that the information is :from a registered 
informant Consideration should also be given to whether there ·are any Operational 
reasons why the identity ofany other person who has Supplied information shOUld not be 
diselosecl. · 

In each case before attending the authorised officer the Case Officer will discuss these 
issues. with tlie Tearp. Chief Investigator and a decision made whether or not to disclose 
theidentityifpressedto do so b~thei~ulngofficer. · 

where a decision is taken not to disclose identity and the issuing officer ·insists on 
!mowing the .application is to be withdrawn. The matteris to be reported to the Executive 
Director, ID and the Executive Diret;tor, .. Legal, so .that consideration can be i!;iven to 
·taking further action. 

PREVENTING INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS 

0 

The court is required to keep copies of the application for the warrant and the Occupier's 
Notice, tQgether with the report to the authorised officer on execution of the warrant. 0 
The original search wiu:rant 'is attached to that report. Generally, these documents are 
available for inspection by the occupier or by any other person on his behalf (Clause 10, 
Law Enfor~en_t (Powers and Responsibilities) Regulation 200S). 

Clause 10 pennits an issuing officer to issue a certificate to the effect that the issuing 
officer is satisfied that: 

(a) such a document or part of such a document contains matter: 

(b) 

(i) that could disclose a person's identity, and 

(ii) that, if disclosed, is likely to jeopardise that or any other person's safety, or 

a document or part of a document contains matter that, if disclosed, may 
senciusly compromise the investigation of any .matter. 
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Jfthe issuing officer is so satisfied, then the document or part of the document to which 
the certificate relates is not to be made avm1able for mspection. 

.06 COVERT SEARCH WAR:RANI 

07 

Section 47 of the Law Enforcement (Powers & Responsibilities) Act 2002roak:es specific 
provision for the grantihg of a covert search wammt. However, s.46C of th-at Act limits 
the class of persons who can apply for a covert Search warrant to certain authorised 

·police officers, certain officers of the Police Integrity Cemmission and certain officers of 
the NSW Crime Commission. 

Com.inission officers are not authorised under the At;t to apply for a covert search 
wammt and theret'ore the Commission cannot make use of the covert search warrant 
provisions. · · · 

BRIEFING 

The Case Officer· allocated the resPtiiiSJ.oility for the· exe~ticp. of a Search Wammtls 
(Search T!lllm Leader) shall be aCcountable to the ·Commission for the entire operation. 
The Search Team Leader shall: 

(a) assess personnel required and allocate tasks, e.g. group leaders, document and 
propertyreconJ.er, pJ:lotographer, video l!lld audio recorcllng operator, etc; . 

(b) ensure Team members are ak:illed in the operation of equipment to be used and 
that such. equipment is in working order and ready for immediate use; 

(c) assess the need· for· equipment which will be required to accompany the search 
temn, e.g. camera, video recorder, notebooks, property seizure sheets, containers 
and seals to secure seized prop~ and documents, and equipment to gain access 
to the premises if force is likely to be required; 

(d) 

(e) 

establish .the search teamls under his/her personal direction; prepare· operational 
orders, brief the search team/s and Case Lawyer on the proposed execution of the 
warrant. ensure that each search· team member reads and understands the 
authority of the warrant and is aware of 'his/her role and any potential risks. The 
Executive Director, ID shall be advised beforehand of the briefing session and 
attend ifhelshe considers it appropri,ate or necessary; 

arrange for the search team/s to .physically study the address and precise premises · 
to be search,ed arid be aware of the address and detail, i.e. whether brick or :fibro 
hQuse, office building, etc, and of special landmarks ·or peculiarities which 
readily identify them. Jn short, the search teamts must be fuUy aware of the exact 
location and description of the premises to be searched, including entrances and· 
other accesses to en8ure that only the premises mentioned in· the Wammt are 
entered. 
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The Team Prop~ Officer.is responsible fot: 

(a) making themselves aware of the property control procedure ali it applies to Team 
Property Officers as set out in Procedure No. 27 (Registratfon, Control and 
Disposal ofProperty); 

(b) the composition, care and control of the search kits - including ensuring that the 
. search kit contains adequate consumables for the search; 

(c) maintaining the seizure records in the field including: 

(i) Property Seizure S}leets (Appendix 'D?; · 

(rl) General Receipts (App~ ·c~; 

(d) control of seized or volunteered property until such time as ~t is registered. with 
Property. 

The Case Lawy5r is respo~ible for providing advice on any legal ~sues relating to the 
·proposed execution of the warrant 

08 EXECUTIONOFWARRANT 
. . 

Under s.49 oftheiCA.CAct a search warrant ceases to have effect: · 

(i) One month after issue (or such earlier time as specified); or 

(ii) if it is withdrawn by the person who issued it ; or 

(iii) when it is executed 

whichever first occtirs. 

The Search Warrant authorises any person named in the Warrant to: 

(a) enter the premises, and 

(b) si:arch the .premises for documents or other things connected with any matter ~t 
is being investigated nnder the ICAC Act, and 

(c) seize any such docwnents or other things found in or on the premises and deliver 
them to th~ Commission. 

A member of the Police Force, or a designated "senior Commission investigator", named 
in and executing a ·search warrant may search a· person found in or on the premises 
whom the member of the Police Force or "senior Commission investigator'' reasonably 
suspects of having a docwnent or other thing mentioned in the warrant. This power does 
pot extend to Special Constables. · 
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8.1 Person(s) named in the warrant must execute the wan'ant 

8.2 

At. least one of the persons named in. the warrant must be in attendance at the 
·premiseS tO be stliiiCbed at the time the warrant is executed. Jn Hartnett & Ors v 
State of New smith Wales (SC unrep 31.3.99) warrants were held not lawfully 
executed because the only person named in the warrants did not attend any of the 
premises to be .searched at 1he time the warrants were execilted. The officer was, 
instead, co-ordinating the operation from a command post and was not physicany 
involyed in any of the searoh~. · 

Times between which warrant can be executed 

Search warrants j~ under the ICAC Act can only be execJ,rted between 6:00 
am and 9:00pm and cannot be executed outside of those hours unless the warrant 
.expressly authorises that 1he warrant may be executed outside of those hours. 

When proposing the execution of a search warrant, officers should be 
conscious of the presence of young cln1dren on the premises. The po~al fur 
young chi1dren to become distressed should be considered. In appropriate 
cases the Seari:h Teani Leader should suggest to the parents that they explain 
-what is happening. If the presence of young children js considered a particular 
risk to the execution of .the warrant the Executive Director, ID should be 
consulted. 

A search conducted under a wmrant which does not authorise an out~of-hours 
s~h is unauthorised bY the warrant and evidence obtained out-of-hoUIS is 
obtained unlawfully. In Myers Stores Limited v Soo (1991 2 VR 597) police 
officers whi> executed a warrant between 6:00 am and 9:00 pm, but continued to 
·search after 9:00 pm without any express authority on the warrant, were held to 
have col}dUcted an unlawiill search as regards that part of the search 
conducted after 9:00pm. This decision vias aPiJlied by the NSW District Court. 
in Winter v Fuchs (June 99) in similar circumstances. 

8.3 .Entry Announcement 

Searches must not be conducted of unoccupied premises· ui:Uess ·exceptional 
circumstances exist If it is known that the premises will be unoccupied this fact 
must be made known to the authorised Justice at the time of application. 

Pursuant to s68 of the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) A.ct 2002 
one of the peJ:sons executing a warrant must announce that they are authorised to 
sesrch the premises and provide the occupier with an opportonity to allow entry 
onto the premises. · 

'This requirement need not be complied with if the person believes on reasonable 
grounds that immediate entry is required to en8ure the safety of any person ar to 
ensure that the effective execution of the warranted is not frustrated. In such 
circumstances, reasonable force·may be used to gain entry. 
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Upon access being gained to the premises mentioned in the Warrant, the Search 
Team Leader (usually the senior ICAC offieer present) shall: 

(i) identifY the search team as members of the Independent Commission 
Against Corruption; 

(ii) read and explain the Search W !lliiiD.I to the otlCUpier -and produce it for 
inspection if requested (NOTE: The Search Team Leader must retain 
possession of the Search Warrant); 

(iil) serve the Occupier's Notice. If the occupier is not present, ihe notice 
shall be served as soon as practicable· after executing the warrant; · 

(iv) invite the co-operation ofth~ occupier; 

(v) . ei~te the warrant, 

(VIJ advise the Search co·ordinator of time of entry and exit 

Service of the Occnpi.W.s Notice 
. . 

A person executing a warrant is required, on entry onto the premises or as soon 
as practicable after entry onto the premises, to serve the Occupier's Nqti~e on the 
person who appeara to be the occupier and who is over 18 years of age {s.67 
LEPRA). 

If no sUch peraon -is present the Oooupier' s Notice must be served on the occupier 
within 48 hours after executing the warrant (s.67(4) LEPRA). 

If an Occupier's Notice cannot be practicably served within these fumi.limits the · 
eligible issuing officer who issued the Wlimmt may, by order, 'dilect that, instead 
of service, such steps be taken as are specified in the order for the purpose of 
bringing the Occupier's Notice to the attention of the occupier.:Sucl:_l an order. 
may direct that the Occupier's Notice be taken to have been served on the 
occupier on the happening of a _specified event or on the expiry of a specified 
time. . 

In Blackv Breen (unreported, SCNSW, 27 October 2000) His Honour Ireland AJ' 
held that the failure of the police officera to .hand to the plaintiff a complete 
Occupier's Notice meant that the execution of the warrant was contrary to Jaw. 
In that case the first page of the notice had been.given to the occupier but not the 
second·page. · 

8.5 Execution 

In executing the warrant.ICAC officers must: 

(i) use the minimwn amount offeree, where force is required; 
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(ii) 

(rii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

10 

c~use the least amount of damage.necessary in the course of the search 
andenb:y, 

not unduly restrict the movement of occupants of searched premises, · 
unless they are hindering the seareh; 

wear the approved ICAC identification j~et unless exempted by the . 
Search Team Leader {such exemption only to be given in exceptional 
circunistances ); 

if not wearix).g an ICAC identification jacket, display promineiltly the 
ICAC official identificati911 badge 'during the exe~tio:p; 

Qll].y break opel) receptacles in the premises if reasonably necessary for 
the. purpose of the search; . . . 

(vii) u8e such assistants as COD\lidered necessary. 

It is the responsibility of ~ Search Team Leader to ensure strict compliance 
with the property seiZure procedure. If property is volun~eered then it.is to be 

·reCeipted using the form of receipt at Appendix 'C': If property is seized then it is 
to be receipted using the fonn of the Property Seizure Sheet at Appendix 'D'. 

In most cases it Win be useful for a rough sketch of the floor plan ·to be drawn on 
the reverse side of the property seizure sheet and notations made as to where the 
relevant property was foWld. The iri.terior of the premises should be 
phptographed or video taped, particularly the areas where the documents or other 
things were found. Photography or video recording ·should be_ done with the 
occupier's consent whenever possible. . . · 

The use of video recording of the search should be done whenever poss~le. This 
prqtects the occupier and Commission officers against spurious allegations. If 
the occupier refuses consent that re.fusal.should be recorded if possibie prior to 
the Radio of the device being switched off. Consent is not required for video 
taping: · · 

If in the execution of the wan:ant the warrant holder considers it appropriate to 
audio tape any conversations with the occupier the warrant holder must gain 
pennission of the occupier to. audio tape these conversations. 

In the event there is a conversation, conSideration should be given to whether, in 
the circumstances, a caution should be given. · 

Questions put to the occupier or any oth~ person on the-premises concerning 
documents or things seized and any replies should be appfl?priately recorded. All 
such persons must first be told the conversation will be recorded. 

Once the execution of .the warrant has commenced at least one of the persons 
named in the warrant should remain on the premises until the· search is 
completed. 
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8.6 Operatio~ ofEiectronicEquipment 

Section 7SA of the Law E'lfforcement (Powers & Responsibilities) Act 2002 
allows a pezson executing or assisting in the execution of a warrant to bring onto 
premises and operate any electr<mic and other equipment reasonably necessary to 
examine a thing fmmd at the premises in order to detennfue whether it is or 
contains a thing that may be seized under· the warrant. The operation of 
equipment already at the premises to examine a thing is·not authorised unless the 
'pezson operating the equipment has reasonable grounds ·to believe that the. 
examination can be carriCd out ~out damaging the equipment or the thing. 

The Search Team~ will detemrine what equipment should be useC!. 

8.7 Removal fol" Inspection 

Se<:tion 7SA of the Law Enforcenwzt' (Powers & Responsibilities) Act 2002 
allows a pezson executing or assisting in the execution of a wattant to remove a · 
thing found on the premises to another place for up to seven w<,>rking days for 
examination tQ detenni.ne whether it is or contains a thing that may-he seized 
under thewao:ant; · · 

• if the OCC¥ier of the pren:iises consents, OR 

• it is significantly more practicable to do so having regard 'to the 
timeliness and cost' of examining the thing at another place and the 
avai)ability of expert assistance, AND 

• there are .reasonable grounds to suspect it is or contains a thing that may 
be seized under the warrant. · 

If a thing is moved to another place (or examination the officer who issued the 
search warrant may extend· the period of removal for additional periods not 
exceeding seven working days at any one time. 

Where an item is removed the person executing the ww;rant must advise the 
occupier that the occupier may make submissions to the issuing officer and must 
give the occupier a reasonable oppol;tunity to do ·so. 

The Search Team Leader will detennine whether any items !D'e to be removed 
from the premises for the purpose of examination. 

8.8 Access to and Downloading ofData 

Section 75B of the Law E'lfforcement (Powers & Responsibilities) Act 2002 
allows a person. executing or assiSting in the. execution of a warrant to operate 
equipment at the premises being searched to access data (including data held at 
other premises) if that person believes on reasonable grounds that the data !night 
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be data that. could be seized under the warrant. The equipment can be used to put 
any data that could be seized in documentary furm so that it may be seized in that 
form. · 

TJre person executing or assisting in the exei:utioi:t of the warrant mai . . 

• copy any accessed. data to a disk, ·tape or. other data storage device 
brought to the premises (or, with the consent of the occupier, copy the 
data onto such a storage device already at"the premises) and 

• take the storage device from the premises to examine the accessed data to 
deterrniDe whether it (or any part of it) is data that could be seized under 
the. w.arran.t 

Tlie operation of equipment already at the pmclses to access data i~ not 
. authorised unless the person operating the equipment has reasonable grounds to 
believe that the examination can be carried out without damaging the equipllient 
or data. 

Any data obtained under section 75B that is not data tl!at could be seized under 
the wartan.t must be removed. from the Commission's data ;holdings and any other 
reproduction destroyed. 

When is a Warrant Exeeuted? 

A warrant is executed when the search is completed and those authorised under 
the warrant have left the premises. It is not possible to execute a warrant with 
multiple entries, searches and seizures dm:ing the period that the warrant remains 
in force. A person cannot be denied access to any pait of ·their property, so 
rooms etc cannot be locked up. · 

Where the Search Team Leader has executed a Search Warrant and is satisfied 
that the documents and things descnbed in the warrant: 

(a) have been located and seized, or 

(b) are not on the premises 

he/she shall te!lirinate the search. 

If at any stage the search team leave the premises, there is no right of re-entry. 

8.1 0 Rights of Oecupier 

The occupier of premises has the following rights: 

to see a copy ofthewarrant; 
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to be present during the search and observe, provided they do not impede 
it (NOTE: There is no power for the investigators to require a 
person to remain on-the premises, unless they have been arrested); 

to be given a receipt for things seized; 

to request a copy of any document seized or any other thing that can be 
'readily COI?ied; 

to receive the occupiers notice. 

09 EXECUTION ON LAWYER'S OFFICE 

. Jn executing a wammt on a lawyer's office Care must be taken regarding any cl;rlm for 
legal professional privilege. Docw,nents cilwred by legal professional privilege cannot 
be made the subject of a searoh warrant (!Jaker v Campbe,U (1983) 153·.CLR 52). 

Legal profeSsional privilege attaches to commllllications only if the communic~tion is fur 
the dominant purpose of a lawyer providing legal advice or services fur the purp·ose of 

· existing ·or contemplated legal proceedings or obtaining Jeg81 advice. It does not protect 

(a} documents prepared for other purposes, even if they !ll'e held for the 
purp_oses of legal proceedings or obtaining advice; eg title deeds, IIust 
account records, \7usiness records, or photqcopies of any unprivileged 

·document, 

(b) communications made for a criminal ptirpose, 

(c) documents concerning the identity of a client· or the fact of' their 
attendance a~ their solicitor's office. 

.. 

·0 

Guidelines fur the execution of searcli warraD.ts on legal offices_ have been ·agreed 
between the NSW Police Force and the NSW Law Society. These guidelines (with some Q 
minor modifications} are set out below and must be fullowed by Commission officers 
executing a search waxrant on a lawyer's office. · 

1. Upon attendance at the premises of the lawyer or Law Society, the Search Team 
Leader should explain the_purposes of the search and invite the lawyer or Law 
Society to co-operate in the- conduct of the search. If the lawyer, a partner or 
employee, or the Law Society or an employee, is suspected of involvement in the 
commission of an offenee.the Search Team Leader should say so. 

Identification of all members of the search team should be provided. 

2. If no lawyer, or representative of the Law Society, is in attendance at the premises 
then, if practicable, the premises or relevant part of the premises should be sealed 
and execution of the warrant deferred for a period which the Search Team Leader 
in his discretion considers reasonable in all the circumstances to enable any lawyer 
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or responsible pemon comrected. with the premises to attend or, if that is not 
practicable, to.eniiQle arrang~ents for anotherJ?erson to attend the prenuses. 

3 .. The lawyer or Law Society should be provided with a copy of the searc~ warrant 
in addition to being shown the original warrant. if production thereof is demanded 
by them. 

4. A reasonable time should be allowed to the lawyer to' enable him or her to consult 
with his or her client(s) or to the Law Society to enable it to consult with the lei¢ 
representatives of the persons to whose affairs the documents relate, and/or for the 

.lawyer or Law Society to obtain legal advice. For this reason,' it is desirable that 
wai.TIIl)ts be executed only dUring normal working hours. Hpwever, when warrjlnts 
are executed outside nonnal working hours, allowances should be made for delay's. 
should the lawyer wish to contact his or her client or the Law Society to contact 
legal representatives, or for either the lawyer or Law Society to take legBl 'advice. . 

5. Having infa'nned his or lier c!ient(s) of the position or the Law Society having 
· informed. the legal ;representatives of the persons to whose affairs the il.ocuments 
relate qfthe position, and/or either having obtained legal advice, the lawyer or Law 
Society shoUld,' consistent with his or her client;s/clients' instructions or the 

. instrQ.ctions of the legal representatives of the persons to whose affilirs the 
documents relate, co-operate in locating all documentS which may be Within the 
warrant. 

6. Where the laW)'!lr or Law Society agrees to assist the search team the procedures 
set out' below should be followed: 

(a)in respect of all documents identified· by the lawyer or Law Society 
and/or further identified by the Search Team Leader as potentially within the 
warrant, the s·earch Team Leader should, before pl'Qceeding to further 
execute the wmant (by inspection or otherwise) and to seize the documents, 
give the lawyer or Law Society the opportunity to claim legal professioD.al 
privilege in respect of any of those documents. If the lawyer or Law Society 

. asserts· a claim of legal professional pi:ivilege in relation to any of those 
documents then the lawyer or Law Society should be prepared to indicate to 
the Search Team Leader grounds upon which the claim is made and in 
. whose naine the claim. is made. 

b) in r~spect of those documents which the lawyer or Law Society claim are 
subject to legal professiona'l privilege, the search team shall proceed in 
accordance With the guidelines set out below. In respect of the remaining 
documents, the search team may then proceed to complete the execution of 
wmant. 

7. All documents which the:: lawyer or Law Society claims are subject to legal 
professional privilege shall under the supervision of the Search Team Leader be 
placed by the lawyer and/or his or her staff, or the Law Society and/or its 
representatives, in a container which shall then be. sealed. In the event that the 
lawyer or Law Society desires to take photocopies of any of those documents the 
lawyer or Law Society shall be permitted to do so under the supervision of the 
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Search Team Leader and at the expense of the lawyer or Law Society before they 
are placed in the container. · · 

8. A list of the documents shall be prepared by the ~team, in co-operation with 
the lawyer or Law Society, on which is shown general iDfurmation as to the nature 
of the documents. · · · · 

. 9. That list and the contame:r in which the documents have been placed shall then be 
endorsed to the effect that pursuant to ~ agreement reached between the" lawyer or 
Law Society and the Search Tean;t Leader, and having regard to the claims oflegal 
profesSional privilege made by the lawyer on behalf of his or her client(s) or the 
Law Society on behalf of the persons to whose affairs the documents relate, the 
wainmt has not b~en executed ·m respect of the documents set. out in the list but 
that those documents have been sealed in the container, which documents are to' be 
given forthwith into the custody of the clerk of the magistrate who issued the 
wmant or other independent party agreed upon by the Iawyei or Law Society and 
the Search Team Leader (referred to below as the "third party'') pending ~e8o1uti9n 
of the disputed claims. · 

10. The list and 'the container in which the documents have been sealed shall then be 
sign~ by tb.~ Search :ream Leader and the lawyer or a representative of the Law 
~ociety. 

11. The Search Team Leader and the lawyer or representative of the. La:w Society 
shall together deliver the container forthwith, along with a copy of the- list of the 
documents; into the·possession of the third P.arty, who shall hoid the same pending 

· resolution of the disputed claims. 

·:! v 

12. If within 3 clear worldng days (or such longer period as is reasonable whlcb, may 
be .agreed.by the parties) of the d!!livery of the documents into the possession of 
the third party, the lawyer or Law Society has infQrmed the Search Team Leader or 
his agent or the third party or his or her agent that instructions to institute · 
proceedings forthwith to establish the privilege claimed have been received from 
the client' or clients on whose behalf the lawyer asserted the privilege, or from the Q 
person or persons on whose behalf the claim has been ma_de by the Law Society, 
then no further steps shall be takeD. in relation to the exeeution of the warrant until 
either: · 

(i) a further period of 1 clear working day (or such further period as 
mayreaspnably be agreed) elapses without such proceedings haVing been. 
instituted; or · 

(ii) proceedingi; to establish the privilege have failed; or 

(ill)' an agreement is reached between the parties as to the disclosure 
of some or all of the documents subject to the claim-oflegal professional 
privilege. 

13. Where proceedings to establish the privilege claimed have been instituted, 
arrangements shall forthwith be made to deliver the documents held by the third 
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party into the possession of the registrar of the court in which the said proceedings 
have' been commenced.· The do.cuments shall be held by the registr:ar pending the 
order of the court. 

14. Where proceedings to· establish the privilege claimed are not instituted witlrln 3 
clear worldng days (or such further period as may have been agreed) of the 
delivery of the doCuments into the possession of the third party, or where an 
agreement is reached between the parties as to the disclosure of some or all of the 

. documents, then the parties shall attend upon the thiid party and shall advise him 
or her a!! to the happening of those matters and shall request him or her, by 
consent, to release into the possession of the Search Team Leader all th.i: 
documents being held by the thiid p8rty or, where the parties have agreed that only 
some ofthe documents held by him or her should be released, those documents. 

15 .. In: those cases wh~ the lawyer or Law Society·refuses to give co-opmtiou, the 
Search Team Leader should politely but firmly advise that the search will proceed 
in any event and that, because the search team is not familiar with the office · 
systems of the lawyer oi Law Society, this may entail a search of all.files md 
document$ in the lawyer's or Law Society's o:flice in order to give full effect to the 
li\lthorlty conferred by the warrant The lawyer or '!-aw Society shoulii also be 
advised that a document will not be se~ed ~~ on inspection, the Search Tea,m. 
Leader considers that the document is either not within the warrant or privileged 
:froni s~. The search team should then proceed ferthwith to execu~ the 
wilrrant. · · · 

EXEciJTI:ON ON PARLIAMENTARY OFFICE 
·. 

In executing a warrant on the office of a Member of Parliament; care must be· taken 
regarding ·any clirim of parliamentary privilege. Parliamentary privilege attaches to any 
document which .fulls within· the scope of proceedings in Parliament. Proceedip.gs in 
Parliament includes all words spoken and acts done in the course of; or for the purposes 
of or incidental to, the transacting of the ]:>usiness of a House or committee. 

Parliamentary privilege belongs to the Parliament as a whole, not individual members. 

This procedure is based on the protocol recommended by the Legislative Council 
.Privileges Committee in February 2006 (Repoit 33). 

1. A search warrant should not be executed on premises in Parliament House on a 
parliamentary sitting day or on a day on which a· parliamentary committee 
involving the member is meetirig unless the Commissioner is satisfied that 
compliance with this restriction would affect the integrity of the investigation. 

2. If the premises to be searched are in Parliament House the Executive Director, 
Legal will contact the relevant Presiding Officer prior to execution and notify 
that officer of the proposed search. If the Presiding Officer is ~ot available the 
Executive Director, Legal will notify the Clerk or Deputy Clerk or, where a 
COillliUttee's documents may be involved, the Chair of that Committee. The 
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Clerk will mange for the premises the subject of the warrant to be sealed and 
sectired pending execution of the warrant. 

3. To minimise the potential interference with the perfonnance of the Member's 
duties the Executive Director, Legal should also consider,· unless it would affect 
the integrity of the investigation, wheiher it is feasible to contact the Member; 
ar a senior member of his/her staff, prior to executing the warrant with a view 
to agreeing on a time for execution of the warrant As fai: as possible a search 
wamm.t should be executed at a time when the member or a sei:rlor member of 
,bis or her staff will be present · 

4.. Tlui Commission Will allow the Member and the Clezk a reasonable time to 
-seek legal advice in relation to the search wim:ant prior to its execution and for 
the Member to mange for a legal adviser tO be present during the execution of . 
thewamm.t. · · 

5;. The Executive Director, Legal will assign a laWyer to attend the search for the 
pmpose of providing legal advice to the Search Team on the issue· of 
parliamentary priVilege. 

. . 
6. On arrival at Parliament House the S!larch Team Leader and assigned 'lawyer 

should meet with the Clerk of the House and Member or· the ;Member's · 
representative for the pmpose of outlining any obligations under the warrant. 
the general nature of the allegations b~ investigated, the. nature of the 
material it is believed is located in the Member's office ·and the relevance of 

· that material to the investigation. · 
. . 

7. The Search team Leader is to allow the Member a reasonable opportunity to 
claim parliamentary privilege in respect of· any documents or other things 
located on th~ prell)ises. · · · 

8. The S~ Team Leader should not seek to access, resd or seize any doctiment 
over which a claim of parliamentary privilege is made. 

9. Documents over which parliamentary privilege is claimed should be placed in a. 
· Property bag. A list of the documents will be prepared by the executing officer 

with assistance from the member or staff member. The member, or member's 
. staff; should be given an opportunity to take copies before the documents are 

secured. 

10. The Search Team Leader should request the Clerk to secure and take custody of 
any documents over which a claim for parliamentary privilege has been msde. 

11. At the conclusion of the search the Search Team Leader should provide a 
receipt recording things seized. If the Member does not hold copies of the 

. things that have been seized the receipt should contain sufficient particulars of 
the things to enable the. Member to recall details of the things seized and obtain 
further advice. 
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12. The Search Team Leader should info!Jll the Member that the Commission will, 
to the extent possible, pJ;Ovide or facilitate access to the .seized matepal where 
such access is necessary for the perfonnance ?fthe Member's duties. 

13. Any claim of parliamentary privilege will be' reported by the ·seareh Team 
Leader to the Executive· Director, Legal who will consider the matter in 
conjunction with the Executive Dii:ector,JD, the Deputy Commissioner and the 
Commissioner· fur the purpqse of determining whether the Commission will 
object to such a claim. · 

14. Where a ruling is sought· as to whether documents are protected by 
parliamentary privilege the Member, the Clerk and a representative of the 
Commission will jointly, be present at the examination of the matetial. The · 
Member and the Clerk will identify material which they claim fldls within the 
scope ofparliamentaryproceedings. 

15. A list of material considered· to be within the scope of proceedings in 
Parliament will then be prepared by the Clerk:· and provided to the Member and 
the Commission's repiesentative. · 

16. Any material not listed as fill.li:ng within the cope of proceedings in Parliament 
· will bnmediately be made available to theConmiission. · 

17 .. Jn the .event th~ Commission ~·the claim for privilege over these 
docwnen,ts listed by 'the Clerk the CommisSioner may, within a reasonable time, 
write· to the.President of the Legislative Council or Speaker of the Legislative 
Assembly to dispute any material considered to be privileged matetial and may 
provide written reas'ons for the diSpute. The issue will then be determined by 
the relevant House. 

SEARCH OF PERSONS 

11.1 Personal Search Power 

Section 41(2) of the ICAC Act provides that a member of the Police Force, or a 
"senior Commission investigator", named: in ap.d executing a selirch warrant, may 
search a person found in or on the premises who is reasonably suspected of 
having a document or other thing mentioned in the warrant. 

Commission investigators who have received training in searching pemons will 
be designated as "senior Commission investigators" pursuant to s.41(3) of the 
Act. That filet will be endorsed on the back oftheir identification certificates. 

11.2 Guidelines for Personal Searches 

Any person should be asked if they have any items on their person before a 
search is commenced.. Only Frisk and Ordinary searches should be performed. 
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'Frisk search': means a search of a person or ofaitlcles_in the possession of a 
person that may include: 

(a) a -search of a person conducted -by quickly. nmning the hands ovet the 
person's outer garments; and 

. . 
(b) an .examination of anything wom or carried by the person that is 

conveniently-and vohiiltqrily removed by the person. 

'Ordinary search': means a search uf a person or of articles in the possession of 
a person that m~ include: 

(a) requiring the p87'Son to remove their overcoat, coqt or jacket and any 
. gloves, shoes and. hat; and 

(b) an ext111!ination of those items. 

If a Senior Comniission investjgator believes that .a Strip search ~ necessai:y · 
· approvsl should be obtained from ¢e :&ecutive·Director, ID. 

·~triP search': means a search of a person or uf articles in the poss~ion of a 
person that may include: . · 

(a) requiring the _person ·to remove aU of .his or her garments for 
examination; and 

(b) an. examination of the person's .body (bu,t not of the person's bodY 
. cavities). · 

The sE;ai:ch is to be conducted by a person of the same sex as the person to be 
· s~hed. The search-should be conducted.in privat~. with another person of the 
same sex as a witness to the search. Jf a witness of the same sex is not available 
within ~ search team then an independent witness should be arrll!lged. 
Arrangements should be made through the Search Co-ordinator. 

Persons under the age of 18 should not be searched without the approval of the 
Executive Director, ID; Wherever possible parents should be present during any 
such search.. · · · 

The following details must be entered m the 'Search of Persons Register' held by 
the Executive Direct9r, ~:i: 

(a) Full nam.e of person searched 

(b) Date of birth of person searched 

(c) Sex of person searched 

(d) Date-ofsearch 

(e) Time of s.earch (Start/Finish) 

(f) Place where search was conducted 
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(g) Categorylies of search conductea 

(h) Name of inveStigator conducting ~earch 

(i) Name of witness (contact details if an independent witness) 

'(J) Resson for search (including resson for chan~ of search category, if 
required) . 

(k:) WarrantNumber 

{I) Description of any property located 

SEI.Zl'JRE- SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

It; during the execution of the wammt a docwnent or other thing is folmd that would be· 
admissible in a prosecution for ·an indictable· offence against· the law of the 
<;:ommonwealtb. a: State ot Territory, the officer executing the warrant may seize the 
document' or other thing if he/she believes on ressonable grounds that seizure is 
necessary to prevent its concCalmeD.t, . loss, mutilation or. destruction or its use in 
committing such an offence (s.47, ICAC Act). The docwnent or other. thing !loes not 
have to be seized via the warrant. · 

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY 

Where damage is caused to any property on the premises during the -execution. of a 
Search Warrant, the Search Team Leader shall cause: 

• a note to be made of the location and extent.ofthe damage; 
. . 

• if necessary prepare a plan of and/or photi:Jgraph the damage; 

• make an official record of the circumstances u soon as practicable;. 

• mange for the attendance of a senior Commission officer not connected with the 
execution of the Waxrant to note and record details of the. damage; and 

• arrange for the preinises to be secured if the occupants are not present. 

The Executive Director, Legal is to be notified of any damage and provided with a 
copy ofthe report. 

14 RECEIPT OF PROPERTY AT COMMISSION 

The Team Property Officer shall be responsible for the conveyance to the Commission 
of any documents or other property seized as a result of the execution of the Search . 
Warrant until such time that it is registered with Property. The property and the property 
seizure sheets (and/or property receipt) shall be deposited with Property ·for recording. 
In the event that a Property Officer is unavailable because of Short notice, lateness of the 
.hour, i.e. night time, weekends etc, the property shall be securely stored and transferred 
tci Property as soon as practicable. 
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15 RETuRN OF SEIZED DOCUMENTS 

Seized doeuments should be photocopied and either the original on copy returned to the 
owner in accor4ance with the Commission's property procedures. An. occupier J;equiring 
the prompt return ofpart.icular.documents which are said to be vital to the conduct of the 
business/conipany shall be accommodated subjec_t to the !:CIUm not hinderihg the 
investigation. At the fust opportunity following the execution of a search warrant, the 
Case Officer shall consult with the case Lawyer and relevant members of the 
investigation team to cull the docun11intS. Where there is any doubt as to the correctness 
of returning a docui:nent or providing a copy, the Case Officer shall coufer with the 
Executive Director, ID. 

16 REPORT TO ISSUING OFFICER 

Irrespective of whether or not the warrant is exi:cuted the Case Officer win, in 
consultation with the Case Lawyer and using the Legal macro, prepare and forward to 
the issuing officer a writtei:i report stating whether or no~ the wsrrant was executed and, 
if it was, setting out the matters requiredliy s.74 of the Law Eriforcement (PoV:'ers and 
Responsibilities) Act 2002 within ten days.-after the ex~on of the Wiu:rant or the 
expiry date of the Warrant whichever. first occurs. Copies: of the PropertY Seizure sheets 
;must accompany the Report to the issuing officer. 

17. DEBRIEF 

h. soon as.practicable following the executi~ .of a Search Warrant, the Case Officer 
shall eonveiJ.e a debriefing session attended by the search team, the Team Chief 
Investigator, Case Lawyer, and any other persoimel the Team Chief Investigator 
considers appropriate. · 

18 FILING ~TH PROPERTY 

The Case Officer is to ensure that copies of the original signed application (including 
the completed issuing officer's record of the application), the Occupiers Notice, 
Search Warrant, non-inspection certificate (if sought), application to postpone service 
of the occupiers notice (if any), authorisation checklist, property seizure sheets, 
Report to Issuing Officer and any independent observer form are filed in Property. 

The Case Officer will be responsible for providing the Senior Property Officer with 
the details required to be recorded on the Formal Powers data base. 
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APPENDIX 'A' 

. AUTHORISATION CHECKLIST 

THIS-FORMMUST ACCOMPANY EACH STAGE OF THE APPLICATION 

··~ ~~0~illi~~~iiiiii1JII~I•~ al ~ t==~~~t~'t¥~~ ~ ~ 

Executive Director, Investigation 
Division has lqiproved that an application 
for a search warrant is appropriate. · 

Application, Warrant. Occupier's Notice 
and (if appropriate) cl.ll Certificate 
provided to and approved by Executive 
Director, Legal 

ONCE COMPLETED THIS CHECKLIST MUST BE FILED WITH PROPERTY AND 
RETAINED WITH: THE RELEVANT SEARCH WARRANT DOCUMENTATION 
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APPENDIX 'B' 

. CASE OFFICER'S CHECKLIST . 

WARRANT HOLDER 

.I POSITIO~ 

DESCRIPTION OFPBEMISES: 

INDEPENDENT OFFICER I NAME . I POSITION ~~~T ·I 
0 

EJQ!:CUTION . I TIME OF ENTRY 
TIME OF DEPARTURE 

I DATE 
DATE 

OCCUPIERS NOTICE: Served Yes/No 
~NAME . /DOB 

. I 
I POSITION· 

OTHER PERSONS ON THE PREMisES AT TIME OF EXECUTION 
NAME: POSITION ORGANISATION 

VEIDCLES PRESENT AT LOCATION· . 
REGNO. STATE DESCRIPTION SEARCHED 

YES/NO 
YES/NO 
YES/NO 

MEMBERS OF SEARCH l'EA.Mf.PERSONS ASSISTING COMMISSION OFFICERS 
NAME POSITION 

. 
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Case Officer consults with Case Lawyer whether sufficient legal-basis for search warrant 

Executive Director, I:Q.vestiga:tion Division has approved that an application for a search warrant is 
appropriate 

Case Officer has identified all resources (people/equipment, non ICAC perso~l, police, and 
computer forensic officers) necessary to conduct the seljrch and has obtained approval to use those 
resources. All equipment needs fo be checked to ensure it is in a serviceable condition· 

Case Officer prepares the draft Application, Wammt, Occupier's Notice and, if reqUired, cl.ll 
Certificate and submits to Chiefinvestigator for review 

Opezations Adviser to liaise with NSW Police re any police assistance required . . . 

Application, W an:ant,. Occupier's Notice and (if appropriate) cl.ll . Certifica~e provided to ·Case 
Lawyer who reviews and settles documentation · 

Case Lawyer provides all documents to. Director of Legal for review and approval · 

Originals of all documents and Authorisation ·Checklist submitted to Property Manager for 
registration. 

Case Office,r makes an appointment with authorised officer, then attends court and swears the 
warrant. A copy of the application should be requested from the Justice once their notations have 
been included and it has been sworn. This copy is to be provided to the Property Manager 

Case Officer to prepar-e Operational Orders and brief search teams on the proposed execution and 
their rol!.:s · 

Report to issuing officer completed by Case Officer in consultation with Case Lawyer. Copy given 
to Senior Property Officer 

ensures 
officer's record of the application), the Occupiers Notice, Wan:imt, .non-inspection 
certificate (if sought), application to postpone service of the occupiers notice (if any), authoril;ation 
.Checklist, property seizure sheets, Report to Issuing Officer and any inde(iendent observer forms 
are filed in Property. 
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·"APPENDIX 'C' 

INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRlJl>TION 

RECEIPT 

· PROPJ?R.TYRECEIVED BY: ------,---'--:------o-----'-

AN OFFICER OF THE INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION 

ON __ ~---------

ONT.WS DATE, PROPERTY AS LISTED HEREuNDER/ 

DESCRlBED IN AITACHMENT 

WAS RECEIVED FROM _____________ OF 

SIGNED:-------

TITLE: --------

DATE: --------

0 

0 
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ADDRESS: 

Item No.: 

Description: 

Location: 

Item No.: 

Description: 

Location: 

Item No.: 

Description: 

Location: 

Item No.: 

Description: 

Location: 

PROPERTYS~SBEET 

OPERATION: ------'----

APPENDIX 'D' 

______ Seizure Officer:----------

______ Seizure Officer:·---..:......------

------Seizure Officer: ---'--------

-------Seizure Officer: -----------

NamefSignature- Occupier Name/Signature • Property Officer 

Date: 
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Annexure 3 

Memorandum of understanding on the execution of search warrants in the 
premises of members of the New South Wales Parliament between the 
Commissioner of Police, the President of the Legislative Council and the 
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, 2010 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

ON THE EXECUTION OF SEARCH WARRANTS 

IN THE PREMISES OF 

MEMBERS OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES PARLIAMENT 

BETWEEN 

THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

AND 

THE SPEAKER OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
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1. Preamble 

This Memorandum of Understanding records the understanding of the Commissioner of Police, the 
President of the Legislative Council and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly on the process to 
be followed where the NSW Police Force proposes to execute a search warrant on premises used or 
occupied by a member of the New South Wales Parliament, including the Parliament House office 
of a member, the ministerial office of a member, the electorate office of a member and the 
residence of a member. 

The memorandum and associated processes are designed to ensure that search warrants are 
executed without improperly interfering with the functioning of Parliament and so its members and 
their staff are given a proper opportunity to claim parliamentary privilege in relation to documents 
in their possession. 

2. Execution of Search Warrants 

The agreed process for the execution of a search warrant by the NSW Police Force over the 
premises used or occupied by a member is spelt out in the attached 'Procedures for the execution of 
search warrants in the premises of members of the New South Wales Parliament'. 

3. Promulgation of this Memorandum of Understanding 

This Memorandum of Understanding will be promulgated within the NSW Police Force. 

This Memorandum of Understanding will be tabled in the Legislative Council by the President and 
in the Legislative Assembly by the Speaker. 

4. Variation of this Memorandum of Understanding 

This Memorandum of Understanding can be amended at any time by the agreement of all the 
parties to the Memorandum. 

This Memorandum of Understanding will continue until any further Memorandum of 
Understanding on the execution of search warrants on the premises of members of the New South 
Wales Parliament is concluded between the Commissioner of Police, the President of the Legislative 
Council and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly. 

The Commissioner of Police will consult with the President of the Legislative Council and the 
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly in relation to any revision of this memorandum. 

Revocation of agreement to this Memorsndum of Understanding 

Any party to this Memorandum of Understanding may revoke their agreement to this 
Memorandum. The other parties to this Memorandum of Understanding should be notified in 
writing of the decision to revoke. 
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Signatures 

c:< 3Nov~ 2010 

The Hon Richar 
Speaker 

l/o· \ l . 2010 
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PROCEDURES FOR THE EXECUTION OF SEARCH WARRANTS 

IN THE PREMISES OF 

MEMBERS OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES PARLIAMENT 

1. Purpose of these procedures 

These procedures are designed to ensure that officers of the NSW Police Force execute search 
warrants on the premises of members of the New South Wales Parliament in a way which does not 
amount to a contempt of Parliament and which gives a proper opportunity to members to raise 
claims of parliamentary privilege in relation to documents that may be on the search premises. 

2. Application of these procedures 

These procedures apply, subject to any overriding law or legal requirement in a particular case, to 
any premises used or occupied by a member including: 

• the Parliament House office of a member; 

• the ministerial office of a member who is also a minister; 

• the electorate office of a member; and 

• any other premises used by a member for private or official purposes at which there is 
reason to suspect that material covered by parliamentary privilege may be located. 

3. Parliamentary privilege 

A search warrant, if otherwise valid, can be executed over premises occupied or used by a member 
of the New South Wales Parliament, including the Parliament House office of a member, the 
ministerial office of a member who is also a minister, the electorate office of a member and the 
residence of a member. Evidential material cannot be placed beyond the reach of officers of the 
NSW Police Force simply because it is held by a member or is on premises used or occupied by a 
member. 

However, in executing a warrant on the office of a member of Parliament, care must be taken 
regarding any claim of parliamentary privilege. Parliamentary privilege attaches to any material, 
including electronic documents, which falls within the scope of 'proceedings in Parliament', as 
specified in Article 9 of the Bill of Rights 1689. Article 9 applies in New South Wales under the 
Imperial Acts Applict~tion Act 1969. 

It is a contempt of Parliament for an officer of the NSW .Police Force or any person to improperly 
interfere with the free performance by a member of his or her parliamentary duties. 

The scope of 'proceedings in Parliament' is not defined in legislation. In general terms, the phrase is 
taken to mean all words spoken or acts done by a member in the course of, or for the purposes of 
or incidental to, the transacting of the business of a House o.r committee of Parliament. 

In the context of the execution of a search wartant on the premises of a member, material in the 
possession of members that may fall within the scope of 'proceedings in Parliament' may include 
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notes, draft speeches and questions prepared by the member for use in Parliament, correspondence 
received by the member from constituents if the member has o.r is seeking to raise the constituent's 
issues in the House, correspondence prepared by the member again if the member has or is seeking 
to .raise the issue in the correspondence in the House, and submissions and other material p.rovided 
to the member as part of his o.r her participation in committee inquiries. 

Items that are unlikely to be captured within the scope of 'proceedings in Parliament' include a 
member's travel documentation and political party material. 

In some cases the question of whether material constitutes 'proceedings in Parliament' will tum on 
what has been done with the material, or what the member intends to do with it, rather than what is 
contained in the material or where it was found. 

4. Procedure prior to obtaining a search warrant 

An officer of the NSW Police Force who proposes to apply for a search warrant in respect of 
premises used or occupied by a member should seek approval from the Commissioner or the 
Commissioner's delegate before applying for the warrant. 

Care should be taken when drafting a search warrant to ensure that it does not cover a wider range 
of material than is necessary to advance the relevant investigation. 

5. Execution of a warrant on the Parliament House Office of a member 

The following procedures are to be observed in relation to the executing of a warrant on the 
Parliament House Office of a member: 

1. A search warrant should not be executed on premises in Parliament House on a 
parliamentary sitting day or on a day on which a parliamentary committee involving the 
member is meeting unless the Commissioner or the Commissioner's delegate is satisfied that 
compliance with this restriction would affect the integrity of the investigation. 

2. The Search Team Leader will contact the relevant Presiding Officer prior to execution of a 
search warrant and notify that officer of the proposed search. The Presiding Officer shall 
then inform the Clerk or the Deputy Clerk. If the Presiding Officer is not available the 
Search Team Leader will notify the Clerk or Deputy Clerk or, where a Committee's 
documents may be involved, the Chair of that Committee. The Clerk will arrange for the 
premises the subject of the warrant to be sealed and secured pending execution of the 
warrant. 

3. To minimise the potential interference with the pe.rforrnance of the member's duties the 
Search Team Leader should also consider, unless it would affect the integrity of the 
investigation, whether it is feasible to contact the member, or a senior member of his/her 
staff, prior to executing the warrant with a view to agreeing on a time for execution of the 
warrant. As far as possible a search warrant should be executed at a time when the member 
or a senior member of his or her staff will be present. 

4. The Search Team Leader will allow the member and the Clerk a reasonable time to seek 
legal advice in relation to the search warrant prior to its execution and for the member to 
arrange for a legal adviser to be present during the execution of the warrant. 
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5. The Search Team Leader may assign a lawyer to attend the search for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to the Search Team on the issue of parliamentary privilege, and a 
technical information expert to assist with accessing information stored in a computer. 

6. On arrival at Parliament House the Search Team Leader and assigned lawyer (if present) 
should meet with the Clerk of the House and member or the member's representative for 
the purpose of outlining any obligations under the warrant, the general nature of the 
allegations being investigated, the nature of the material it is believed is located in the 
member's office and the relevance of that material to the investigation. 

7. The Search Team Leader is to allow the member a reasonable opportunity to claim 
parliamentary privilege in respect of any documents or other things located on the premises. 

8. The Search Team Leader, apart from sighting a document over which a claim of 
parliamentary privilege is made for the purposes of identification and listing as per clause 
5(9) below, should not seek to access, read or seize the document. 

9. Documents over which parliamentary privilege is claimed should be placed iu a Property 
bag. A list of the documents will be prepared by the Search Team Leader with assistance 
from the member or staff member. The member, or member's staff, should be given an 
opportunity to take copies before the documents are secured. 

10. The Search Team Leader should request the Clerk to secure and take custody of any 
documents over which a claim for parliamentary privilege has been made. 

11. At the conclusion of the search the Search Team Leader should provide a receipt recording 
things seized. If the member does not hold copies of the things that have been seized the 
receipt should contain sufficient particulars of the things to enable the member to recall 
details of the things seized and obtain further advice. 

12. The Search Team Leader should inform the member that the NSW Police Force will, to the 
extent possible, provide or facilitate access to the seized material where such access is 
necessary for the performance of the member's duties. 

13. Any claim of parliamentary privilege will be reported by the Search Team Leader to his or 
her Commander who will consider the matter in conjunction with the Commissioner's 
delegate for the purpose of determining whether the NSW Police Force will object to such a 
claim. 

14. Where a ruling is sought as to whether documents are protected by parliamentary privilege 
the member, the Clerk and a representative of the NSW Police Force will joindy be present 
at the examination of the material. The member and the Clerk will identify material which 
they claim falls within the scope of parliamentary proceedings. 

15. A list of material considered to be within the scope of proceedings iu Parliament will then 
be prepared by the Clerk and provided to the member and the NSW Police Force 
representative. 

16. Any material not listed as falling within the scope of proceedings in Parliament will 
immediately be made available to the NSW Police Force. 

17. In the event the NSW Police Force dispute the claim for privilege over these documents 
listed by the Clerk the Commissioner may, within a reasonable time, write to the President 
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of the Legislative Council or Speaker of the Legislative Assembly to dispute any material 
considered to be privileged material and may provide written reasons for the dispute. The 
issue will then be determined by the relevant House. 

6. Execution of a warrant on premises used or occupied by a member (not being at 
Parliament House) 

The following procedures are to be observed in relation to the executing of a warrant on premises 
used or occupied by a member, not being an office at Parliament House: 

1. A search warrant should be executed on premises used or occupied by a member at a time 
when the member, or a senior member of his or her staff, will be present, unless the 
Commissioner or the Commissioner's delegate is satisfied that compliance with this 
restriction would affect the integrity of the investigation. 

2. To minimise the potential interference with the performance of the member's duties the 
Search T earn Leader should also consider, unless it would affect the integrity of the 
investigation, whether it is feasible to contact the member, or a senior member of his/her 
staff, prior to executing the warrant with a view to agreeing on a time for execution of the 
warrant. 

3. The Search Team Leader will allow the member a reasonable time to seek legal advice in 
relation to the search warrant prior to its execution and for the member to arrange for a 
legal adviser to be present during the execution of the warrant. 

4. The Search Team Leader may assign a lawyer to attend the search for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to the Search T earn on the issue of parliamentary privilege, and a 
technical information expert to assist with accessing information stored in a computer. 

5. On arrival at the premises, the Search Team Leader and assigned lawyer (if present) should 
meet with the member or the member's representative for the purpose of outlining any 
obligations under the warrant, the general nature of the allegations being investigated, the 
nature of the material it is believed is located in the member's office and the relevance of 
that material to the investigation. 

6. The Search Team Leader is to allow the member a reasonable opportunity to claim 
parliamentary privilege in respect of any documents or other things located on the premises. 

7. The Search Team Leader, apart from sighting a document over which a claim of 
parliamentary privilege is made for the purposes of identification and listing as per clause 
6(8) below, should not seek to access, read or seize the document. 

8. Documents over which parliamentary privilege is claimed should be placed in a Property 
bag. A list of the documents will be prepared by the Search Team Leader with assistance 
from the member or staff member. The member, or member's staff, should be given an 
opportunity to take copies before the documents are secured. 

9. At the conclusion of the search the Search Team Leader should provide a receipt ·recording 
things seized. If the member does not hold copies of the things that have been seized the 
receipt should contain sufficient particulars of the things to enable the member to recall 
details of the things seized and obtain further advice. 
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10. The Search Team Leader should inform the member that the NSW Police Force will, to the 
extent possible, provide or facilita,te access to the seized material where such access is 
necessary for the performance of the member's duties. 

11. The Search Team Leader should deliver any documents over which parliamentary privilege 
is claimed to the Clerk of the House. 

12. Any claim of parliamentary privilege will be reported by the Search Team Leader to his or 
her Commander who will consider the matter in conjunction with the Commissioner's 
delegate for the purpose of determining whether the NSW Police Force will object to such a 
claim. 

13. Where a ruling is sought as to whether documents are protected by parliamentary privilege 
the member, the Clerk and a representative of the NSW Police Force will jointly be present 
at the examination of the material. The member and the Clerk will identify material which 
they claim falls within the scope of parliamentary proceedings. 

14. A list of material considered to be within the scope of proceedings in Parliament will then 
be prepared by the Clerk and provided to the member and the NSW Police Force 
representative. 

15. Any material not listed as falling within the scope of proceedings in Parliament will 
immediately be made available to the NSW Police Force. 

16. In the event the NSW Police Force disputes the claim for privilege over these documents 
listed by the Clerk the Commissioner may, within a reasonable time, write to the President 
of the Legislative Council or Speaker of the Legislative Assembly to dispute any material 
considered to be privileged material and may provide written reasons for the dispute. The 
issue will then be determined by the relevant House. 
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Annexure 4 

Revised draft memorandum of understanding on the execution of search 
warrants in the premises of members of the New South Wales Parliament 
between the Commissioner of the Independent Commission Against 
Corruption, the President of the Legislative Council and the Speaker of the 
Legislative Assembly, 2014 
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

A :revised memorandum of understanding with the ICAC :relating to the execution of search warrants on members' premises 
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

A revised memorandum of understanding with the ICAC relating to the execution of search warrants on members' premises 

PROCEDURES FOR TimEXEC'OTION OF SEARCH WARRANTS 

IN THE P:RBMISl!-S OP 

M.EMBEllS OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES P.AIU.IAMENT 
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PRIVIlEGES COMMITTEE I 
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me~~~bdo staff that oilk.,.. of the ICAC imenclto """'"""'a .....,J,......,.,.. ,;ru... tile 
~D~ l.e&oib.. -~ 1D -oueltodvice h.,;.,g glv.n. 
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~ '1b, s.,Q 'I'- l.oodeo: shotdd ""'ll""t the Cletk to ....... oo.d mr.. """"'dy of ""l' 
items over lllbh:h " o!oim fin: p•diarn•""''l' pt~...u.g., hu bom modo. 'lbe ClerlJ: wlll 
""""""tbe~~IY Gflholtem$1o- tboy..., ""tloot, damoaod, llhomd m: 
deotro)'lld. 

I) At tloe co~ of tho aemb lho SWdi 'loom L..OO olwol.d rtmde " ~ 
to~s; lho b. ooiood 1o tlu: memboJ: ot, ia !he obi.,_ of tlu: mombo.~:, tlu: ~ 
~ oW! :I>Will>oJ< pqoont. If tho memb., o~o .. JWt hqld ooploo ,Df lho iWnll that fuwe 
b-. sei.llld lho -.ipt shoold . ..,.!oJn ~ ~ of tm; immo 1<> -blio lhe 
IIICI!lbotlo reoall dotolk of the Jt.w oefzoil oud obtaio r...duo: ~ 

m) The Sooreh Toom Leader should lolbrm tho membet that tho rCAC will, 110 the -
possible, p1<1-.ide "" filcililare """"'" 10 lho ........r: .iremo wlwo $llcll .....,. ill "-"""'llliy 
lW the po:m,m.., oflho mombcn <lullos' 
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n) }my claim of ~my prloilege wlll be np<>rr.od by tho s....h T"""" r...der "' tho 
&oeil!1vo o;.._., r..p who will comldoJ: the mal!er ln coojuru:tinn ...!th the 
Commloslon01: m~dl <!thor........, ICAC Ql&eo fa!: the J.>W:pQil< of doW"'ming whether 
tho lC4C wlll objliCt tc ouch "- dolm. · · 

o) Wboro amllngio ~ .. b>wbodteo: an.ilom k p-.1 bypillliomcntaq ~ lhe 
member, the Cled< -.I o ""l't'""on!JiliO'e of the l"CAC ..m joln!ly he pmeot n the 
"""'""'"riO" of tho item. II'~ is <Oill>dood on on el..._ic devla: dum a oui;obly 
'luollliod ponon qee<l 1<> by 1be ·Clotk 1111d ICAC .leJ?I~ will eithoc croate a 
fboonsic image of lhe clmce OJ: - .. f"oamsic "'l'mt of its cmttollil ... dllt dJe 
ibnn.lo lnuse "" l'or....r.: upott """bo ._.,mod mtbotllwl. the elec:l:llOJilo ~ The 
membei: awilhe a..kwlllio:lontifyth<o """"m.., .. and rllmgs which lho>ydalm liill witlili; 
tho """P•ofplili!imonlmypm .. •dlnp. 

p) A 11M of do........,to arul thiogo coJl!idom!. I<> be wh11ln the scope of paoceedfugs m 
Padiamom: will dum be propllll!d by the ClErk om! p..mdod tc the memboc ond the 

_ ICAC "'l""'onblllvtt. 

OJ) iiAy documellt "" thiag lll>tlistoc1 .. &llfug w.ltbln the ocopo of""""'lllfillso In Padiomeot 
willilnwodiowty bo modo ....n.hho b> the ICAC. In the..,..,""""' oflhe- o£an 
doell!<lllie dr:olco .... lisL\0<1 .. ~ wh11ln the "llll1"' of Jii'C~ in Po.diomont ,dum 
lhe ~of the oontw:a ofdlst .,_., ....... ll<lt-IIMod .. &lling..ithln lhe ocope 
of Jii'CC""dmp in l'Womoat will bo capiecl 6om d>e jiD!@OCl c1e-.kc 011to OMth .. 
olooto<olic ~ modlom.ln tho bm. of a lbremk imap by a sulbbly qooll.fied p
~tobytheC!elkaruiiCAC~IIIIc1~10tluoiCAC.IA!b;-t 
tbe -to n..... .o.ot b..., Jm...,,rbl!t • ~ """""~~!~ I:OP0'-1 hu been Pl'Odw:cd, 
tbto:t o. copy ofrhe ta-.k:-"'''mtJeclo<:!ing the mtii<!I!Qollilllillgwithln lb.o ooope 
of pto<eediogsin PulintneDt w:ill be pooW!ed to rbe ICAC. Tho ICAC wlll poxwi<!o the 
Clakwi!IJ.•!Cedpt iO> tbelboms it~ 

1:) r.. the event thoiCAC displltoS tho claim leo ptivj1oge.,..,.. My doc!mumt Of &bing listod 
by the Cled< the Colmniss:ionet may, wilbin • -.aimble tlme, mile m th" Pli!Sident of 
the Lr.g!alotiYo Cawlcii 0. lip ...... at tho ~ A<0""'bly 10 ~ ....,. hom 
<llllllid...,.j 1<> be prldeged ....u:rlal ODd may pmWie wdt!eo> ..... .,. fur !he dilputo. 
n .. Jo..,.,.,.m dum"" d•"""'l•cd by w.,..,, Home. 

G. Exemtion of a W111181lt oa ...,...- Ulled "" oooupied. by " member (lmt being ot 
Padiam-lloase) 

Tbe fa!lowlng pmoodmes ...., 10 b.. obo"""'d in relotioll tii tho ~ of • "'""""~ "" """"*" used or oct:llpkd by a m~, not bomgm offkr.a~ ~Oill: ffo<,e; 

o) A •oarcl> womm dwuld bo ~ on ~,.. used or o"""l*d by • mtmh.!f Ott a 
lime"""" thl:,....,ot, "" .. oOI!ioJ: ~of his "' ru.: omff, 'l!llll be ~4 \ll!looB !he 
c-.m..;, .. "" lhoD<opnty c.,,;..;.,., .. .,., Jn Jhe.i!: •b...,.., tL.. ~Diteotor 
irlmstigation Division ir oatiofied that ~wid> dda reotdctian .-1<1 a«..:t the 
intcgcltyofth•inv .. rigariou. 

b) . 'I'll• s....::& T<om I.eodor will ooowot tl!e ~ l."eokllilg omc.. p!!lo< to ........t:1on of 
.. """-'011 """"'nt and notify tfmt olllk..- of tbe pmpoooc1 oood. Tbe P<eoidiog Orliom: 
d tlw:! in£Ol:m the (lode (at the DOjJUty a.rll) ....:! thl: ~ M""-"&"'> 
~tony S"""'= (ot lhe Deplltf Bxo~ M~ If tho hoosldiog Ollker k 
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not ...U.ble !he S....oh 'ham~ will ootify the a..:k ot Doputy Clod:. 'l.'heprupooe 
ehhlo ._ i$ » &cllil»>lo limdy 1!1\d iaf-..d oWm. of~ IX> l>o,.,._ Wh.
the SOIIrl:lt Tosml.oaderod.i&Q th<; l'!osidingot'liee< (ora..k<>~:DoplllJ OeU) da! tl!e 
lnrogclty of the~ would~ of&m:d by~ IliA! illdDb.,. it>.·- of 
the; • ...,..., .., - ......... ~the l'>:..idlllg om- md c>lhe< p>Eomen .. ty 
ol'liaoo! lofimned about the......,),.......,, viii lll>l: octoise tho m<mher or !he member's 
staff that offiriors of the IC~C intlold to........, """"oh wauant. 

o) To mlglm;., tho polmllal ~with lho pod.b<tnamce ,o£ the ll10IIIhor'o dulico the 
s....d:i '!'.- Leo.do< ohoold -.idO<, .. aloss .it '\VQtll,cl oflioct ""' ~ ot thc 
ln~. wbc!bor it i$-~ 10 """"""' 1be memb .. , oo: • ...U.:.. motnbct of 
hlo/hot m:!T, ptie;t to ~ the wamnt wlth. o viow to •dog ao a tim<> fut 
~of !he-

d) The, 5011rl:lt T...., Loodot wlll ollow the-.. a .... Ollllble lime w oeek Josol ~ ln 
mloti<l11 "'~~at the ~.,r thc.....,... <>£the Wl>lh Wlll:W1t aJ>d 
fM lhe tmotnbor to """"'i" lim: o. loj>l ..n.;. .. to he ptoooat <lw:lns the -.don. <>t the 
-L 

e) TJuo ~ m...:tar, Legal may ..,;Jill~~"' ati\M!d the~ lbrthe P"'!"''" 
ofp<ovic!ioglegalad.U:e "'lhe s...m T ..... "" thoioo•• ofpodiame•""Yp:irilege. 

f) Oa miwl. •• the p<emioeo, !he Sr:atch 1'oam 4ad« md ~ ~ ~ pt...m} . 
abculd meet with tho momh., "' lhe momh""" "'l"""""lltino lbr tho P"'POOO of 
~ 011)' ebllplo .. iiM!; the_....., the geowoi IIAIOKO <>£the olloguio"" bol.!s 
;,~ ""'""""" of the dooum- - ~ it;, bdlo.wod- lo""""' in the 
p<eblio .. l!lid tho:t<:lmmoo ofthoac ~-om!- U> tLe ln..,.rigorioc. 

I!) Th<> S-.;h T..., ~ is to ol!ow lhe _., .. a JiM...wPio ~ m clalm 
P''m"""'l>'t)' ~ m uspoct of my~ ;,.mo;.,g donn:o....., ........... ~. 
Ol:<>thocthlago~oathe~ 

b) Tho s-oh Team J:.eouho;, oport ftom oi£hWg '- ovet wblch a cloim cf ('"'lliunoo~~ty 
~ is mode for the pwpos .. of~tion ,00 listing upot J:I&09&mpb i) below, 
ohauld Bet o...l m ,..,..., - 01: soizo dteltetos. 

l) lwms -.. whloh porlfamenony pl:lviloge is cllimAod oh<mkl be placod ln • P..,.,..., 
<Oil.CRinoi or b"l! soalod. by the ~ Toom r...a... A list of !he ltetos ...m b<o prepuec!. 
by thO Seatoh T"""' Leader wido·osslsbulce &om the membeo: 011: omff member. 'Iho 
lll<!Dl&e., .,. ,.,.,.,, ow( Gb.o\lld be p011 an opp~ to tdio • copy of ""!' . 
~b.S,.,itlo ._...t 

il .At 1ho e<mcll!sion of thea""""" the s-.:b.Teom:r...dor ohaW<Ip«>Wle u..,.ipt io the 
mamJ,.., Qt, itt the .wse- of the membe.;, lhe occup!et of tho ptO'lOiles, ze<o«<ing the 
it...,. ...m..L If tie metnh"' do .. not hold oopi<o of1he .i!mm that lmve been seisodlhe 
<OtlOipt oboukl OOl>llln Slll'lici=; ~ of the itdns 1<> -blolho mombu 1<> E<:call , 
d.ioilo; of thea.... ·~ an<l ob~ li>ri:I>G ..a.io:e. 

li) 'I'bo Seou:oh y...., ~should inform the .....,bot lllat lho J'CAC will, lo duo eatoot 

poao:lble, pi:OW!e 0< &cilitato ._, te lhe •'"""' itdns where su.oh """""' lo ,.....'""l' 
b the p<orl'o«oonco .,£the momha'$ ~. 
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.1) The !il!owh T..., Loodo< shauld <!din< the ...ted Pmporljf «lllbln"" o< b~~g ecntoining 
""Y ;-. - 'llllrioh ~eatl!lf ~ is dllimod to iLo ClOd< oC lh tl'.;use. The 
Cledtwill"""""'the ~ ~oftheib!mo to CliMe they""' DOt loot, domslll"\ 
oluo:od"" d~ 

.m) Any .W.., ef 1'"....,.,""'"'1 jWoi1ege wlll be .oepo<tod by tba s-h T..,_ Lwler to the 
a-..a... on.-., Legs! who w:ln amoidot lho matte< ia ~ with t1u. 
C!>mmlosicmorcmd otl:lot ;to~o....r: ICA.C of!il:m fo.l tho puzp,... of oJo!rnn!nlgg whelhor 
the1CAC will object to_., A cl;lm, 

>l,) \VIJore a mlmgis sought .. to wllolhof on hm;. pmtecled by~ privi1oge tho 
~ ... tho CJc.k ond a npR""'IIttire of lire ICII.C wlD. jaiolly be p.cocm; ot the 
.......m.tlon (If t&o ltobl. If mowW. is eoruoinC<! on m o~ectzom. dmce then a sult.bly 
quolilied l'"'""" IIJ!"'"d to by tho Clerk 011<1 ICAC ~~ wJII olthet «eate o 
~ lm~AC ot t~uo do.b .,. - ,. r-..K: <cp<>~~: ot ito -. • ., that lhc 
~ lmoge or ro.....io ropa<t""' be ~mhcr !b.:ri tbe ~ dsoioe. 'I'hl:o 
membot Olldlhc Clot:kwillidomltylbe~ 011<1 things whioh thoy dohu !ldl wlthin 
duo •""P"<>£f""iAmttthty p~.. . 

a) A list ai do....,.,te >ll1d thiop -.iclon:d to ho wllhiD tb: """~"' of pmcoodillgs iii 
Podlomom will then be. pt<poiOOC! by the Cle<k and ~ to !he lllOmbu oru.l !he 
ICAC~ . · 

.P) My dncwncot Md tbiog not lisred' •• filling ...nhi!i the •""'X of p<o~ in --will '->e<latcly be made ....s.ble to tho ICAC Itt the- oomo oi the 
._ of""~ em... -Ust.a u &lliDg wi1hh the scope .. r~ ;, 
P!Eiiament, then the balarule oi lhe ....,...,.. of !hot~ <IMioe not listed aslioiJlDs 
within lila ooapo oi ~JP ;, P.tliameot wJII be oopio<Hi(llll the imogod dcv:ioe 
Qll.to ~ ~ •t=ao :IMdium Ill tho laaD g£ .. '-osleboge by • sult.b!J 
'l...diiiod pe~>~"" "8""0'1 10 by rho. Cledt Olld ICA.C ~ ODd pmvlded tn tbo 
ICAC.mlho._lhio_aiiOtb..,..imagedbutoboosio .......... JlO{Iorthas 
beon prot!nood, lhon a wpy oi the l'ooonam """'"""' ~ "'dodlng tho~ &lliog 
within the ""'P• cf pmood!lp;, P.rliameot will be pmo;dcd to the ICAC. Tbe ICAC 
willp-.ido tho Clorkwhll. "....Optlbrtheiaemsltoecoivoo. 

'!) Iu rho <WOO! !be ICAC dioputos tht>daim lbr pm;1oge """"ony d""""'ent at tbmglimld 
by the Cletk 1bt> C=ml&oio<w: ""'~'"• wlthio a nas<m<~ble Ume, wd!e to tht l'Rold..¢ of 
V... ~ Cowell CXE Speolw: oi !be LeplariR Aooombly 110 dispute aoy hem 
~to bo pliolhoged ~ Md IIIII)' pwvido wl:l.ltu ......,.,. 1m the diopo!lo. 
Tho ;....,wlll theA be de...,i•ed bytb&~H<nue. 

7. 'M-h~u•MhadO!ppOftlmity lu makeaclalm befo.., it<mo ocizEd 

This socclcn of !be Mem"""'dom of llndofsWI<IiDg "PJ>IiOB wb...,·the ICAC luis OOIDplied with 
ito oolevw nbl1pdooo m secdoos s .. 6 cfthis Mommon<lwn of~ ... tho """"may 
b .. 

No ICAC ofl!.... willociae ""1' do- "" lhinj: wlili:b it is cleal: to !be oiiicO< is subj...t to 
p..u-...,_,~ 
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The follmoing prooodum ¥C 11(1 bo obsi!M!d wO... tho rnouobo.t """ not p!UIW ot tho 
oxeoolioo of a •ouch Wli<Wlt ami, as a """""'1"""""> lms 01>1 bad on opponnnlty to .-idot 
makioga clall,:, ofp•t!i=-ty p.lviogo -...,-of the Item.~ 

a) IC the meu:ibot wlohes w mJ!m • dolln 1m psdiom..,to<y pdoilog1; 'VIiEh tospoct 110 ony 
ilom soind the taOIDhot sbcmlci 1Uivioo the ICAC of&ol: named in the O~s Nodco 
"" the ICAC ~ Dirocb>t Logo~ wlthln .,., wmldug day of the ooizwe .,d 
proriclo a U.t of the hem.""" which the chfm )!o .made. · 

h) For lh""" Item. wbm, the lCAC dnos not obloct"' the daim, tho ICAC will<""""- the 
~.In~ wl!h tbc_..lnotruo!icno.ofthe <>«:UJ>icr. 

<) Fm: tbooo itoms wit= the ICAC obj- w the clolm, th•f""~ fo< ~ ~ 
claim of ~ pti¥iloge &><t """ in I"""P"'ba o) ID >;) of. oectioo. 5 of ill¥ 
~ willopply. - . 

8. ~ ofddbgo frompoemlsos b:.......W.adon to ~wh'ldltlttl.ey slwald 
beseioed . . 

~ 5, 6....:! 7 afdds ~ ofUII<ie&IIIOru!iog ........m sbuatlcuo whete lho ICAC 
..a;_, _..,.;OS tlm """""' .-.ut ,..,;.,e d...........uo or !hiJw ""'"'g the ~ of the 
sao:ch 1VIII:IIIIIt. 'l'bis oec:tion- the oitualloa wlwe the ICAC oftioors e:recuting tho • ......,_ 
Wllll'llllt decide to mDl!VIlllocwi!mm "" tldDp ll<lt clwly FOI<!Cftld by porliamm""'Y ~ 
6:ot ~on 10 delel:ll!!no wbetb« or not IIIey llOllii!in m.oloDo.l thet""'f be seilloci \l!ldor the 
....,m """"""' W. oetdon olso set; oot how dolms of rorl'""'""""'Y piivjlowo con.t sll<h 
doa>mer>t; Cl: thing,o will!,., doolt wl.di. 

Soo:tlom 75A(l)(c) of the I.m. ~~ fP-.Ill!d ~tlu)AA Zll/12 (LEPRA) providoo 
d!ota P"""" ""'"'Lif:h:e<><....ls!.ingin the ""'""'lion of a •--" wmmtmay,..,..,s tblag.bmd 
«< the ; ........ to _,thet ,_ (to< "'> ... """"" ~ doJs) ""' -·do<! in oodor to 
dmrmln• ~ lt ;, at C<IOIIim a thiog that may be oolzed 1lll(fa the WIIWDt if the OCC!!pior 
of the~..,....... Cl:ffi 

(i) it is significantly mo<A! pnr<cablo w d<> oo hlwlDg ""JJ"'d "' tho limeJin ... 011<1 oost of 
~ !b!J thillg ot 1!!lo>thet p!o<;<lt olld !he awilohilfty of ..p.;t ooolstmce,....:! 

(ii) lh<m ""'_,.yo ~ 10 ""'L'""t it lo ""contldo• a d>lng !bat may be ..o.ed undot 
the~ 

S.ctia11 75ACI-) oil.BPM pmoidoo that if" thing;, """""""- ID anot!u.: pW:e .li:u: eumlnotioo> 
on oligiblc lo...mg o8i<m may outhoi.ise tho ...,..,m of the thlag fo• .., adclitkmol,.,..,. (Ito• 
-.eoding ... ea ~ <lay. ot ooy """ time) J£ m!slied tlu.t the oddlliOOal pedod ;, ~ 
to<l~no wh<tb.o.kl<OJ: o®hllosalhhls tll&l maylre ooiocdwdw:tbow=t. 'l1le oligiblo 
imlillg o!'li<ormay amy~ tbs"""''ftl ot a t~Wg m." potiod """""ding • .., ... of21!&10 
ifBO!fo&l thot it lo jo;tiliodGG the bosio !bot tbot>e Oie aceptfunol ~in the cose. 

Seaioo 'l!iA@) of:u:n>RA pill'llid"' thot, in"".PO<!t of an opplli:ation b ... additiooalporiod, tl>o 
pOitii<>D -"'"mg tit" wa:m11t mwt oo:lol.e the OWlpicl- !bat tho o~ may mok.: .....,..., .. 
11(1 !he oqp'ble ;,...mg e>fll.= on tlu. ma!W: sod lo to gi.e !he occupiu • ~able "PJl<>.tlullliy 
to do ""· 
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Bliapt .. pmvlded below, DD ICAC oflbr w.ill """""'" b -min•tion Oll)'tiW>g whloh lt is. 
cl<or ttl tho ol'lloer lo subject to flllliamenlozy privilege. 

WUie •~ ICAC om... wlohes to t<II><>W "'thing lbo: .......U..tion ami tbot llbloj: lo sebjoot tc a 
claim ofp.diomel>lol:fpdrileac thubiog-, <>Dlybelll<lm!l tcthc C!llllo!ly ofllbe CICil<. 

Whoe • tlaillg is oubject to ~ dolm of podlamelillcy ptlviiOge It wll! bo dealt wltb lo. • ..,.,.,~an .. 
with nodan 5 02 oection 6 of tltb M-m..;..,"- ofU..de!s~ os......., 

No lCAG ~ .,.Jil. tcm..... b; ........a..lioo a1hiog fi:em tho~ lf:ouo!o cffkoc of A 

""""'"'or om..poomioestll!ed 01' "".,p.dhy a~VIIll:o$ thclCAChoo ~withU. 
<.m...t ~in oodian 5 m: oi!l:tlgn 6 of \l:LisMom......,dwnof~ .. •t:leooot. 

• The lOllowiDg ptcooclluea ue tc be ..L~ ..,h.:r., o. l"'"'on """""'tmg Ill: ~ in dao
execlll:ioa of" ..... h ........m: em ~eo Qed "" ocm>piod by • momboc eoraciseo dle P""'"" 
undo!: LBPRA tc """""" fi:om the pt--., " thing (Wl>idr m. - beon ideotll!oil by tho 
poaon "" mbject to ,.m.m.a~~~~;y pi:ivlleae "" is - at 1ilo time the ""bjoell of a dolm of 
plllliolnenllll ~) fur tho pwpose of~ md the Ill embOli: lillbaeqwliltly wloh<o !u 
~ 'l1!hetlu!f to ....... daim of podlommttty ~ ... "l1l'isMs '" cWm poWmontoiy 
p.tiolloge with ~ct to lhlo thlag ""'pu:l: <>ftho o....- of tho~ 

Member .R<JUites lilne 1D tNJQO/dor mdibg 11 a1aJm o£pvlilmJen""F ~ 

.;l If tho -b ...... ds 10 COOJ!i4e< whe!boJ: Ill> ftUike " doim ~ f'l"llo,~"l•ry p;MI<go 
with rapO<:t iD the tlribg m my of the- 01. the dUDg. the mombu olwttld nd.iso 
tho lCAC oflicer uamo!l io !lie ao...pioo's Nollce ~the lCAC ~ D.it<ocl<l!l: Lego1 
din one wmldng doJ' of the _.,.... of dli! thmg. 'I'll;: ICAC will oot ""' ibo 
~ "' lbiog or ony of the • ...,_ of the do-t or thing omi11 tho expil:y of 
thot~day. 

b) Jf themombor DOOds 11> Hlentifjl the <>ODim>ll! aftho ddogln am.. 10 d""""'ino'Whotl&e: 
11> make o. dolm, the lCA.C wlll p.....J.c!o the .....m,.,.. wltlo a liot of the ..,.,.... of the 
thing~ th .... - of do;- of the~ 

c) If tho ICAC lumsedby them....U: !hot thomomb•d• """sldo;/J;gmaldag• dalm of 
pllrliml011111ty ~ the ICAC wlD l:I.Ot """ lbe thiDg .,. """' of 1ilo -~~ of tho 
thiagl.inti1o£1:a~ oflb.e~firot ,.,.,_, · 

Q,) ono~dsyfiomtloomemb.es o.doie<;.,. 

{ii) if a Hot lo proWlod Wlllor Jii&Xllll'liPh b) obove, .U... ooe wvd<iog day &<._., 1M 
pm-vhlon of !hot llst: Ol: 

(jl!) !be.......,., has ..m.ed the ICAC ~ Diroel!lll.egol"' otb.o< !'"''""' 
!!""'!noted hy lho ICAC thot "" eloliD or.....,a..m-.y~ J. t>:> .mod<>. 

d) Who!e the~ &ddts to doim podlon>......,. privilege the lnO!IlbeJ: will pmWiethe 
ICAC Exeo!>live Dhocml: Legal cr otho:t porst)n JIOJI!ilal»:: by the JCAC -.m:h a list of 
lh,e thlog$ .;. •lll.ljo;t- ...u whioh the claim oil Dl<l<lo. "rhc lmlt:lot dlil.m bo doolt 
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Terms of Reference 

Mr Anthony Roberts moved, That:  

(1)  This House notes the revised draft Memorandum of Understanding on the 
execution of search warrants on the premises of Members of the New South 
Wales Parliament between the Commissioner of the Independent Commission 
Against Corruption, the President of the Legislative Council and the Speaker of 
the Legislative Assembly tabled by the Speaker on Wednesday 17 September 
2014.  

(2)  The Standing Committee on Parliamentary Privilege and Ethics inquire into and 
report on the provisions of the revised draft Memorandum of Understanding.  

(3)  A message be sent informing the Legislative Council accordingly.  

Question put and passed. 

Excerpt from Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly No 5, Entry 2, Tuesday 17 
September 2014. 
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Chair’s Foreword 

The relationship between parliaments and investigative agencies has been an issue at both 
federal and state levels. The important public interest in investigative bodies being able to 
carry out their statutory functions and obtain information is acknowledged. However, it is 
equally recognised that parliament must be protected from external interference in the 
conduct of its business, which includes interference with the members of parliament in the 
performance of their role.  

In recent years court cases have brought into stark relief the difficulty in determining what 
members’ documents constitute ‘proceedings in Parliament’ where they are subject to seizure 
under the terms of a search warrant.  In New South Wales the Independent Commission 
Against Corruption exercised a search warrant which resulted in the Legislative Council 
Privileges Committee reporting that the Independent Commission Against Corruption had 
unintentionally breached parliamentary privilege in the way they exercised the warrant.  
Consequently the Committee, and the Commission, both reported on the desirability of a 
protocol to place such matters on a more formal footing. The Presiding Officers entered into a 
Memorandum of Understanding with the Commissioner of the Independent Commission 
Against Corruption on 11 December 2009.   

The Presiding Officers and the Commissioner have reviewed the Memorandum and proposed 
amendments to deal with the technicalities involved in copying electronic material, to ensure 
that the memorandum covers ministerial offices, electorate offices and the residence of a 
member, and to clarify how claims of privilege will be dealt with. 

The Committee thanks officers of the Independent Commission Against Corruption and of the 
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly for their assistance in updating the MOU, and 
assisting the Committee with its review of the draft tabled on 17 September 2014.  

This report recommends that the House resolve that the Speaker enter into the Memorandum 
of Understanding with the Commissioner of the ICAC.  I commend the report to the House. 

John Sidoti 
Chair 
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List of Recommendations 

RECOMMENDATION 1 _________________________________________________  

That the House resolve that the Speaker enter into a Memorandum of Understanding on the 
execution of search warrants on the premises of Members of the New South Wales Parliament 
between the Commissioner of the Independent Commission Against Corruption, the President 
of the Legislative Council, and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly.  

RECOMMENDATION 2 _________________________________________________  

That the House send a message to the Legislative Council requesting the Council to authorise 
the President to join with the Speaker in entering into the ‘Memorandum of understanding on 
the execution of search warrants in the premises of Members of the New South Wales 
Parliament between the Commissioner of the Independent Commission Against Corruption, 
the President of the Legislative Council and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly’ set out in 
Appendix 1 to this report.  
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Chapter One – Introduction 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1.1 On 17 September 2014 the House resolved that the Committee should inquire 
into and report on the provisions of a revised draft Memorandum of 
Understanding on the execution of search warrants on the premises of members 
of the New South Wales Parliament between the Commissioner of the 
Independent Commission Against Corruption, the President of the Legislative 
Council, and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly.  

PREVIOUS MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING REGARDING SEARCH 

WARRANTS 

1.2 Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) between the Presiding Officers and 
external investigative agencies regarding execution of search warrants exist so 
that the potential presence of parliamentary privilege over certain items and 
documents within the premises or office of a member of Parliament is 
acknowledged and dealt with appropriately. Such Memoranda include 
recognition of parliamentary privilege and the privileges intertwined with the 
individual constitutional functions of the Parliament, the executive of the Crown, 
and the Courts. 

1.3 The procedures specified in such Memoranda are designed to ensure that officers 
of external investigative agencies execute search warrants on the premises of 
members of Parliament in a way which does not amount to a contempt of 
Parliament and which provides members the opportunity to claim parliamentary 
privilege over documents.  

1.4 The NSW Parliament has entered into two similar Memoranda in recent years. 
The Presiding Officers entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the 
Commissioner of the NSW Police Force in November 2010. A Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Commissioner of the Independent Commission Against 
Corruption was also entered into in December 2009. 

1.5 In 2013 the Clerks of the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly and the 
Executive Manager of the Department of Parliamentary Services raised with the 
Solicitor of the Independent Commission Against Corruption the possibility of 
reviewing the MOU to address limitations in the 2009 MOU, and as a 
consequence the Presiding Officers forwarded a draft MOU to the Commission, 
based on the MOU with NSW Police, inviting comment on any aspect of the 
Memorandum, but particularly on proposed new clauses referring to ministerial 
offices, electorate offices and the residence of a member. In early 2014, the 
Speaker and the President wrote to the new Commissioner, raising further issues.    

1.6 In May 2014 the Commissioner forwarded a draft MOU, suggesting additional 
proposed changes to deal with the technicalities involved in copying electronic 
material. Following discussions between senior officers of the Parliament and the 
Solicitor to the Commission, further amendments were incorporated to clarify 
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how claims of privilege would be dealt with, particularly in relation to electronic 
documents or electronic devices. 

1.7 On 17 September 2014 the Speaker tabled a draft Memorandum of 
Understanding on the execution of search warrants in the premises of the 
members of the New South Wales Parliament between the Commissioner of the 
Independent Commission Against Corruption, the President of the Legislative 
Council and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly (Appendix 1).  

1.8 The Speaker also tabled correspondence from the Presiding Officers to the 
Commissioner, the Hon. Megan Latham, which proposed that the draft 
Memorandum be referred to the Privilege Committees of the Legislative 
Assembly and the Legislative Council. The Speaker then tabled correspondence 
from the Commissioner to the Presiding Officers which stated: 

I agree with the proposal that the draft memorandum of understanding be tabled in 

both Houses of the Parliament and be referred to the respective Privileges 
Committees of both Houses for inquiry and report.

1
  

1.9 The table below provides an overview of previous memoranda and relevant 
reports by the Standing Committee on Parliamentary Privilege and Ethics. 

Memoranda of Understanding  

Title Date Committee report 

Memorandum of 
Understanding on the 
Execution of Search 
Warrants in the Premises 
of Members of the New 
South Wales Parliament 
 

Proposed late 2014 
(Draft tabled 17 September 
2014) 

This report 

Memorandum of 
Understanding on the 
Execution of Search 
Warrants in the Premises 
of Members of the NSW 
Parliament (NSW Police 
Force) 

Signed November 2010 
(Tabled 3 May 2011) 

Report on a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the NSW 
Police Relating to the 
Execution of Search Warrants 
on Members’ Premises 
(Tabled 27 October 2010) 

Memorandum of 
Understanding with the 
Commissioner of the 
Independent Commission 
Against Corruption 

Signed December 2009  Memorandum of 
Understanding - Execution of 
Search Warrants by the 
Independent Commission 
Against Corruption on 
Members' Offices (Tabled 26 
November 2009) 

 

                                                           
1
 Letter from Commissioner Megan Latham to the Presiding Officers of the NSW Parliament, 10 September 2014. 
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Chapter Two – Review of the Revised Draft 
Memorandum of Understanding 

2.1 The Committee has examined the draft MOU which forms Appendix 1 to this 
Report. 

2.2 The Committee has noted the proposed MOU addresses limitations in the 
existing memorandum, including notably that it only covers the Parliament House 
offices of members, and not other offices such as ministerial offices, electorate 
offices and the residence of a member.   

2.3 The Committee further notes that the MOU clarifies how the Parliament and the 
Commission will deal with electronic devices, and the contents of electronic 
devices, providing for a forensic image or forensic report in the event that the 
contents of an electronic device is listed as falling within the scope of proceedings 
of Parliament. This new provision will address problems that have been 
experienced when a Member with an impending matter listed for parliamentary 
debate has not been able to access computer files.   

2.4 During consideration of the proposed MOU, the Committee also noted the 
constrained timeframe (one working day) within which a member can make a 
claim for parliamentary privilege with respect to an item that is seized. The 
Committee considers that in the future a further review of the timeframes that 
apply in making a claim of privilege over a seized item and specified in the MOU 
may be warranted. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

2.5 Accordingly the Committee recommends: 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

That the House resolve that the Speaker enter into a Memorandum of 
Understanding on the execution of search warrants on the premises of 
Members of the New South Wales Parliament between the Commissioner of 
the Independent Commission Against Corruption, the President of the 
Legislative Council, and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly.  

RECOMMENDATION 2 

That the House send a message to the Legislative Council requesting the Council 
to authorise the President to join with the Speaker in entering into the 
‘Memorandum of understanding on the execution of search warrants in the 
premises of Members of the New South Wales Parliament between the 
Commissioner of Independent Commission Against Corruption, the President of 
the Legislative Council and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly’ set out in 
Appendix 1 to this report.
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Appendix One – Draft Memorandum of 
Understanding 
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Appendix Two – Extracts from Minutes 

MINUTES OF MEETING NO 20 
4:14 pm, Wednesday 17 September 2014 
Room 1136, Parliament House 

 
Members present 
Mr Anderson, Mr Sidoti (Chair), Mr Zangari 
 
Apologies 
Apologies were received from Mr Brookes, Mr Patterson and Mr Rohan. 
 

1. Confirmation of Minutes 
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Anderson, seconded Mr Zangari, 
'That the minutes of the meeting held on 19 June 2014 (No 19) be confirmed'. 

 

2. Business arising from previous meeting 
*** 

 

3. Memorandum of Understanding Between the Independent Commission Against 
Corruption and the Speaker and the President  
The Clerk drew attention to the resolution of the House earlier this day that referred the 
draft MOU to the Committee for inquiry and report.  Copies of the draft MOU were 
circulated, together with the correspondence which had been tabled between the 
Presiding Officers and the Commissioner, dated 8 September and 10 September 
respectively.   
 
The Committee resolved, on the motion of Mr Anderson, seconded Mr Zangari, that the 
secretariat prepare a briefing note on the development of the updated MOU, together 
with background information on the circumstances that led to the draft.  
 

4. General Business 
*** 
 
Meeting adjourned at 4.37 pm, sine die. 

 
 
 

MINUTES OF MEETING NO 21 
4.11 pm Wednesday 22 October 2014 
Room 1043, Parliament House 
 
Members present 
Mr Anderson, Mr Brookes, Mr Sidoti (Chair), Mr Rohan and Mr Zangari. 
 
Apologies 
Apologies were received from Mr Patterson. 
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1. Confirmation of Minutes 
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Anderson, seconded Mr Zangari:   
'That the minutes of the meeting held on 17 September 2014 (No 20) be confirmed'. 

 

2. Memorandum of Understanding Between the Independent Commission Against 
Corruption and the Speaker and the President  
A briefing note drafted by Committee staff regarding the development of the updated 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), together with background information on the 
circumstances that led to the draft, was circulated and noted by the Committee.  

Discussion ensued. 

Copies of the Chair’s draft report were circulated and noted. The Committee discussed the 
draft report and draft recommendations regarding the MOU. 

The Committee resolved, on the motion of Mr Anderson, seconded Mr Zangari: 

‘That the Committee note the draft report and that the report be circulated to members of 
the Committee and be subject to feedback and comment from members, to be received by 
Wednesday 5 November 2014.  Any proposed amendments to the report will be circulated 
to members for comment and if mutually agreed to, the report will be tabled in the 
House.’ 

 

3. General Business 
*** 

 

Meeting adjourned at 4.28 pm, sine die. 

 

MINUTES OF MEETING NO 22 

4.00 pm Wednesday 19 November 2014 
Room 1136, Parliament House 
 
Members present 
Mr Brookes, Mr Rohan, Mr Sidoti (Chair) and Mr Zangari. 
 
Apologies 
Apologies were received from Mr Anderson and Mr Patterson. 
 
Due to a division being called in the Legislative Assembly, the meeting was suspended at 4.07 
pm while members attended the Chamber for the division. When a quorum of members 
returned, the meeting resumed at 4.20 pm.  

 
1. Confirmation of Minutes 

Resolved, on the motion of Mr Rohan, seconded Mr Brookes:  
'That the minutes of the meeting held on 22 October 2014 (No 21) be confirmed'. 

 
2. Memorandum of Understanding Between the Independent Commission Against 

Corruption and the Speaker and the President  
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The Chair’s Draft Report, having been previously circulated, was taken as read. Additional 
copies were circulated to members.  
 
Resolved, on the motion of Mr Rohan, seconded Mr Brookes: 
 
1) That the draft report be the report of the Committee and that it be signed by the Chair 

and presented to the House, or if not sitting, tabled with the Clerk. 
2) That the Chair and Committee staff be permitted to correct stylistic, typographical and 

grammatical errors.  

 
3. General Business 

The Committee noted the report of the Legislative Council Privileges Committee titled: ‘A 
revised memorandum of understanding with the ICAC relating to the execution of search 
warrants on members’ premises’, tabled Tuesday 11 November 2014. 
 
*** 
 
Meeting adjourned at 4.38 pm, sine die. 
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Parliamentary privilege and the use of intrusive powers 

Submission from the Clerk of the House of Commons 

Introduction 

The Standing Committee of Privileges of the Australian Senate has requested a memorandum 
relating to its inquiry into the adequacy of parliamentary privilege as a protection for parliamentary 
material against the use of intrusive powers by law enforcement and intelligence agencies—
including telecommunications interception, electronic surveillance and metadata domestic 
preservation orders. The inquiry will also consider whether the use of intrusive powers by law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies interferes with the ability of members of Parliament to carry 
out their functions, and explore potential changes to oversight and accountability mechanisms in 
this regard. As part of the inquiry the committee will also consider whether existing protocols for the 
execution of search warrants in the premises of members of Parliament, or where matters of 
parliamentary privilege may be raised, sufficiently protect the ability of members to undertake their 
functions without improper interference. 

This paper sets out the position in the House of Commons as relates to intrusive powers and the use 
of search warrants on parliamentary premises.  The paper has been shared with the House of Lords.  

The Wilson doctrine and the Investigatory Powers Act 2016 

The relationship between intrusive powers and Westminster parliamentarians has been defined for 
over 50 years by the Wilson doctrine, and, more recently, by the Investigatory Powers Act 2016.  

The Wilson doctrine, named after the contemporary Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, sets out that 
there should be no interception of MPs’ communications by either the police or the security 
services. It was announced in the House of Commons on 17 November 1966 following allegations in 
The Times that the security services were tapping some MPs’ phones. It was extended to the House 
of Lords on 22 November 1966. 

While successive governments upheld the policy as stated in 1966 and confirmed that it applied to 
all types of communication and electronic surveillance,1 it does not absolutely prohibit the 
interception of parliamentarians’ communications, as confirmed in July 2014 by the then Home 
Secretary, Theresa May:  

It does not absolutely exclude the use of these powers against parliamentarians, but it sets 
certain requirements for those powers to be used in relation to a parliamentarian. It is not 
the case that parliamentarians are excluded and nobody else in the country is, but there is a 
certain set of rules and protocols that have to be met if there is a requirement to use any of 
these powers against a parliamentarian.2 
 

This position was also supported by a judgement of the Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT) in 
October 2015 which explicitly stated that “it is clear to us that the Wilson doctrine as now 
constituted is as explained by Mrs May in July 2014” and that it is part of Government policy, not 
law.3 
 

                                                           
1 Briefing Paper No. 4258: The Wilson Doctrine (House of Commons Library, 9 February 2016 
2 HC Deb 15 July 2014, col 713   
3 Wilson Doctrine Judgement (Investigatory Powers Tribunal, 10 October 2015)  
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Following the IPT’s judgement, the doctrine’s limitations were subject to an emergency debate in 
the House of Commons where a number of MPs raised concerns about the doctrine’s parameters 
and application.4 As a result, in November 2016 the Investigatory Powers Act 2016 (IPA 2016) was 
passed.5 The Act states that the targeted interception or targeted examination of any 
communication sent by or to an MP can only occur if a warrant is granted with the approval of the 
Prime Minister and a Judicial Commissioner.6 While communications between MPs and their 
constituents are classed as sensitive and confidential in the Act, they are not excluded from the 
powers of interception or examination.  

The IPA 2016 makes no special legal provision for MPs in regards to metadata. The Act gives powers 
to the Secretary of State to require all telecommunication providers to retain users’ communications 
data including internet connection records for up to 12 months. Public bodies do not need a warrant 
to access this data – applications to access data are considered by an internal designated member of 
staff. In the accompanying draft policy documents, MPs, as members of a ‘sensitive profession’, have 
a slightly higher threshold test which has to be met before authorisation to access Members’ 
communications data can be given. 

The Act extends the Wilson doctrine to members of the Scottish Parliament, National Assembly for 
Wales, Northern Ireland Assembly and the European Parliament (UK MEPs only). 

There is an ongoing legal challenge which has currently been referred back to the Court of Appeal on 
the legitimacy of this type of data retention legislation.7 The judgment has yet to be handed down, 
but may have significant implications for the data retention provisions under the IPA. 

During the debate on the Wilson doctrine and the passage of the IPA 2016 through Parliament, 
Members raised a number of concerns about how these powers would impact upon their ability to 
carry out their functions: 

• Confidential communication with constituents 

A number of MPs raised concerns that communications between MPs and constituents were not 
subject to additional safeguarding. The then Shadow Home Secretary, Andy Burnham MP, said that 
“If someone seeks the help of an MP at a constituency advice surgery…, they should be able to do so 
with a high degree of confidence that the conversation is confidential.”8 His colleague, Harriet 
Harman MP, said that: 

… we are here not just to listen to what our constituents say, but to hold the Government to 
account. They are the Executive, and so the idea that the Executive has the power to hack 
into the emails and listen to the phones of those who are supposed to be holding them to 
account—to do all of this—offers a big prospect of the Executive abusing their power and 
undermining the legislature’s ability to hold them to account.9 

In particular, some Members stated that the ability of the police and intelligence services to access 
MPs’ metadata would inhibit their ability to hold the Government to account by potentially 
identifying whistleblowers. David Davis MP, then a Government backbencher, stated that: 

                                                           
4 HC Deb 19 October 2015, col 694 
5 Investigatory Powers Act 2016 
6 Section 26 and 111, Investigatory Powers Act 2016  
7 [2015] UKIPTrib 14_79-CH, para 124 
8 HC Deb 6 June 2016, col 953 
9 HC Deb 6 June 2016 col 970 
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The collection of metadata cripples whistleblowers, because it tells us precisely who has 
talked to whom, when and where. Metadata tracking led to the arrest of my right hon. 
Friend the Member for Ashford.10 That area is material to the operation of our holding the 
Government to account.11 

• Routine monitoring of communications 

Though there are safeguards in the IPA 2016 for interception and examining MPs’ communications, 
it does not apply to routine monitoring. In November 2014, the Secretary of Justice, Chris Grayling 
MP, announced to the House that telephone calls between prisoners and MPs may have been 
recorded, and in some cases, listened to by prison staff as part of a broader monitoring of prisoners’ 
phone calls. While this was found to have broken internal prison rules, the Justice Secretary 
confirmed that routine monitoring of calls of this kind was not covered by the Wilson doctrine.12  

• Monitoring the usage of the Wilson doctrine and the IPA 2016 

During the emergency debate on the Wilson doctrine in October 2015, the Shadow Leader of the 
House, Chris Bryant MP, stated that: 

I think we know from this debate that Members’ phones have been tapped, yet successive 
Prime Ministers and Home Secretaries have sworn blind to this House—they have made 
written statements and said it time and again in this House—that the Wilson doctrine is fully 
in place. The truth of the matter is that it is not.13  

There have been a number of alleged cases of undisclosed tapping of Members’ phones. Most 
recently, Ian Paisley MP reported to the House claims that his father’s phone had been tapped 
during the latter’s time as an MP.14 There is no obligation in the IPA 2016 for Parliament to be 
notified when a warrant to intercept or examine an MP’s communications has been granted, or 
when Members’ communications data has been acquisitioned by a public authority.  

Search warrants 

In considering the execution of search warrants in the premises of Members of Parliament there are 
two issues: first the ability of the police to enter the premises to search and secondly the treatment 
of any material which may be privileged. 

In the United Kingdom system parliamentary control over premises extends only to the 
parliamentary estate and does not cover Members’ own offices in their constituencies or elsewhere.  
Even within the Palace of Westminster privilege does not prevent the operation of the criminal law.  
There is therefore no restriction on the police searching parliamentary precincts or Members’ offices 
on the grounds of parliamentary privilege where a crime is being investigated. 

In July 2000 a guidance note was drawn up by the then Clerk of the House on the procedures to be 
followed when the police wished to search a Member’s office on the estate.  This note was shared 
with the Serjeant at Arms, the Speaker’s Secretary and the Speaker’s Counsel.  However, the 
guidance was not followed some years later when the police asked to search the offices of the 
Conservative Opposition frontbencher, Damian Green (Member for Ashford), on Thursday 27 

                                                           
10 See section on “Search warrants” below for explanation of the case referred to. 
 11 HC Deb 19 October 2015, col 713.  
12 HC Deb 11 November 2014, col 1314 
13 HC Deb 19 October 2015, col 730 
14 HC Deb 18 April 2017, col 566   
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November 2008, while the House was prorogued. Most significantly, the search was allowed to 
proceed without a warrant.  

As a result of these events, on 3 December 2008, the Speaker announced that a protocol would be 
developed which would require a warrant for any future searches or access to papers or records and 
that every case would have to be referred for his personal decision.15 

The protocol was published on 8 December 2008. It read: 

1. In my statement of 3 December 2008 (OR col 3) I said I would issue a protocol to all 
Members on the searching of Members’ offices.  In future a warrant will always be required 
for a search of a Member’s office or access to a Member’s parliamentary papers including 
his electronic records and any such warrant will be referred to me for my personal decision. 

2. Though much of the precincts of the House are open to the public, there are parts of the 
buildings which are not public. The House controls access to its precincts for a variety of 
reasons, including security, confidentiality and effective conduct of parliamentary business. 

3. Responsibility for controlling access to the precincts of the House has been vested by the 
House in me. It is no part of my duties as Speaker to impede the proper administration of 
justice, but it is of equal concern that the work of the House and of its Members is not 
necessarily hindered. 

4. The precincts of Parliament are not a haven from the law. A criminal offence committed 
within the precincts is no different from an offence committed outside and is a matter for 
the courts. It is long established that a Member may be arrested within the precincts. 

5. In cases where the police wish to search within Parliament, a warrant must be obtained and 
any decision relating to the execution of that warrant must be referred to me. In all cases 
where any Officer or other member of the staff of the House is made aware that a warrant is 
to be sought the Clerk of the House, Speaker’s Counsel, the Speaker’s Secretary and the 
Serjeant at Arms must be informed. No Officer or other member of the staff of the House 
may undertake any duty of confidentiality which has the purpose or effect of preventing or 
impeding communication with these Officers. 

6. I will consider any warrant and will take advice on it from senior officials. As well as 
satisfying myself as to the formal validity of the warrant, I will consider the precision with 
which it specifies the material being sought, its relevance to the charge brought and the 
possibility that the material might be found elsewhere. I reserve the right to seek the advice 
of the Attorney General and Solicitor General. 

7. I will require a record to be provided of what has been seized, and I may wish to attach 
conditions to the police handling of any parliamentary material discovered in a search until 
such time as any issue of privilege has been resolved. 

8. Any search of a Member’s office or belongings will only proceed in the presence of the 
Serjeant at Arms, Speaker’s Counsel or their deputies. The Speaker may attach conditions to 
such a search which require the police to describe to a senior parliamentary official the 
nature of any material being seized which may relate to a Member’s parliamentary work and 
may therefore be covered by parliamentary privilege. In the latter case, the police shall be 
required to sign an undertaking to maintain the confidentiality of that material removed, 
until such time as any issue of privilege has been resolved. 

                                                           
15 HC Deb 3 December 2008 col 3 7 
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9. If the police remove any document or equipment from a Member’s office, they will be 
required to treat any data relating to individual constituents with the same degree of care as 
would apply in similar circumstances to removal of information about a client from a 
lawyer’s office. 

10. The execution of a warrant shall not constitute a waiver of privilege with respect to any 
parliamentary material which may be removed by the police.16 

On 9 December 2008, the Speaker made a further statement: 

I undertook to look into the matter of the Wilson doctrine and access to the House of 
Commons server, which was raised by the hon. Member for Newbury (Mr. Benyon) on 4 
December. The Parliamentary Information and Communications Technology service takes 
the security of its systems very seriously, and is grateful for the support that the Joint 
Committee on Security, the Administration Committee and the Commission give in that 
respect. PICT would not allow any third party to access the parliamentary network without 
proper authority. In the Commons, such access previously required the approval of the 
Serjeant at Arms. Following my statement on 3 December, if PICT receives any requests to 
allow access in future, it will also seek confirmation that a warrant exists and that I have 
approved such access under the procedure laid down and the protocol issued yesterday. 

With regard to the incident involving the hon. Member for Ashford (Damian Green), no 
access was given to data held on the server, as PICT was not instructed to do so by the 
Serjeant at Arms. No access will be given unless a warrant exists and I approve such access.17 

In practice, a warrant may not necessarily be required where an allegation is made that a serious 
offence has been committed, and the police do not need to “search” premises in the ordinary 
meaning of that word (e.g. where the police wish to photograph a location which may be a crime 
scene). In such a situation, all those named in the Speaker’s Protocol are notified of the police 
involvement, and a senior member of House staff will observe the police activity. 

In addition to requests for physical searches of the premises, it is not uncommon for the police to 
ask to inspect computer records. In these situations, they are asked to obtain a production order 
specifying the material that they need and the purposes for which it is needed. On receipt of the 
production order, the Commons’ IT team extract all relevant material from the network, and a senior 
member of staff will review the material with the police so that privileged material can be identified. 

Search warrants and privilege  

In July 2009 the Commons set up a Select Committee on an Issue of Privilege to examine the matter 
of Police Searches on the Parliamentary Estate.18 The Committee reported in March 2010.  It gave its 
“support and endorsement” to the Speaker’s Protocol of 8 December 2008.  Whilst it discussed 
questions of privilege which might touch upon the matter in hand, the Committee could not agree 
on the central question of whether it was desirable to legislate on parliamentary privilege and 
recommended merely that “Before setting out to define and limit parliamentary privilege in statute, 

                                                           
16 See Committee on Issue of Privilege, Police searches on the Parliamentary Estate, First Report of Session 
2009-10, HC 62, para 145 
17 HC Deb, 9 December 2008, col 407 
18 HC Deb, 13 July 2009, col 127 
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there needs to be a comprehensive review of how that privilege affects the work and responsibilities 
of an MP in the twenty-first century”.19   

Whilst recognising the report on police searches on the parliamentary estate to be a development in 
privilege, 20  the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege which reported in 2013 had little to add 
on the substance of the matter. The issue of the protection offered to Member’s correspondence or 
casework was raised in the context of the Damian Green case but the Joint Committee saw no need 
for change at the present time.21 In general, it recommended against statutory provision (except for 
a couple of very limited cases). The discussion on whether or not to define privilege in statute 
remains a live one at Westminster. 

 

I would of course be happy to provide any further information which the Committee might find 
helpful. 

David Natzler 

 

8 May 2017   

                                                           
19 Committee on Issue of Privilege,  Police searches on the Parliamentary Estate, First Report of Session 2009-
10, HC 62, para 169 
20 Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, Report of Session 2013-14, HL Paper 30, HC 100, pp81-82  
21 Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, Report of Session 2013-14, HL Paper 30, HC 100, para 242 
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Ourref: 17/427
Australian Government

Australian Commission for
Law Enforcement Integrity

16 June 2017

Senator the Hon. Jacinta Collins
Chair, Senate Committee of Privileges
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600

Dear Chair

Inquiry into parliamentary privilege and the use of intrusive powers

I thank you for your invitation to make a submission to the Committee's Inquiry.

As requested, I have focused my comments on issues that may be raised by the potential
use by my agency of covert information gathering powers (on the one hand) and the
operation of parliamentary privilege (on the other).

The Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity (ACLEI) has a special role in the
Australian Government's anti-corruption framework. With a statutory focus on those
agencies with law enforcement functions that operate in high-corruption risk environments,
ACLEI is the only Commonwealth agency dedicated solely to the prevention, detection and
investigation of corrupt conduct. A summary of ACLEI's role, responsibilities and powers is
attached.

As a starting point, I note that the Law Enforcement Integrity Commissioner Act 2006 — which
is the statutory basis for the Integrity Commissioner to perform his or her role—provides no
specific waiver of parliamentary privilege in respect ofACLEI's functions.

Indeed, it is likely that the Integrity Commissioner—having the statutory power to examine
witnesses on oath—would be regarded as a tribunal for the purposes of the Parliamentary
Privileges Act 1987 (Cth). If so, the effect would be to modify the operation of the Integrity
Commissioner's coercive powers to summons a person (as to the timing of a hearing) or to
limit the production of some types of unpublished documents,

However, ACLEI can also be regarded as a law enforcement agency, and has a statutory
role in assembling evidence of offences relating to corrupt conduct. Although the
occurrences are likely to be rare, it is conceivable that covert collection methods routinely
used byACLEI in investigations—namely, telecommunications interceptions, surveillance
device product or telecommunications metadata analysis—could be applied in a situation

In his 2013 paper "A Parliamentary Commissioner for Standards for New South Wales", Mr David
Blunt, Clerk of the Parliaments, noted that "Parliamentary privilege consists of the powers and
immunities recognised as necessary for Parliament to fulfil its roles in legislating and holding
executive government to account" (p 8).
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that would cause me to consider whether parliamentary privilege might be a relevant issue.
To date, ACLE1 has not had occasion to turn its mind to this specific issue.

However, I routinely consider these sorts of public interest questions in other situations—
such as where I may have cause to think that a journalist or a lawyer or an accountant may
have knowledge about a corrupt law enforcement officer, or in broader circumstances where
I might consider that the proposed use of a power would have an undue effect on the privacy
of an individual.

It may be useful for me to note that most information gathered covertly by ACLEf remains
confidential—whether to protect the law enforcement method used to obtain the information
or to preserve the privacy or reputations of individuals. Most often, ACLEI uses covertly-
obtained information as a basis to collect additional information using other investigatory
tools—such as by issuing a summons to attend a private hearing to give evidence, or
corroborating information in another way (including by issuing notices to produce documents,
or by conducting a search under warrant).

It is generally a matter for each house of the Parliament to determine the scope of
privilege—both as to principle, and as to how the principle might apply in a given situation.
The Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 (Cth) gives expression to some of these principles
and mechanisms. To date, although there are nuances, Australia's Parliaments—and
Privilege Committees in particular—have taken care to ensure that the criminal law is able to
apply equally to elected members of parliament, as it would to any other Australian. I expect
that approach is very much consistent with the standards of accountability expected by
constituents of their elected representatives.

ACLEI will pay close attention to the outcomes of the Committee's Inquiry, to ensure that our
practices accord with appropriate standards.

Yours sincerely

Michael Griffin AM
Integrity Commissioner

Page 2 of 7
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ATTACHEMENTONE

OVERVIEW OF ACLEI

Establishment

The office of Integrity Commissioner, and ACLEI, are established by the Law Enforcement
Integrity Commissioner Act 2006 (LEIC Act). The objects of the LEIC Act (at section 3) are:

(a) to facilitate:
(i) the detection of corrupt conduct in law enforcement agencies and

(ti) the investigation of corruption issues that relate to law enforcement
agencies and

(b) to enable criminal offences to be prosecuted, and civil penalty proceedings to
be brought, following those investigations and

(c) to prevent corrupt conduct in law enforcement agencies, and

(d) to maintain and improve the integrity of staff members of law enforcement
agencies.

ACLEI's strategic purpose—through performance of functions prescribed by the LEIC Act—
is to make it more difficult for corruption in law enforcement agencies to occur or remain
undetected. The LEIC Act provides the basis forACLEI's purpose and activities.

The LEIC Act agencies—those agencies subject to the Integrity Commissioner's
jurisdiction—are:

• the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC)—including the Australian Crime
Commission (ACC), the former CrimTrac Agency and the former National Crime
Authority

• the Australian Federal Police (AFP), including Australian Capital Territory Policing

• the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC)

• prescribed aspects of the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources (DAWR), and

• the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP), including the Australian
Border Force (ABF).

• Other agencies with law enforcement functions may be added by regulation.

ACLEI's role

ACLEI's primary role is to detect and investigate law enforcement-related corruption issues,
giving priority to systemic and serious corruption. Subject to procedural fairness
requirements, the Integrity Commissioner may make administrative findings about the
conduct of individuals.

When,as a consequence of performing his or her functions, the Integrity Commissioner
identifies laws or administrative practices of government agencies that might contribute to
corrupt practices or prevent their early detection, he or she may make recommendations for
changes.

The Integrity Commissioner must consider the nature and scope of corrupt conduct revealed
by investigations, and report annually on any patterns and trends concerning corruption in
law enforcement agencies.

Page 3 of 7
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Under section 71 of the LEIC Act, the Minister may also request the Integrity Commissioner
to conduct a public inquiry into all or any of the following:

• a corruption issue or issues

• an issue about corruption generally in law enforcement agencies, or

• an issue or issues about the integrity of staff members of law enforcement agencies.

Independence

ACLEI is a statutory authority, and part of the Attorney-General's portfolio. The Minister for
Justice is responsible forACLEI.

Impartial and independent investigations are central to the Integrity Commissioner's role.
Although the Minister may request the Integrity Commissioner to conduct public inquiries, the
Minister cannot direct how inquiries or investigations will be conducted.

The LEIC Act contains measures to ensure that the Integrity Commissioner and ACLEI
remain free from political interference and maintain an independent relationship with
government agencies. Accordingly, the Integrity Commissioner:

• is appointed by the Governor-General and cannot be removed arbitrarily

• is appointed for up to five years, with a maximum sum of terms of seven years

• can commence investigations on his or her own initiative, and

• can make public statements, and can release reports publicly.

Receiving and disseminating information about corrupt conduct

The LEIC Act establishes a framework whereby the Integrity Commissioner and the
relevant agency heads can prevent and deal with corrupt conduct jointly and
cooperatively. The arrangement recognises both the considerable work of the
agencies in the Integrity Commissioner's jurisdiction to introduce internal corruption
controls (including detection and deterrence-focussed mechanisms) and the
continuing responsibility that the law enforcement agency heads have for the
integrity of their staff members.
An important feature of the LEIC Act is that it requires the head of an agency in ACLEI's
jurisdiction to notify the Integrity Commissioner of any information or allegation that raises a
corruption issue in his or her agency— also known as mandatory reporting.

The LEIC Act also enables any other person—including members of the public, other
government agencies or the Minister—to refer a corruption issue to the Integrity
Commissioner.

Further, ACLEI is authorised under the Telecommunications (Interception and Access)
Act 1979 (TIA Act) to receive information about any corruption issue involving an agency
within the LEIC Act jurisdiction that may be identified by other integrity agencies or law
enforcement agencies as a result of their telecommunications interception activities.

Page 4 of 7
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Special legislative arrangements make it lawful for 'whistleblowers' to provide information
about corruption direct to ACLEI. The LEIC Act provides for ACLEI to arrange protection for
witnesses.

The Integrity Commissioner may disclose information to the head of a law enforcement
agency or other government agency if satisfied that it is appropriate to do so, having regard
to the functions of the agency concerned.

The Integrity Commissioner is exempt from the operation of the Privacy Act 1988, reflecting
the importance ofACLEI's information collection and intelligence-sharing role.

To safeguard information—for instance to protect a person's safety or reputation from unfair
harm—the LEIC Act establishes comprehensive confidentiality requirements forACLEI staff.

Investigation options

The Integrity Commissioner decides independently how to deal with any allegations,
information or intelligence about corrupt conduct concerning the agencies in ACLEI's
jurisdiction.

The Integrity Commissioner is not expected to investigate every allegation or information
about corruption that arises in Commonwealth law enforcement. Rather, the Integrity
Commissioner's role is to ensure that indications and risks of corrupt conduct in law
enforcement agencies are identified and addressed appropriately.

The Integrity Commissioner can choose from a range of options in dealing with a corruption
issue. The options are to:

• investigate the corruption issue

• refer the corruption issue to the law enforcement agency for internal investigation (with or
without management or oversight by ACLEI) and to report findings to the Integrity
Commissioner

• refer the corruption issue to the AFP (if the corruption issue does not relate to the AFP)

• investigate the corruption issue jointly with another government agency or an integrity
agency for a state or territory, or

• take no further action.

Under the LEIC Act, the Integrity Commissioner must give priority to serious or systemic
corruption. Section 27 of the LEIC Act also sets out criteria to which the Integrity
Commissioner must have regard in deciding how to deal with a corruption issue. With these
matters in mind, the Integrity Commissioner will investigate when there is advantage in
ACLEI's direct involvement.

Accordingly, the Integrity Commissioner gives strategic priority to corruption issues that may:

• indicate a link between law enforcement corruption and organised crime

• relate to law enforcement activities that have a higher inherent corruption risk

• involve suspected conduct which would seriously undermine an agency's law
enforcement functions

Page 5 of 7
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• bring into doubt the integrity of senior law enforcement managers

• warrant the use of the Integrity Commissioner's information-gathering powers, or

• would otherwise benefit from independent investigation.

ACLEI prioritises corruption issues that have a nexus to the law enforcement character of the
agencies in its jurisdiction, having regard to the objects of the LEfCAct. In this way, ACLEI
aims to pursue those investigations which are most likely to yield the highest strategic
contribution to maintaining and improving integrity in law enforcement agencies.

Investigation powers

Due to the adverse consequences of law enforcement related corruption, ACLEI has access
to a range of statutory law enforcement, coercive and other powers, including:

• coercive notices to produce information, documents or things

• summons to attend a coercive information-gathering hearing, answer questions and give
sworn evidence, and/or to produce documents or things (or else face criminal
prosecution or action for contempt)

• intrusive information-gathering (covert)

o telecommunications interception

o electronic and physical surveillance

o controlled operations

o assumed identities

o integrity testing (in relation to the ACIC, AFP and DIBP)

o scrutiny of financial transactions, and

o access to specialised information databases for law enforcement purposes

• search warrants

• right of entry to law enforcement premises and associated search and seizure powers,
and

• arrest (relating to the investigation of a corruption issue).

Purpose of coercive powers

Investigations of law enforcement corruption often involve suspects and witnesses who are
weli-versed in law enforcement methods and therefore may be skilled in avoiding or
countering them to avoid detection. For instance, counter-surveillance skills, the ability to
conceal activities ('hide tracks') or the capacity to divulge confidential information to others
('tip-offs') may be the commodity that makes a criminal conspiracy possible or attractive to
undertake.

A particular challenge in this context is to ensure that anti-corruption investigations are able
to uncover the full network of people involved—for instance law enforcement officials and
their criminal counterparts—rather than stop at the point of having identified a 'bad apple'.
It is also important to seek to gain contemporary information about what methods are being
exploited to compromise systems, so that 'target hardening' can take place.

Page 6 of 7
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To help meet these challenges, Part 9 of the LEIC Act establishes arrangements for the
Integrity Commissioner to use coercive information-gathering powers during an ACLEI
investigation or Joint investigation. These powers require a person to produce documentary
evidence and/or appear as a witness and answer questions truthfully at a hearing. It is an
offence not to comply with a coercive notice or summons, not to answer questions (even if to
do so would tend to self-incrimination), not to answer truthfully, or otherwise be in contempt
ofACLEI. The Integrity Commissioner may also issue a non-disclosure direction in relation
to coercive notices, summonses and any information provided. This measure assists ACLEI
to continue to investigate a matter covertly.

Coercive powers are an important part of the suite of investigation powers available to the
Integrity Commissioner. 'Notices to produce'—for instance, to obtain bank account details
when warranted—assist ACLEI to build an intelligence picture. Hearings—particularly when
combined with other law enforcement investigation methods—enable ACLEI to further
investigations that might otherwise stall through lack of conventional investigation options.

Evidence given by a witness at a hearing (ie hearing material) may not be used in a criminal
prosecution against that witness, unless it falls within one of the limited exceptions set out in
subsection 96(4A) of the LEIC Act—thereby protecting the privilege against self-
incrimination. For instance, such material may be used in a confiscation proceedings (where
the hearing occurred before the proceedings were commenced against the witness, or
before such proceedings were imminent). Similarly, hearing material may be used in a
disciplinary proceeding relating to the hearing witness (if the witness is in ACLEI's
jurisdiction). The privilege against self-incrimination also applies to a person who gives
information, or produces documents, in response to a coercive notice.

Corruption prevention

ACLEI's approach to preventing corruption is to work closely with LEIC Act agencies to
share information and insights that might strengthen anti-corruption arrangements. For
instance, ACLEI's Corruption Prevention Practice distils intelligence from and variety of
sources—including lessons learned from ACLEI operations—to identify vulnerabilities in
practices and procedures of agencies. These insights also inform Commonwealth anti"
corruption policy more generally.

ACLEI publishes case studies and investigation reports to its webslte, as well as articles
designed to assist corruption prevention practitioners.
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20  June 2017 

 

Dear Secretary, 

 

Submission to Inquiry into parliamentary privilege and the use of intrusive powers 

The Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to this 

Inquiry into parliamentary privilege and the use of intrusive powers. 

In 2009, the ALRC considered the relationship between secrecy provisions and the operation of 

parliamentary privilege in its Report, Secrecy Laws and Open Government in Australia (ALRC Report 112). 

The relevant part of the Report is extracted below for your information: 

 

Parliamentary privilege 

Background 

16.1 In response to IP 34, the Clerk of the Senate, Harry Evans, provided a submission to 

draw to the ALRC’s attention an issue that arises from the relationship between secrecy 

provisions and the operation of parliamentary privilege: 

From time to time executive government officials suggest that statutory secrecy provisions 

prevent them providing information to either House of the Parliament or its committees and/or 

render them liable under such provisions for supplying relevant information.1 

                                                 

1  Clerk of the Senate, Submission SR 03, 23 January 2009. See also H Evans (ed), Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice (12th ed, 2008), 51–55 
for a discussion of the application of secrecy provisions to parliamentary inquiries. 
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16.2 Evans suggested further that secrecy provisions ‘may also inhibit the provision of 

information to the Houses and their committees by prospective witnesses without the 

inhibition becoming known’.
2
 

What is parliamentary privilege? 

16.3 ‘Parliamentary privilege’ refers to the privileges or immunities of the Houses of 

Parliament and the powers of the Houses of Parliament to protect the integrity of their 

processes.
3
 Section 49 of the Australian Constitution gives the Australian Parliament power to 

declare the ‘powers, privileges and immunities’ of the Houses of Parliament and provides 

that, in the absence of any declaration by the Parliament, the powers, privileges and 

immunities held by the United Kingdom’s House of Commons at the time of the 

establishment of the Commonwealth shall apply. 

16.4 The importance of parliamentary privilege is clearly set out in the Human Rights 

Handbook for Parliamentarians prepared for the United Nations by Manfred Nowak: 

Parliament can fulfil its role only if its members enjoy the freedom of expression necessary in 

order to be able to speak out on behalf of constituents. Members of parliament must be free to 

seek, receive and impart information and ideas without fear of reprisal. They are therefore 

generally granted a special status, intended to provide them with the requisite independence: 

they enjoy parliamentary privilege or parliamentary immunities.4 

16.5 There are two aspects of parliamentary privilege. The first is set out in art 9 of the Bill 
of Rights 1688 (UK) (applied in Australia by virtue of s 49 of the Australian Constitution), 

which states that ‘the freedom of speech and debates or proceedings in Parliament ought not 

to be impeached or questioned in any court or place outside Parliament’. Article 9 confers an 

immunity from civil or criminal action, and examination in legal proceedings, on members of 

the Houses, witnesses and others taking part in proceedings in parliament. The Parliamentary 
Privileges Act 1987 (Cth) clarifies that giving evidence or submitting a document to a House 

or committee amount to ‘proceedings in parliament’ covered by the immunity. The second 

aspect of parliamentary privilege is the parliament’s power to conduct inquiries, including the 

ability to compel witnesses to give evidence or produce documents.  

16.6 On this basis, the Parliament, or a parliamentary committee, generally has the power to 

compel the giving of evidence or the production of documents that otherwise would be 

covered by a secrecy provision. In this context, a person who discloses information will be 

immune from liability under any secrecy provision. 

Express abrogation of parliamentary privilege 

16.7 Parliament may choose to abrogate parliamentary privilege expressly and prevent the 

disclosure of information to the Parliament or its committees.
5
 For example, s 37(3) of the 

Auditor-General Act 1997 (Cth) provides that the Auditor-General ‘cannot be required, and is 

not permitted, to disclose’ certain information to a House of Parliament, a member of a House 

of the Parliament, or a parliamentary committee. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Act 

makes clear that ‘the effect of [this subclause] is to act as a declaration for the purposes of 

section 49 of the Constitution’.
6
 

16.8 A far more detailed regime for dealing with disclosures to ministers and parliament is 

included in the Exposure Draft of the Tax Laws Amendment (Confidentiality of Taxpayer 

Information) Bill 2009 (Cth) (Tax Laws Exposure Draft Bill). The draft Bill sets out an 

                                                 

2  Clerk of the Senate, Submission SR 03, 23 January 2009. 
3  H Evans (ed), Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice (12th ed, 2008), Ch 2. 

4  M Nowak, Human Rights Handbook for Parliamentarians (2005), 64. 

5  An intention to abrogate parliamentary privilege requires express statutory words: H Evans (ed), Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice (12th 
ed, 2008), 53; G Griffith, Parliamentary Privilege: Major Developments and Current Issues, NSW Parliamentary Library Research Service 

Background Paper No 1/07 (2007),  

82–84. 
6  Explanatory Memorandum, Auditor General Bill 1996 (Cth), [71]. See also Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 503A. 
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exhaustive list of permissible disclosures to ministers and parliamentary committees.
7
 These 

include, for example, disclosure to any minister to enable him or her to exercise a power or 

perform a function under a taxation law; and disclosure to the Treasurer for the purpose of 

enabling him or her to respond to an entity’s representation. 

16.9 The Tax Laws Exposure Draft Bill makes clear that the disclosures listed in the Bill are 

the only permissible disclosures that an officer can make to ministers and parliament, ‘despite 

any power, privilege or immunity of either House of the Parliament or members or 

committees of either House of Parliament’.
8
 However, the Bill retains the Parliament’s 

powers of compulsion, and authorises an officer to disclose taxation information where 

disclosure has been compelled.
9
 

Implied abrogation of parliamentary privilege 

16.10 A more controversial question is whether a secrecy provision may override 

parliamentary privilege by ‘necessary implication’. 

16.11 In 1991, the Commonwealth Solicitor-General, Dr Gavan Griffith QC, provided advice 

on the application of secrecy provisions to officials appearing before parliamentary 

committees, as follows: 

Although express words are not required, a sufficiently clear intention that the provision is a 

declaration under section 49 [of the Australian Constitution] must be discernible. 

Accordingly, a general and almost unqualified prohibition upon disclosure is, in my view, 

insufficient to embrace disclosure to committees. The nature of section 49 requires something 

more specific.10 

16.12 In 2000, Bret Walker SC provided advice to the NSW Legislative Council about 

whether a secrecy provision applied to prohibit certain witnesses from disclosing information 

to the budget estimates committee of the NSW Legislative Council. Walker advised that, in 

order for a secrecy provision to prevent the disclosure of information to a parliamentary 

committee, there must be either an express reference to the Houses, or that the statutory 

scheme would be rendered ‘fatally defective’ unless such an application were implied.
11

 

16.13 The view that parliamentary privilege can be abrogated by ‘necessary implication’ has 

been criticised by Evans;
12

 and no definitive view or court ruling has emerged. 

Parliamentary processes to protect information 

16.14 Where a secrecy provision does not operate to abrogate parliamentary privilege, 

information may be protected through other means. One such example is public interest 

immunity claims—that is, a claim that information should be withheld from a parliamentary 

committee on grounds of public interest. The Government Guidelines for Official Witnesses 
Before Parliamentary Committees and Related Matters advise that considerations that may 

affect a decision about whether to make documents or information available may include—in 

addition to whether disclosure of the information could cause harm to specified public 

interests—whether the information is covered by a secrecy provision.
13

 Another practical way 

to afford some protection to sensitive information is to have this adduced in camera—that is, 

in a closed session.
14

 

                                                 

7  Exposure Draft, Tax Laws Amendment (Confidentiality of Taxpayer Information) Bill 2009 (Cth) sch 1 pt 1 cl 355-55. 
8  Ibid sch 1 pt 1 cl 355–60(3). 

9  Ibid. For more information about the intended operation of this provisions see Explanatory Material, Exposure Draft, Tax Laws Amendment 

(Confidentiality of Taxpayer Information) Bill 2009 (Cth), [4.19]–[4.26]. 
10  Explanatory Memorandum, Parliamentary Privileges Amendment (Effect of Other Laws) Bill 1991 (Cth). 

11  J Evans, ‘Orders for Papers and Executive Privilege: Committee Inquiries and Statutory Secrecy Provisions’ (2002) 17(2) Australian 

Parliamentary Review 198, 210. 
12  H Evans (ed), Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice (12th ed, 2008). 

13  Parliament of Australia—Senate, Government Guidelines for Official Witnesses before Parliamentary Committees and Related Matters 

(1989), [2.33]. 
14  Ibid, [2.35]–[2.38]. 
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ALRC’s views 

16.15 Parliamentary privilege will normally override secrecy provisions, permitting the 

disclosure of protected information to Parliament or a parliamentary committee. This override 

will be supported by the exception for disclosures in the course of an officer’s duties in the 

recommended general secrecy offence and most specific secrecy offences. In a small number 

of situations, however, the disclosure of certain information to Parliament or parliamentary 

committees may not be the desired outcome. Here, any legislative intent to abrogate 

parliamentary privilege should be clearly stated in the provision and supporting documents, as 

for example in the Tax Laws Exposure Draft Bill.
15

 

 

We hope this submission is of assistance to your Committee. If you require any further information, please 

do not hesitate to contact the ALRC. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Emeritus Professor Rosalind Croucher AM 

                                                 

15  Exposure Draft, Tax Laws Amendment (Confidentiality of Taxpayer Information) Bill 2009 (Cth) sch 1 pt 1 cl 355-60(3). 
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25 January 2018 

 

Committee Secretary 

Senate Standing Committee of Privileges 

PO Box 6100 

Parliament House 

Canberra ACT 2600 

 

Dear Committee Secretary 

 

UNSW LAW SOCIETY SUBMISSION REGARDING THE INQUIRY INTO 

PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE AND THE USE OF INTRUSIVE POWERS 

 

The University of New South Wales Law Society welcomes the opportunity to provide a 

submission to the Standing Privileges Committee Inquiry into whether existing measures 

regarding the use of intrusive powers adequately acknowledge and protect parliamentary 

privilege.  

 

The UNSW Law Society is the representative body for all students in the UNSW Faculty of 

Law.  

 

Nationally, we are one of the most respected student-run law organisations, attracting 

sponsorship from prominent national and international firms. Our primary objective is to 

develop UNSW Law students academically, professionally and personally. 

 

The key findings of our submission can be found over the page. We thank you for considering 

our submission. Please do not hesitate to contact us should you require any further assistance. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Nicholas Parker     Sophie Berton 

Policy Submissions Director    Policy Submissions Director 
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KEY FINDINGS 

 

1. The ‘Australian Federal Police National Guideline for Execution of Search Warrants 

Where Parliamentary Privilege May Be Involved’ is adequate in directing actions of 

the Australian Federal Police when executing search warrants. 

2. Concern surrounding potential unwarranted interruption to the work of 

Parliamentarians that fall outside parliamentary privilege are difficult to justify in the 

current political climate, but may become a well-founded fear in particular 

circumstances relating to the treatment of parliamentary proceedings. 

3. External regimes for law enforcement or intelligence services should take precedence 

in assuring the existence of remedies, if not necessarily preventing possible breaches of 

privilege. 

4. A Memorandum of Understanding of a similar nature to the agreement between the 

Speaker and the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service would present a simple 

answer to many of the difficulties raised concerning the use of intrusive powers on 

parliamentarians, however would set a precedent for a strong anti-interventionist stance 

by the Legislature. 

5. It would be in the interests of future considerations on parliamentary privilege’s 

interaction with intrusive technologies to avoid a strict definition of ‘public interest’, 

and observe the delineation made by the Courts to determine public interest immunity.   
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I SUFFICIENCY OF EXISTING PROTOCOLS FOR THE EXECUTION OF SEARCH 

WARRANTS IN PROTECTING PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE 

 

A What are the Relevant Privileges and Immunities of Members of Parliament? 

Parliamentary privilege is an integral element of the parliamentary system, serving to protect 

the independence of the legislature. It encompasses the range of powers, privileges, and 

immunities conferred upon those involved in proceedings in Parliament, and its source lies in 

section 49 of the Australian Constitution: 

The powers, privileges, and immunities of the Senate and of the House of 

Representatives, and of the members and the committees of each House, shall be such 

as are declared by the Parliament, and until declared shall be those of the Commons 

House of Parliament of the United Kingdom, and of its members and committees, at 

the establishment of the Commonwealth. 

The Australian Parliament inherited the privileges of the UK House of Commons, including 

article 9 of the Bill of Rights: ‘That the freedom of speech or proceedings in Parliament ought 

not to be impeached or questioned in any Court or Place outside of Parliament’. The Bill of 

Rights does not encompass the entirety of parliamentary privilege, which also includes the 

principle of ‘exclusive cognisance’ – that Parliament should rule its own sphere (for instance, 

Parliament has the power to issue penalties for contempt).  

The only declaration made according to section 49 of the Constitution thus far has been the 

Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 (Cth). This statute did not set out to provide an exhaustive 

statement of parliamentary privilege,1 and section 16 only prevents evidence ‘for the purposes 

of or incidental to business of a House or of a committee’ from being tabled in court. Referring 

to this statute alone, novel forms of information-gathering by police or intelligence agencies 

would seem to have no impact on the privileges or immunities of parliamentarians, because the 

newly-gathered information cannot be tabled in court in any case. And yet they do. 

The process of sealing documents retrieved in a search warrant on which a claim of 

parliamentary privilege is made has no origins in statute. It is a policy decision for which the 

                                                           
1 Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 (Cth) s 5. 
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reasons were first articulated in 2000, in a submission by counsel representing the President of 

the Senate in Crane v Gething.2 The Senate argued that if police were allowed to access the 

documents, sources of information could be discovered and ‘attacked through other 

investigations and legal proceedings’ – even if the documents themselves could not be used in 

court.3 With the agreement of police, a process whereby a neutral third party examines the 

documents for potential privilege claims has since been enshrined in a 2005 memorandum of 

understanding. The element of parliamentary privilege with which this inquiry is concerned is 

both recent and extrajudicial, and thus could be easily altered if policy priorities changed. 

In brief, if intrusive powers impact on the privileges or immunities of Members of Parliament 

(‘MP’), it is specifically and entirely related to the limitation of MPs’ freedom of speech, 

occasioned by the reluctance of constituents to approach them with information. This 

reluctance would be the product of a climate of fear of reprisals by police or intelligence 

services, acting on behalf of the executive branch of government. 

 

B What is the Underlying Criticism of Existing Protocols? 

 

Traditional seizure through the execution of a search warrant contains a clear and necessary 

element of physical intrusion, and provides a House or its members with a logical opportunity 

during execution to claim parliamentary privilege. Consequently, search warrant protocols 

such as the Australian Federal Police National Guideline for Execution of Search Warrants 

Where Parliamentary Privilege May Be Involved (‘the Protocol’) rely upon promoting a 

procedure of execution where a member is appropriately afforded opportunity to ‘raise’ a claim 

of breach of privilege in order to allow review.4 Even when a claim of breach of privilege 

occurs after Australian Federal Police have executed a search warrant such as the Australian 

Federal Police (‘AFP’) seizure of documents in 2016 at the office of Senator the Hon. Stephen 

Conroy, the protocol effectively neutralises the potential for contempt through stipulated 

neutral third-party possession of the contested documents until the House adopted the 

                                                           
2 (2000) 97 FCR 9. 
3 Harry Evans, ‘Parliamentary Privilege and Search Warrants: Will the US Legislate for Australia?’ (Papers on 

Parliament No 48, Parliamentary Library, Parliament of Australia, 2008). 
4  Australian Federal Police, National Guideline for Execution of Search Warrants Where Parliamentary 

Privilege May Be Involved, 2005. 
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recommendations of the Privileges Committee and upheld the claim.5 Practical application 

therefore suggests the effectiveness of existing protocol measures concerning the execution of 

search warrants relies on implementing a process that leverages the eventual triggering of in-

built contingencies that enable the containment of a breach from the point that a House, or the 

relevant parliamentarian, becomes aware of a problematic intrusion. 

  

The notion that the Protocol is insufficient therefore centres upon either rejecting that existing 

contingencies are satisfactory to assure Parliamentarians that their freedom of speech in 

parliamentary proceedings is protected, or that the measures fail to account for contemporary 

intrusive powers used by the AFP. Satisfactory assurances of a protected right to freedom of 

speech may arise under the assertion that the Protocol does not offer enough protection to 

parliamentarians’ privilege, or that the process of accessing these protection measures is too 

disruptive to proceedings. Similarly, the application of the Protocol to contemporary intrusive 

powers, namely electronic surveillance, may inform an assertion that existing measures do not 

sufficiently protect a House from all potential intrusions upon privilege. 

 

C Are These Criticisms Valid? 

 

It is our submission that both of these assertions are unfounded. Under section 6 of the Protocol, 

the process of obtaining and preparing the execution of a warrant is overseen by, at the very 

least, a Manager in the AFP, and the office of the relevant Director of Public Prosecutions. As 

to the wording of the terms of reference, search warrants concerning premises of 

parliamentarians in Parliament House also require notification of the Presiding Officer of the 

relevant House in section 6.4, and in particular cases the relevant member may even be given 

specific opportunity to claim privilege under sections 6.5 and 6.7.6 Beyond these proactive 

measures, the 2016 Conroy case also validated the merits of the Protocol regarding the 

safekeeping of documents by a neutral third-party under section 6.11, such that the operative 

outcome of the warrant’s execution was negated.7 The process established under the Protocol 

therefore provides clear consultation of the legislature in a manner that is respectful to the 

                                                           
5 Australian Federal Police, above n 4, 5. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Standing Committee of Privileges, above n 5, 7-8 [2.21]. 
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administration and protection of parliamentary privilege, since improper interference by the 

AFP can demonstrably be avoided. 

 

Within the broader umbrella of assurances to the protection of freedom of speech afforded to a 

House, criticism may also arise with regards to the tangible disruption to parliamentary 

proceedings and functions associated with following the Protocol procedure. In response, our 

submission emphasises that a distinction ought to be made by the Committee between the 

execution of search warrants under the Protocol, and the parliamentary process involved with 

processing a claim of privilege. Potential disruption to essential parliamentary functions, 

particularly sitting weeks, are alleviated under section 6.6 of the Protocol.8 Furthermore, 

section 6.11 of the Protocol stipulates the opportunity to ‘take copies of any documents before 

they are secured’.9 Not only do these measures demonstrate a sensitivity to parliamentary 

functions within the Protocol, but its application in the Conroy case revealed that the greater 

source of delay lay in deliberations as to the merits of the claim by the Senate Privileges 

Committee; the total disruption of the search warrant’s execution totalled just under 12 hours.10 

No source of unreasonable disruption to members’ parliamentary functions are attributable to 

the Protocol upon distinguishing its application from parliamentary procedures concerning 

resolving claims of privilege. 

 

Finally, critics may assert that the execution of warrants pertaining to contemporary intrusive 

powers do not reliably provide parliamentarians with an equivalent opportunity to raise a claim 

of privilege in the execution. In counter to such an argument, electronic surveillance, whether 

by through phone tapping, collection of metadata or any other relevant means exist largely 

outside the remit of the Protocol, which was formulated with specific consideration to search 

warrants that involve the physical search of premises.11 For this reason, our submission refers 

to the wording of term of reference (a) and recommends that applying the Protocol beyond its 

intended purview of search warrants unfairly places its measures under an incompatibly and 

                                                           
8 Australian Federal Police, above n 4, 5. 
9 Australian Federal Police, above n 4, 4. 
10 Ashlynne McGhee, ‘AFP Ordered to Return Former Senator Stephen Conroy’s Seized Documents’, ABC 

News (online), 28 March 2017 < http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-03-28/afp-ordered-to-return-stephen-conroy-

seized-documents/8394590>.  
11 Australian Federal Police, above n 4. 
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unnecessarily broad frame. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that further consideration on the 

implications of intrusive powers on other relevant existing frameworks, as well as the validity 

of concerns regarding the protection of privilege for forms of surveillance where the intrusion 

is more covert or on other premises, and whether there are grounds for an expansion of the 

Protocol lies within the other terms of reference listed for consideration by the Committee. 

 

II IMPLICATIONS OF CONTEMPORARY INTRUSIVE POWERS BY LAW 

ENFORCEMENT AND INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES ON PARLIAMENTARY 

PRIVILEGE 

 

A Do Communications with Constituents Fall Within the Ambit of Parliamentary 

Privilege? 

 

While constituents bringing information to the attention of Members of Parliament might 

benefit from protections from surveillance, the question is whether parliamentary privilege is 

the appropriate avenue for these protections. The Senate’s submission in Crane sidestepped 

this problem by contending that the information provided by a constituent would directly result 

in words spoken in Parliament.12 

The consensus seems to be that communications with constituents are protected only if they 

result in words being spoken on the floor of Parliament. Records of meetings, or 

communications resulting in representations to Ministers on behalf of constituents, are not 

protected.13 In Crane, French J made the apparently straightforward statement that: 

‘The fact that [seized documents] may include names of constituents who have made 

representations or have had meetings with the Senator and which neither they nor the 

Senator would want to make public does not of itself raise an issue of parliamentary 

privilege.’14 

                                                           
12 Harry Evans, above n 3. 
13 Committee on Standards and Privileges, Privilege: Hacking of Members’ mobile phones, House of Commons 

Paper No 14, Session 2010-2011 (2011) 11. 
14 Crane v Gething (2000) 97 FCR 9, 28. 
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In R v Chaytor,15 Lord Phillips preferred a narrow interpretation of the concept, protecting 

Parliament from judicial and executive interference. Yet his Lordship left the door open for 

change, saying ‘it is necessary to consider the nature of that connection and whether, if such 

actions do not enjoy privilege, this is likely to impact adversely on the core or essential business 

of Parliament.’16 

 

B How do Intrusive Powers Impact on the Privileges and Immunities of Members of 

Parliament? 

 

Telecommunications interception, electronic surveillance, and metadata domestic preservation 

orders from law enforcement or intelligence agencies operate differently from search warrants 

because they take place without the subject’s knowledge, precluding MPs from raising issues 

of parliamentary privilege. But in cases where the MP is unaware of the intrusion, there is no 

possibility for parliamentary privilege to be claimed at all. 

There is a paradox at the core of the intersection of intrusive powers with parliamentary 

privilege, described by the Committee on Standards and Privileges in the House of Commons 

as ‘an excursion into the realms of metaphysics’.17 Unlike personal rights (e.g. privacy), 

parliamentary privilege is concerned with outcomes. In individual cases, knowledge by MPs 

and constituents that they are being spied upon is the prerequisite for the limitations on freedom 

of speech which would occasion a claim of parliamentary privilege. But if the intelligence 

operation remains undiscovered, then the MP’s behaviour remains undistorted, so there is no 

relevant privilege to invoke.  

However, MPs’ actions might well be influenced by a climate of fear arising from widespread 

knowledge of the use of intrusive powers by law enforcement. This discussion turns on whether 

the climate of fear is a reasonable one. In this space, the House of Commons urged caution due 

to the subjectivity of ‘Members’ impressions of the impact on them’.18 Discussion of protecting 

                                                           
15 [2010] UKSC 52. 
16 R v Chaytor [2010] UKSC 52, [47]. 
17 Committee on Standards and Privileges, above n 13, 15. 
18 Committee on Standards and Priviliges, above n 13. 
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MPs’ sources of information finds a parallel in section 126 of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth), 

which protects journalists from having to reveal their sources in court (though this is rebuttable 

by a public interest test). For example, a person leaking information from the company they 

work for might fear the loss of their job. But it is difficult to see what reprisals a person 

providing information to an MP might fear from the police or intelligence agencies, operating 

impartially.  

If such reprisals could be identified, then the climate of fear would be reasonable; intrusive 

powers would have a discernible impact on freedom of speech in Parliament (and thus 

privilege); and action should be taken to enable claims of privilege to be made on metadata and 

intercepted communications. Yet this would only be strictly necessary in cases where 

communications with constituents resulted in proceedings taking place on the floor of 

Parliament. 

 

III ADEQUACY OF EXISTING OVERSIGHT AND REPORTING REGIMES ON THE USE 

OF INTRUSIVE POWERS IN PROTECTING PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE 

 

To assure the integrity of ‘Parliamentary proceedings’, the formulation of any documents for 

the purposes of the House remain protected processes, meaning a court cannot compel the 

production of such documents.19 Intelligence gathering operations now rely more than ever on 

newer spectrum ‘intrusive powers’, consisting of metadata retention, telecommunications 

intercepts and electronic surveillance – collectively known as signals intelligence (SIGINT).20 

Due to secrecy in their use, breaches of privilege cannot be raised by the Member with the 

Speaker in the traditional fashion.21 As such, external regimes for law enforcement or 

intelligence services therefore take precedence in assuring the existence of remedies, if not 

necessarily preventing possible breaches of privilege.  

                                                           
19 Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 (Cth) s 16(2).  
20 See Australian Signals Directorate, Department of Defence.  
21 Parliament of Australia, House of Representatives Standing Orders - Chapter 7 Privilege, 13 September 2016, 

s 52 – 53.   
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A Oversight Regimes in Operation Relating to the Usage of Intrusive Powers and 

Technologies. 

 

Several modes of institutional oversight are predominant in the regulation and reportage of 

conduct amongst law enforcement and intelligence. The scope of this inquiry demands that 

oversight be examined in consideration of legal accountability and governance.  

 

1 Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security 

The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security (‘IGIS’) remains the premier mechanism 

by which accountability in the Australian Intelligence Community (‘AIC’) is achieved.22 

Importantly, the IGIS retains the power to access all reports from the AIC, classified or 

unclassified, for the purposes of determining compliance.23 It should be noted, however, that 

such oversight does not extend to the Australian Federal Police, amongst other agencies is part 

of the greater National Intelligence Community (‘NIC’).24  When it comes to the deployment 

of intrusive powers, the IGIS has access to all signals intelligence products generated by the 

AIC.25 Until 2011, all domestic surveillance warrants issued to ASIO were checked by the IGIS 

on a 100% compliance basis, but later switched to a risk based sampling process – as such, 

many warrants now do not receive compliance checks.26  

A finding by the committee that current oversight and reporting regimes on the use of intrusive 

powers are not sufficient in acknowledging the requirements of parliamentary privilege may 

                                                           
22 For reference, the Australian Intelligence Community (‘AIC’) comprises the Australian Geospatial-

Intelligence Organisation (AGIO), Australian Secret Intelligence Service (ASIS), Australian Security 

Intelligence Organisation (ASIO), Australian Signals Directorate (ASD), Defence Intelligence Organisation 

(DIO) and Office of National Assessments (ONA).  
23 Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986 (Cth) s 8.  
24 Commonwealth of Australia, 2017 Independent Intelligence Review (Department of Prime Minister and 

Cabinet, 2017) 21. 
25 Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, How IGIS Interacts with the AIC 

<http://www.igis.gov.au/australian-intelligence-community/how-igis-interacts-aic>  
26 Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Annual Report 2011 – 2012 (Commonwealth of Australia, 

2012) 24.  
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find a quantifiable recommendation in amending the practices of the IGIS compliance 

evaluation to require the approval of any and all surveillance measures concerning 

parliamentarians. 

 

2 Office of the Commonwealth Ombudsman 

The Commonwealth Ombudsman cooperates closely with the Inspector-General of 

Intelligence and Security, with a Memorandum of Understanding (‘MoU’) between the two 

statutory offices facilitating the processing of administrative complaints against members of 

the AIC.27 Separately, the Ombudsman inspects the records of the AFP and Australian Crime 

Commission for compliance in telecommunications interception and surveillance devices.28 

Due to the MoU, oversight responsibilities are evenly demarcated between the IGIS for the 

AIC and the Ombudsman for law enforcement.29 

 

3 Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security 

The Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (‘PJCIS’) reviews 

administration of AIC agencies and various matters referred to it by a responsible Minister or 

Parliament.30 The PJCIS is a direct means by which Members of Parliament can impose the 

discipline of external scrutiny on intelligence agencies and their conduct independent of the 

Executive.31 Formerly known as the Parliamentary Committee on ASIO, the Intelligence 

Services Amendment Act 2005 (Cth) renamed it to the PJCIS and expanded its remit to 

encompass all the AIC agencies. Recently, the PJCIS released a report recommending the 

                                                           
27 Commonwealth Ombudsman and Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Memorandum of 

Understanding Between the Commonwealth Ombudsman and the Inspector-General of Intelligence and 

Security, 14 December 2015. 
28 Telecommunications (Interception) Act 1979 (Cth); see also Surveillance Devices Act 2004 (Cth). 
29 Commonwealth Ombudsman and Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, above n 27. 
30 Intelligence Services Act 2001 (Cth) s 29(1). 
31 Commonwealth, Royal Commission on Australia’s Security and Intelligence Agencies, General Report 

(1984) 25. 
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establishment of independent oversight on metadata retention, and the empowerment of the 

Ombudsman to have such oversight.32  

It is our submission that the Committee echo this recommendation, due to its positive outcomes 

relating to involving the legislature at an earlier juncture in the surveillance process as it relates 

to metadata retention. 

 

4 Independent National Security Legislation Monitor  

The Independent National Security Legislation Monitor (‘INSLM’), while maintaining a focus 

on legislative developments, nevertheless reviews to what extent individual rights are 

contravened by the application of counter-terrorism laws by intelligence bodies, such as those 

enabling technologically intrusive powers.33 In being able to compel answers from security 

organisations for the purposes of review, reports produced by the INSLM reports examine both 

legislative impact and their usage by intelligence organisations.34 

 

  

                                                           
32 Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security, Parliament of Australia, Advisory Report on the 

Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Amendment (Data Retention) Bill 2014 (2015) 264.  
33 Commonwealth of Australia, above n 24, 114, para 7.15.  
34 Independent National Security Legislation Monitor Act 2010 (Cth) s 22. 
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IV WHETHER SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS REGARDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

INTRUSIVE POWERS AND PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE SHOULD BE 

ESTABLISHED 

A ‘Access by law enforcement or intelligence agencies to information held by 

parliamentary departments, departments of state (or portfolio agencies) or portfolio agencies 

in relation to members of Parliament or their staff’ 

 

This term of reference refers to law enforcement or intelligence services accessing information 

actually held by state agencies about members of Parliament. This could take the form of a 

search warrant, or a formal request. It does not involve telecommunications interception. 

Malicious use of communications technology, which might provide a means to access the 

information, does not seem to be the subject of this inquiry. 

In our submission, the 2005 Memorandum of Understanding provides adequate protection for 

parliamentary privilege in the execution of search warrants. 

 

B ‘Access in accordance with the provisions of the Telecommunications (Interception 

and Access) Act 1979 by law enforcement or intelligence agencies to metadata or other 

electronic material in relation to members of Parliament or their staff, held by carriers or 

carriage service providers’ 

 

Metadata can be used to identify journalists’ sources. That was the thrust of the 2014 debate 

on data retention, empowering police to seek warrants to investigate preserved metadata for 

the purpose of identifying journalists’ sources. 

A protocol which would require police or intelligence services to inform MPs (or a neutral third 

party) of instances where their metadata had been accessed or telecommunications intercepted, 

allowing them to raise claims of privilege, would be an obvious resolution to these concerns. 

A level of technical expertise might be necessary in the task of filtering this material, narrowing 

the pool of candidates in the process.  
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Yet there exists a broad range of possible responses to issues raised by developments in 

intrusive technologies, as the agreement between the Speaker of the New Zealand House of 

Representatives and the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service demonstrates.35 

 

C ‘Activities of intelligence agencies in relation to members of Parliament or their staff 

(with reference to the agreement between the Speaker of the New Zealand House of 

Representatives and the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service)’ 

 

The New Zealand agreement reflects strong opposition to surveillance of MPs in general. Once 

a person becomes a member of Parliament, the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service 

(‘NZSIS’) closes their file on that person and ‘will not generally direct the collection of 

information against any sitting Member of Parliament.’36 

There are two exceptions to this rule. The first is ‘where a particular MP is suspected of 

undertaking activities relevant to security’, the Director of NZSIS may personally authorise the 

collection and ‘provides a confidential briefing to the Speaker of the House about the proposed 

collection and the reasons for it’.37 Although NZSIS does not require the Speaker’s approval, 

MPs targeted by surveillance may, through a separate process, make complaints to the New 

Zealand Inspector-General.38 

The second exception involves information being collected about another person with whom 

the MP is in contact. This ‘incidental’ information must be attached to the file of that other 

person, and information about the MP will be destroyed unless it is necessary to provide 

context.39 

                                                           
35 This is agreement is as per the document cited by the Committee in its terms of reference. 
36 Privileges Committee, Question of Privilege Concerning the Agreements for Policing, Execution of Search 

Warrants, and Collection and Retention of Information by the NZSIS, Interim Report, 2013, 

<https://www.parliament.nz/resource/en-

nz/50DBSCH_SCR5878_1/505f4567d97947012fd02861c7abac2ad5032f86>, 11. 
37 Privileges Committee, above n 32, 12. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
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This process of restricting the Speaker’s power, by requiring only that they be informed, seems 

appropriate in light of a case where the Speaker of the South Australian House of Assembly 

prevented police from executing a search warrant in his own office during an investigation into 

his business dealings with a convicted criminal.40 The New Zealand memorandum is consistent 

with the practice of law enforcement in notifying the Speaker before proceeding with any 

operations on the grounds of Parliament, to avoid miscommunications which could result in 

charges of contempt of Parliament.41 Although the interference is more subtle in cases of 

technological intrusion, and thus the possibility of contempt smaller, adherence to the same 

standards would be an effective means of preserving the freedom of speech of parliamentarians 

by precluding police intimidation. 

Attitudes to parliamentary privilege and intrusive powers in New Zealand have developed in a 

manner that is strikingly protective of the independence, not just of the legislature, but also of 

individual MPs. A Memorandum of Understanding like that between the Speaker and NZSIS 

would present a simple answer to many of the difficulties raised in this submission, by 

intentionally and dramatically overshooting the mark required to preserve parliamentary 

privilege.  

 

V PUBLIC INTEREST CONSIDERATIONS 

 

A Purview of the Committee limited to the Execution of Warrants 

 

This term of reference may be taken to provide scope for consideration of whether the current 

framework for the use of intrusive powers in matters that may attract parliamentary privilege 

perform in the public interest, or the implications for the Committee’s findings upon public 

interest immunity. In the case of the latter, it is important to note that public interest immunity 

pertains to the protection of documents from being produced as evidence upon order of a court 

‘when it would be injurious to the public interest to do so’, as articulated by Gibbs ACJ in 

Sankey v Whitlam.42 The Court in New South Wales v Ryan also found ‘no relevant difference’ 

                                                           
40 Martin Hinton, ‘Parliamentary Privilege and Police Powers in South Australia’ (2005) 16 Public Law Review 

99, 99. 
41 Ibid 115. 
42 Sankey v Whitlam (1978) 142 CLR 1, 44. 
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between the definition of public interest immunity in common law to its statutory source under 

section 130 of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth).43 Since the interpretation of public interest 

immunity rests with the courts as per Crane, it is our submission that the Committee avoid a 

strict application of this interpretation of term of reference (e), such that it may bear relevance 

to the purview of the House under the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 (Cth).44 

 

Chris Wheeler of the Australian Institute of Administrative Law notes that: ‘although the 

term is a central concept to a democratic system of government, it has never been definitively 

defined either in legislation or by the courts’.45 He went on to cite the 1979 Australian Senate 

Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Report on the Commonwealth Freedom of 

Information Bill; 

 “… ‘public interest’ is a phase that does not need to be, indeed could not usefully, be

 defined... Yet it is a useful concept because it provides a balancing test by which any

 number of relevant interests may be weighed one against another. …the relevant 

 public interest factors may vary from case to case – or in the oft quoted dictum of 

 Lord Hailsham of Marylebone ‘the categories of the public interest are not closed”.46 

As to public considerations in this inquiry, it is our submission that the Committee follow the 

established position of avoiding any unnecessarily specific or exhaustively-worded 

particulars that constitute a public interest that may implicate itself as a definition of ‘public 

interest’ in its findings. 

Certainly, the implications of not affording future iterations of this Committee the same 

freedom and flexibility in applying privilege to contemporary forms of intrusive powers 

enjoyed currently would paradoxically exacerbate the potential for disruption of 

parliamentary functions. 

                                                           
43 New South Wales v Ryan (1998) 101 LGERA 246, in Australian Law Reform Commission, Uniform Evidence 

Law, Report No 102 (2006) [15]. 
44 Above n 2; Australian Law Reform Commission, above n 38. 
45 Chris Wheeler, ‘The Public Interest, We Know it’s Important, but do we Know What it Means?’ (2006) 48 

Australian Institute of Administrative Law Forum 48, 14. 
46 Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Senate, Report on the Commonwealth Freedom of 

Information Bill, (1979). 
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